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Preface
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with many specialists in the field. Special thanks goes to
• the students Martin Persson, Jacob Mebus Meyer, Annie Rydholm,
Daniel Nilsson, Søren Pedersen, Nicholai Rudbeck Zickert, Dennis
Nielsen, Theis Christiansen, Toke Andersen, Kristian Lindberg-Poulsen,
Tore Stegenborg-Andersen, Rasmus Trock Kinnerup, Jakob Døllner
Mønster, Niels Christian Buhl, Lasse Emil Korff, Johan Grundtvig,
Søren Jørgensen Herslund and all other participants in the “Electron-
ics Group”, for being interested in exploring switch-mode power elec-
tronics together with me,
• the supervisors Gerhard Paffinger and Prof. Michael A. E. Andersen,
for their inspiration and excellent mentoring along the way,
• the “Electronics Group”, especially Assoc. Prof. Ole Cornelius Thom-
sen, Mikkel Christian Kofod Høyerby, Lars Tønnes Jacobsen, Zhe
Zhang, Kaspar Sinding Meyer and Thomas Andersen, for there rich
discussions,
• the colleagues at “Harman/Becker Automotive Systems GmbH”, for
keeping my research efforts practically relevant,
• the colleagues Gerald Stanley at“Crown International Inc.” and David
McCorkle at “McCorkle Design Group”, for preventing me from falling
into pitfalls, that have been solved many decades ago,
• the “Power Electronics Systems” group at the ETH Zu¨rich for showing
me world-class approaches to build even better switch-mode power
electronics.
Summary
Switch-mode power electronics is disturbing other electronic circuits by emis-
sion of electromagnetic waves and signals. To allow transmission of informa-
tion, a set of regulatory rules (electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)) were
created to limit this disturbance. To fulfill those rules in power electronics,
shielding and filtering is required, which is limiting the size reduction. The
motivation for this project was to find alternative ways to avoid trouble with
interference of switch-mode power electronics and transmission and receiver
circuits. An especial focus is given to audio power amplifiers.
After a historical overview and description of interaction between power
electronics and electromagnetic compatibility (chapter 1), the thesis will
first show the impact of the high frequency signals on the audio perfor-
mance of switch-mode audio power amplifiers (chapter 2). Therefore the
work of others will be put into perspective and self-oscillating amplifiers will
be compared with external synchronized topologies.
After that, solutions to the problem, which are widespread in industry will
be given and explained (chapter 3). The challenges and advantages will be
described.
The improvement of the described problem where four different approaches:
• Multi Carrier Modulation (MCM)
• Active Electromagnetic Cancellation (AEC)
• Current Driven Power Stages (CDP)
• Radio Frequency Power Electronics (RF SMPS)
Multi Carrier Modulation (chapter 4) is using more than one external car-
rier and generating multiple PWM signals. Those are combined by a logic
circuit to one pulse coded information stream. The average of this stream is
proportional to the modulated signal, while the spectral peaks of the switch-
ing frequencies are half compared to state-of-the art pulse width modulation
(PWM).
Active Electromagnetic Cancellation (chapter 5) has been known as active
filtering in power electronics. It has been applied to switch mode audio
power amplifiers. The specialty for the later will be described and a design
is shown, decreasing the undesired spectrum by 15 dB.
A different approach to tackle the problem is given by an alternative power
stage in Current driven Power Stages (chapter 6). A focus of this approach is
to minimize the biggest components, the inductors, in the filters of switch-
mode power electronics. This approach results in a size reduction of the
filters by around 84 %.
A very promising approach to remove the interference of power electronics
circuits and telecommunication circuits is to stay away from the frequen-
cies used for information transmission. Even though the electromagnetic
spectrum is used without any exceptions, the situation can be optimized for
audio applications. This is done by using switching frequencies beyond the
communication frequencies and will be described in Radio Frequency Power
Electronics (chapter 7).
Each chapter ends with a section printed in italic. These paragraphs are
meant to link the respective chapter with the rest of the work and therefore
enables the reader to investigate only parts of the work, while getting the
perspective to the rest.
Dansk Resume´
Switch-mode effektelektronik forstyrrer andre elektroniske kredsløb ved emis-
sion af elektromagnetiske felter og signaler. Derfor blev en række regula-
toriske regler (elektromagnetisk kompatibilitet) sat op, som muliggør trans-
mission af informationer. For at opfylde disse regler, er skærmning og
filtrering nødvendig, disse begrænser størrelsesreduktion af effektelektron-
ikkredsløb. Motivationen til projektet var, at finde andre muligheder for
at forhindre problemer med kobling mellem switch-mode effektelektronik og
transmission- eller modtagerkredsløb. Der var specielt fokus p˚a audio effek-
tforstærker.
Efter et historisk overblik og beskrivelse om vekselvirkning mellem effek-
telektronik og elektromagnetisk kompatibilitet (kapitel 1), beskriver afhan-
dlingen p˚avirkning af højfrekvente signaler p˚a lydkvalitet af switch-mode
audio effektforstærkere (kapitel 2). Andres arbejde vil blive perspektiveret
og selvoscillerende systemer vil blive sammenlignet med ekstern synkronis-
erede topologier.
Efterfølgende vil nuværende udbredte løsninger, som anvendes i industrien,
blive forklaret (kapitel 3). Deres udfordringer og fordele vil blive beskrevet.
Forbedring af det beskrevede problem var fire løsninger:
• Multi Carrier Modulation (MCM)
• Active Electromagnetic Cancellation (AEC)
• Strømdrevet effekttrin (CDP)
• Radiofrekvens effektelektronik (RF SMPS)
Multi Carrier Modulation (kapitel 4) benytter mere end en ekstern carrier og
generer derfor flere pulsebredemodulation (PWM) signaler. Disse signaler
bliver kombineret ved logiske kredsløb og skaber en pulstog. I gennemsnit
er pulsene proportionale med modulationssignalet, mens de spektrale toppe
kun er halvt s˚a store som i konventionel PWM.
Active Electromagnetic Cancellation (kapitel 5) har været kendt i effektelek-
tronik som aktiv filtrering. Princippet blev anvendt p˚a switch-mode audio
effektforstærkere. Det specielle hermed er beskrevet og en prototype viser
en forbedring p˚a 15 dB.
Et andet forsøg p˚a at angribe problemet er gjort ved et alternative effekttrin
i CDPen (kapitel 6). Ma˚let af forsøget er at mindske de største komponen-
ter, nemlig spolerne, i filtre fra switch-mode effektelektronik. Metoden giver
en formindskelse p˚a cirka 84 %.
En meget lovende mulighed for at fjerne interferens mellem effektelektronik
og telekommunikationskredsløb er at undg˚a frekvenser, som benyttes til in-
formationstransmission. Selvom hele det elektromagnetiske spektrum bliver
benyttet uden undtagelser, kan situationen forbedres indenfor audio applika-
tioner. Det bliver gjort ved at sætte switch-frekvensen over de benyttede
kommunikationsfrekvenser og er beskrevet i radiofrekvens effektelektronik
(kapitel 7).
Hvert kapitel slutter med en paragraf i kursiv. Denne paragraf forbinder
kapitlet med resten af afhandlingen og skal derfor give mulighed for læseren
for at undersøge dele af beskrivelsen, mens man beholder sammenhængen til
resten.
Deutsche Zusammenfassung
Schaltnetzteile sto¨ren andere elektronische Schaltungen durch Aussendung
elektromagnetischer Felder und Signale. Um die U¨bermittlung von Informa-
tionen zu ermo¨glichen, wurden regulative Bestimmungen (Elektromagnetis-
che Vertra¨glichkeit) geschaffen, welche die Sto¨rungen limitieren sollen. Um
diese Regeln zu erfu¨llen, ist es erforderlich, die leistungselektronischen Schal-
tungen zu schirmen und zu filtern, was deren physikalische Gro¨ße bestimmt.
Motivation dieses Projekts ist es, Alternativen zu finden, die die Probleme
der Beeintra¨chtigung von Sendern und Empfa¨ngern durch Schaltnetzteile
verhindern. Spezieller Fokus liegt dabei auf geschalteten Audioversta¨rkern.
Nach einem historischen U¨berblick und der Beschreibung der Wechselwirkung
von Leistungselektronik und elektromagnetischer Vertra¨glichkeit (Kapitel 1),
zeigt diese Arbeit den Einfluss hochfrequenter Signale auf die Audioperfor-
mance von geschalteten Audioleistungsversta¨rkern (Kapitel 2). Dazu wird
die Arbeit von anderen erla¨utert und selbstoszillierende Systeme werden mit
extern synchronisierten verglichen.
Danach werden die in der Industrie weitverbreiteten Lo¨sungen vorgestellt
(Kapitel 3) und deren Herausforderungen und Mo¨glichkeiten aufgezeigt.
Die Verbesserung der Problemstellung sind vier verschiedene Vorgehensweisen:
• Multi Carrier Modulation (MCM)
• Active Electromagnetic Cancelation (AEC)
• Stromgespeiste Leistungsstufen (CDP)
• Radiofrequenzleistungselektronik (RF SMPS)
Multi Carrier Modulation (Kapitel 4) benu¨tzt mehr als ein externes Tra¨gersig-
nal und generiert damit mehrere PWM-Signale. Diese werden anhand einer
Logikschaltung zu einer Pulsreihenfolge zusammengefu¨hrt, welche durch-
schnittlich dem Modulationssignal folgt, im Vergleich zu gewo¨hnlicher Pulse-
breitemodulation aber nur halb so hohe spektrale Peaks mit sich bringt.
Active Electromagnetic Cancellation (Kapitel 5) ist unter aktiver Filterung
in der Leistungselektronik bekannt. Diese wurde auf Audioleistungsver-
sta¨rker angewandt. Dessen Besonderheit ist beschrieben und ein Prototyp
zeigt auf, dass sich damit das unerwu¨nschte Spektrum um 15 dB vermindern
la¨sst.
Ein anderer Ansatz, um das Problem anzugehen, sind alternative Leis-
tungsstufen in Form von stromgetriebenen Leistungsschaltungen (Kapitel 6).
ImMittelpunkt dieses Ansatzes steht die Bemu¨hung, die gro¨ßten Komponen-
ten, die Spulen, zu verkleinern. Dieser Ansatz resultiert in einer Gro¨ßenre-
duktion der genannten Komponenten um ca. 84 %.
Ein sehr aussichtsreicher Ansatz um die Wechselwirkung von leistungselek-
tronischen und kommunikationstechnischen Schaltungen zu unterbinden ist
es, die Schaltfrequenz der Netzteile von den Frequenzen der Information-
su¨bertragung fernzuhalten. Obwohl das elektromagnetische Spektrum aus-
nahmslos zur drahtlosen Kommunikation verwendet wird, kann die Situa-
tion fu¨r Audioanwendungen optimiert werden. Dies wird dadurch erreicht,
dass man die Schaltfrequenz u¨ber die relevanten Kommunikationsfrequenzen
setzt (Kapitel7).
Jedes Kapitel endet mit einem Absatz in Kursivschrift. Diese Abschnitte
sollen das jeweilige Kapitel mit dem Rest der Arbeit verbinden und es dem
Leser ermo¨glichen, Teile der Arbeit zu betrachten ohne die Perspektive zum
Rest zu verlieren.
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Abbreviations, Terms & Definitions
AC - Alternating Current All electrical signals, which are not constant
over time. (⇒ DC)
AC Mains - Alternating Current Mains AC mains is a universal
term for describing the industrial and urban electrical energy distribution
network.
AEC - Active Electromagnetic Cancellation Active electromagnetic
cancellation is one of the described improvements in this project (⇒ chapter
5).
Audio Band The audio band is located between 20 Hz and 20 kHz. (⇒
in-band)
AF - Audio Frequency As audio frequencies lie in the range from 20 Hz
to 20 kHz.
Aliasing Aliasing is the result of an under sampled signal, i.e. the sam-
pled signal contains spectral components beyond the Nyquist frequency of
a system.
AM - Amplitude Modulated (radio) Amplitude modulated radio de-
scribes not only the technical modulation topology, but also a specific fre-
quency range from 540 kHz to 1.7 MHz [3] for transmitting radio stations
across a long distance.
Abbreviations, Terms & Definitions xviii
AV - Audio / Video Audio / video systems denote technical systems
having an interface with the human ear and / or eye. It is especially used
in the entertainment electronics industry.
CD - Compact Disc Compact Disc is a standardized optical storage
media widely used for storage of music in the consumer domain.
CDP - Current Driven Power Stages Current driven power stages
operate from current sources, rather than voltage sources (⇒ chapter 6).
DC - Direct Current All electrical signals with frequency 0 Hz are de-
noted direct current. (⇒ AC)
Dithering Dithering is a forced periodical, pseudo-random or random
variation of a reference frequency. (⇒ Jitter)
DNR - Dynamical Range Dynamical range is the ratio between the
maximum output level of a system and its noise floor. (⇒ SNR)
DUT - Device under Test Device under test refers to the equipment or
system which is applied to a qualifying test.
Electromagnetic Disturbance “Any electromagnetic phenomenon which
may degrade the performance of a device, equipment or system, or adversely
affect living or inert matter” [4]. The disturbance is understood as the phys-
ical cause. Its physical effect is electromganetic interference.
EMC - Electromagnetic Compatibility “The ability of an equipment
or system to function satisfactorily in its electromagnetic environment with-
out introducing intolerable electromagnetic disturbances to anything in that
environment.” [5]
EMF - Electromagnetic Force EMF is a synonym for voltage.
EMI - Electromagnetic Interference “Degradation of the performance
of an equipment, transmission channel or system caused by an electromag-
netic disturbance.” [6] Generally understood as the physical effect of an
electromagnetic disturbance.
xix Abbreviations, Terms & Definitions
FM - Frequency Modulated (radio) Frequency modulation is the most
popular modulation topology for audio broadcasting. It is applied in the
frequency range between 87.5 MHz to 108 MHz [7] in most parts of the
world and from 76 MHz to 90 MHz in Japan and from 65.8 MHz to 74 MHz
in Eastern Europe [8].
IC - Integrated Circuit An integrated circuit is a system implemented
in one or multiple silicon dies, which are mechanically mounted within one
enclosure popularly called chip.
In-band Signals having at least part of their energy within the audio band
(20 Hz . . . 20 kHz) are considered to be in-band. (⇒ out-of-band)
Jitter Jitter is the variation of a reference frequency. (⇒ Dithering)
JFET - Junction Field Effect Transistor Transistors, which are normally-
on devices and require a negative control voltage to get turned off. They
are available with and without body diode.
MCM - Multi Carrier Modulation Multi carrier modulation is one of
the described improvements in this project (⇒ chapter 4).
MOSFET - Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor
MOSFETs are the most common used electrical switches in power electronics
in the range from mW up to several kW.
Out-of-band The energy of signals laying outside of the audio band (20 Hz
to 20 kHz) are considered to be out-of-band. (⇒ in-band)
Power Electronics “The field of electronics, which deals with the conver-
sion or switching of electric power with or without control of that power.” [9]
PWM - Pulse Width Modulation A coding method, which is storing
the information of a signal along the time axis, in spite of the amplitude axis,
while keeping the mean value of the signal proportional with the information.
RF - Radio Frequency Radio frequencies are the spectral regions, that
can be used for radio communications.
Abbreviations, Terms & Definitions xx
SNR - Signal-to-Noise Ratio As a synonym for ⇒ DNR, the signal-
to-noise-ratio describes the relation between a systems output level with
respect to its noise floor.
Switching Frequency Switching frequency is the fundamental of a car-
rier signal in power electronics.
THD+N - Total Harmonic Distortion + Noise A measure to de-
scribe the purity of a signal also used as a performance measure for audio
devices.
TV - Television Television is a means of entertainment including both,
audible and visual information, which are transmitted through a communi-
cation channel.
Symbols
C Capacitance
d Damping factor
η Efficiency
fsw Switching frequency
FOM Figure of merit
Iout Output current
Ips Power stage output current
L Inductance
Pout Output power
R Resistance
s Complex frequency
T Period
Vin Input voltage
Vout Output voltage
Vps Power stage output voltage
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Chapter 1
Motivation for Research
The project “Improvement of out-of-band behavior in switch mode ampli-
fiers and power supplies by their modulation topology” was created out of
a realized pain in development. Particularly it was discovered, that it is an
excessive process to fulfill the electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) require-
ments in switch-mode power electronics. The origin of this fact lies in the
high-frequent nature of switching signals in power converters which are very
precisely measured in electromagnetic compatibility tests. The modulators
in power converters are sources of the switching signals. These discoveries
formed the title of the project.
To begin with, the phenomena EMC and switch mode power electronics will
be elaborated. Both of their background and reasons for being are given.
After that, the link between them will be explored and special cases will be
shown.
1.1 Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)
A generally accepted definition of electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) is
given by [5] as “the ability of an equipment or system to function satis-
factorily in its electromagnetic environment without introducing intolerable
electromagnetic disturbances to anything in that environment.” More com-
monly used definitions of terms in conjunction with EMC are given in the
section abbreviations, terms and defninitions. This section will give further
insight in the relevance of EMC and its link to this project, starting out
with a historical digest on EMC, popular known examples of the physical
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phenomena as well as categorizing those and connecting them to relevant
laws and norms.
1.1.1 History
The consideration of electromagnetic compatibility in society started with
a German law “Gesetz u¨ber das Telegraphenwesen des Deutschen Reiches”
(engl. “Law of telegraphy from the German Empire”) in 1892 (see appendix
A), restricting all rights to build transmission stations to the state. In
December 1920 it happened that this technology was used to transmit the
Christmas concert in the south-eastern Berlin area across a distance of about
600 m from a hill to a castle. However nearby driving automobiles inter-
fered with the transmitted signals and the sound quality was degraded. As
one of the listeners, the Chancellor of the Republic Herman Mu¨ller, was not
amused by the quality of the received music, he ordered to correct the issue
and the subject of EMC was born this way [10].
Although the United States Congress enacted the“Wireless Ship Act” [11] in
1910 requiring open sea passenger ships to be equipped with radio communi-
cation equipment, this law did not prevent multiple usage of the same tran-
sition frequency in the same geographical area. This lead to several interest
conflicts between the U.S. Navy, private companies, and radio amateurs. Es-
pecially the later interpreted radio communication as an unlegislated area
which led them to disturb life saving messages to ships. Additionally mo-
tivated by the sinking of the RMS Titanic in 1912, the United States put
the “Radio Act” [12] into force later in the same year. This regulation em-
powered the “United States Secretary of Commerce and Labor” to restrict
certain frequencies to military and security uses and allowed it to offer li-
censes for other frequencies to the amateur radio operators. This was the
first partitioning of frequencies and separation of different frequency bands
in the radio frequency range. In 1927 the usage of frequency bands was
increased by broadcasting on top of the previous use for communications
only. This change of utilization resulted in a new version of the “Radio Act”
empowering the 1926 founded “Federal Radio Commission” (FRC) [13] to
supervise the electromagnetic spectrum. The FRC was replaced in 1934 by
means of “Communications Act of 1934” [14] with “Federal Communications
Commission” (FCC) [15] which requires products to be labeled with the logo
in figure 1.1(a).
On an international basis the “Comite´ International Spe´cial des Perturba-
tions Radioe´lectriques”(CISPR) was founded in 1934 from the“International
Electrotechnical Commission” (IEC) to set the rules for technical usage of
various frequencies. Later on in 1984 the “Comite Europeen de Normal-
isation Electrotechnique” (CENELEC) was given the task to develop the
standards for emission, immunity and safety in Europe [16]. The European
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Union requires products sold on the european market to carry the “CE la-
bel” [17] as shown in figure 1.1(b). Among others, this labeling confirms
electromagnetic compatibility.
It can be easily confused with a label commonly known as “China-Export
Label”, which has a smaller spacing between the two letters in the label as
shown in figure 1.1(c).
Figure 1.1 Labels
(a) “Federal Communica-
tions Commission” (FCC)
label [18]
(b) “CE” label for compli-
ance of products with euro-
pean rules
(c) “China-Export” label, in-
dicating that the product is
exported from China, can be
easily confused with “CE”
While the FCC is still in power today, its legislation from 1934 was replaced
in 1996 by the“Telecommunications Act of 1996”[19]. The major change was
initiated by the privatization of the telecommunication sector. Its purpose
is to enable competing economical interests to share frequencies.
An overview of the most important valid EMC directives is given in [20].
1.1.2 Physical Phenomena
Similar phenomena as in the past can be found with nowadays operations
of electronics. Popular examples are that flight attendants “request that
all cellular phones, pagers, radios and remote controlled toys be turned off
for the full duration of the flight, as these items might interfere with the
navigational and communication equipment on the aircraft.” A study [21]
describes the technical relation between the personal electronical devices
and the navigational and communication equipment of an airplane in the
frequency ranges from 108 MHz to 117.95 MHz as well as from 1.2 GHz to
1.6 GHz.
Another popular example these days is the audibility of data transfer from
a GSM (Global System for Mobile communications) cell phone in loud-
speakers. Even operating in a high and inaudible frequency range (either
850 MHz, 900 MHz, 1.8 GHz or 1.9 GHz), the envelope of the data transfer
rate is folded into the audio frequency ranges by time division multiplexing
(TDMA). The resulting period of the data packages is equal to the repeti-
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tion rate of the time slots of TDMA which are 4.615 ms apart from each
other. The inverse of this period is the fundamental frequency (216.7 Hz) of
the audible signal in a nearby loudspeaker.
Cell phone usage is also prohibited in hospitals. These institutions use wire-
less networks communicating at very low power levels, for example to trans-
mit the heart monitor data of patients to the associated nursing stations.
Very level sensitive applications are navigation systems. According to [22],
is the detection level for a receiver in GPS (global positioning system) as
low as −160 dB.
Numerious other popular examples are given in [23] and spectacular hap-
penings are countless in the internet. As the above historical essay and all of
these modern examples highlight, it is now and then the comfort and even
safety of peoples lives which is enhanced by fullfillment of EMC regulations.
The origins of EMC have been given in frequency ranges of interferences but
nothing has been said so for about the quantative aspects. In [23] it is called
the “EMC gap”, that went smaller over the years. There, this gap is defined
as the distance between immunity level of possible disturbed equipment from
amount of emissions originating in the offending equipment. This is a major
classification in EMC. Equipment and systems get commonly tested accord-
ing to both criteria.
Immunity testing commonly applies a hazardous strength of a specified test
signal in a defined manner on the device under test (DUT). The way and
procedure how to perform the test is given in various norms and the ap-
propriate test method needs to be decided. A widely applied test is called
electrostatic discharge (ESD) applying very short pulses with high power
levels but low energies to the surface or interfaces of the DUT. The rele-
vance of these immission tests are illustrated in figure 1.2. This project does
not include research in the area of immunity testing, because the existing
solutions in the industry (ESD cells on chip level) are neither physically big
nor expensive.
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Figure 1.2 Demonstration of concrete immission problems from [1].
While the immission testings are focusing on the DUTs ability to func-
tion satisfactorily in its electromagnetic environment, the problematics of
emission in EMC specifies the “intolerable electromagnetic disturbances to
anything in that environment” according to [5]. This discipline is measur-
ing disturbance caused by each equipment or system in a well known and
isolated environment. Its further significance is visualized in figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3 Examples of descriptive emission mechanisms from [1].
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The physical phenomena behind both the immunity and the emission con-
cern are transmission of energy by means of fields. In spite of the duality
of the electric and magnetic field either one of them might dominate de-
pendent on its application. Electromagnetic fields carried in conductors are
commonly decribed as “galvanic” or “conductive” coupling whereas electro-
magnitic energy conducted by air is further distinguished by the type of its
dominating field. For predominantly electric field EMC problems the term
“capacitive coupling” is widely used and magnetic field dominated challenges
are named “inductive coupling”. Both origins however can never be com-
pletely separated and, dependent on the frequency range, they are of more
or less interest for a given geometry and material constellation.
Despite qualitative considerations, EMC is also setting quantitative limits
for disturbances. One application and its coupling paths which is mainly
challenged by both, immission and emission, is an entertainment system
containing both a receiver - which should not be disturbed - and switch-
mode power amplifiers and supplies as shown in figure 1.4.
Figure 1.4 Block diagram of an entertainment system and its internal cou-
pling paths from [1]
The technical specifications allow the qualifying tests to measure one signal
with reference to a fixed and low ohmic ground connection to the DUT.
However for product designers it might be necessary to distinguish between
common mode and differential mode EMC. These two observations are un-
dertaken for two coupling paths, respectively conductive input or outputs of
devices. For a possible victim of the distributed electromagnetic energy it
is irrelevant whether this energy was generated between two conductors or
from two conductors to ground, for the disturbing system though, there is
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a difference in terms of which elimination method to choose.
1.2 Switch-Mode Power Electronics
The field of switch-mode power electronics is concerned with the conversion
of either the voltage, the current or the frequency of electrical energy by
means of electrical switches in or close to saturation or cut-off operation
modes. The majority of those devices called converters operate based on
rectangular control signals allowing the switches to either block voltage and
have only little current conducting through them or conduct current while
not having an electrical potential across the conducting terminals. Further
insight into the principles of power electronics can be gained from numerous
literature as [24–29] as the most common representative text books in this
field.
1.2.1 History
Instead of giving a complete historical overview of power electronics in gen-
eral, this section is meant to concentrate on the relevant historical findings
which have relevance to electromagnetic compatibility.
Five years after the german Chancellor of the Republic Herman Mu¨ller laid
the fundation for the first EMC regulation as described in section 1.1.1, a
first patent about a “method and apparateus for controlling electric cur-
rents” [30] was filed by Julius Edgar Lilienfeld describing a first version of
a field effect transistor (MOSFET). This patent was followed three years
later by a first application of these devices in an “amplifier for electric cur-
rents” [31] also by Lilienfeld.
In the Bell Laboratories - the place where later on the first working proto-
type of a transistor was built - Bennett derived the spectrum of a half wave
rectified sine wave [32]. In 1933 - the same year CISPR was founded - he
firstly used a method called Double Fourier Series, which describes a two
dimensional Fourier Series for this task. Bennetts aim was to describe the
spectrum of those non-sinusoidal waveforms.
Even though diodes existed already since a long time and have been used for
rectification purposes it took even longer than the validity period of Lilien-
felds patent, to get the first working prototype of a transistor in 1947. This
accomplishment got used in many electrical engineering disciplines and set
the foundation for new applications. Basic information technology evolved
during this time and in 1954 Harold S. Black published an overview of mod-
ulation theories [33]. Among those modulation topologies used for informa-
tion transmission, he described also pulse width modulation (PWM) which
was, and still is, less popular for information coding but has a significant
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impact in power electronics because the coded information is not removed
from the base band, while it still allows efficient operation of switches. In
his work, Black applied the mathematical tools from Bennett to PWM and
first achieved an analytical description for the spectrum of this modulation
form.
During the following decades, power electronics applications grew with the
increase of electronics in industrial, consumer, and mobile equipment as
power electronics are the interface between electric and electronic systems.
Since then, the basic modulation principle hardly varied, and it is still PWM,
which is the dominating modulation principle applied to power electronic
converters.
1.2.2 Spectral Contents of Signals in Switch-Mode Power
Converters
Blacks equations [33] showed the spectral contents of a PWM signal. The
amplitude of the harmonics of a PWM signal are declining with increasing
frequencies but are theoretically unlimited in their number. The main com-
ponents of the spectrum is the modulation signal itself, which is the desired
information to be coded in the pulse stream, a switching frequency and its
harmonics as well as side bands left and right of those. The distance of the
side bands to each of the harmonics is linearly dependent on the modulation
signal frequency.
There are some conclusions to draw from these results. First the signal in
the base band is not getting distorted intrinsically by this modulation type.
This is of particular interest in audio applications as the foremost premise
for amplification is not to change the signal in the audible range. Further
description about the desired qualification of audio amplification is given
in [34]. The importance of this is evolving out of the high sensitivity of
the human ear with respect to dynamical range, distortion, and frequencies
of signals and other parameters. The connection between technology and
biology is given by a discipline called psychoacoustics. Blacks equations are
helpful in the way to show that there are no major undesired spectral com-
ponents resulting from PWM.
The switching frequency components are varying with the amplitude of the
modulation signal. The higher the modulation signal is, the lower are those.
The opposite is true for the side bands. Those start out to be negligible at
low modulation signal and grow with emerging modulation index.
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1.3 Coherence between EMC and Power Electron-
ics
As described above, it is the ambition of EMC to keep the electromagnetic
spectrum free for transmission of signals. It is of no relevance in the human
audible frequency ranges and although there are other listeners in nature
which have frequency extended hearing capabilities like dogs and bats, the
EMC relevant frequencies are limited to technical listeners (receivers) only.
The spectral components of PWM signals are inherently conflicting with
major broadcasting systems like amplitude modulated radio (AM) and fre-
quency modulated radio (FM) as well as television broadcasting [35]. Practi-
cally it had been discovered in modern applications that the spectral contents
of a PWM signal are relevant up to several 100 MHz before they decline into
the noise floor of the input of the receivers for those topologies.
To underline this, table 1.1 shows the performance figures of some com-
mercially available receiver ICs. As the main focus of this project is audio
applications, it includes only radio receivers. Those came on the market
within the last 25 years.
Table 1.1 EMF sensitivity level of commercially available radio receivers
manufacturer part number AM sensitivity
/ µV
FM sensitivity /
µV
Rohm BH1406 5.0
Silicon Labs Si4700 3.5
Silicon Labs Si473x 25 2.2
ST-NXP TDA7010 1.5
ST-NXP TEA5711 2.0
ST-NXP TEA5757 55 1.2
ST-NXP TEA5766 3.0
ST-NXP TEF6903 50 2.0
As the presented sensitivity levels, i.e. the smallest signal the receiver can
detect — or can be disturbed with, stayed in the same range over a quarter
of a century, it is believed that a technical limitation has been reached there
and it is acceptable to assume, that there is no need to prevent the receiver
from disturbances, which are below that level.
This is defining the target, which should not be disturbed. The source of
disturbance is the high-level PWM signal itself. So it is the remaining energy
from the PWM signal at the receivers input, which is disturbing the radio
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reception, respectively generating EMC. The quantitative measures for the
disturbance are:
• the scale of the disturbing source itself, i.e. the amplitude of the PWM
signal,
• the worst case path from the physical location of the PWM signal to
the receiver input, i.e. the transfer function of the coupling path.
To get a measure for the amplitude, the PWM signal can be decomposed
by a Fourier Series. For the first approximation it is, as described in section
1.2.2, enough to model the PWM signal by a square wave. Switch-mode
audio power amplifiers tend to have there switching frequency in the range
of 200 kHz to 800 kHz. Out of the four areas, where those kind of am-
plifiers have industrial impact (professional audio, consumer, mobile and
automotive), the later three are of high relevance for EMC because they
tend to be installed physically close to broadcasting receivers. Their typical
specifications are given in table 1.2.
Table 1.2 Typical output rating for switch-mode power amplifiers in differ-
ent industries
consumer mobile automotive
Power / W 100 . . . 250 0.5 25 . . . 100
Load / Ω 4 . . . 8 16 . . . 32 2 . . . 4
Voltage / V 57 . . . 126 8 . . . 11 20 . . . 57
The ratings are the peak-to-peak voltage before any EMC precautions, to
achieve the stated power unclipped. Internally the power stages might op-
erate with different voltages.
Applying now the Fourier Series of a square wave to the heights of the PWM
signal, before any precaution against EMC is taken - gives a worst case sig-
nal of 80 V, 7 V and 36 V for the different industries in the AM band of
the receivers. The mobile industry is not using AM reception, so it will
not be considered further here. In consumer industry the fundamental of
the PWM signal is about 123 dB . . . 130 dB higher than the sensitivity of
the receiver ICs from table 1.1. For the automotive industry the according
distance is 116 dB . . . 123 dB. The passive filters, which are usually applied
at the output of switch-mode power amplifiers account for some of this dif-
ference, however not for a lot, as the corner frequencies are limited by the
application: the audio signal (baseband) ranges up to 20 kHz and shall not
be suppressed. The rest of the required damping has to be achieved by
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shielding and physical distance.
Taking the FM-band, starting in some parts of the world at 65 MHz, into
account all three industry branches are of interest. The harmonic with the
highest amplitude, to be considered from the above noted switching fre-
quency range, is around the 81st. Qualitatively this gives 1 V, 88 mV and
450 mV for the three industry types before a possible filter within the am-
plifier. At the output nodes of the amplifier the signal should be somewhat
lower, however it is not a fair assumption, that a second order low pass, as
commonly applied, is still optimally working in this frequency range. It is on
the contrary very common, that the self-resonance of those filters is less than
a decade beyond the corner frequency of the filter. Taking this uncertainty
into account, the desired damping from the switch-mode power amplifiers
output stage to the FM receivers input stage can be estimated the same way
as has been done for the AM case. So the desired damping in the consumer
industry is 106 dB . . . 118 dB, in the portable industry 85 dB . . . 97 dB and
for the car industry 99 dB . . . 111 dB.
So most of these required insertion losses in the transfer function between
the disturbance source — the power stage of the switch-mode amplifier or
its power supply — and the victim sink — the input stage of the receiver
— are very roughly around 100 dB. The aim of this research work is, to
improve this situation, while trying to avoid bulky filter components.
This chapter explained the two background fields, namely audio power elec-
tronics and electromagnetic compatibility. Historically EMC norms were cre-
ated to enable audio applications, especially broadcasting applications. On
the other hand state-of-the-art audio applications, i.e. switch-mode (audio)
power electronics create EMC problems. By these means the two disciplines
interact with each other. Improving this situation without adding bulky filter
components and degrading the audio performance is the aim of this work.
The next chapter will therefore start with a focus on the influence of the sig-
nals dealt with in electromagnetic compatibility on the audio performance.
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Chapter 2
The out-of-band Influence on
the in-band Performance
From an electrical engineers perspective, performance is a question about
characteristics of signals. It is a generally accepted principal, e.g. in intro-
ductory textbooks [36], to distinguish between sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal
signals. Parameters to describe sinusoidal signals are
• offset,
• amplitude,
• frequency and
• phase.
The offset is also called mean value. T,he amplitude might alternatively be
expressed in effective value (root mean square — RMS) or rectified mean
value. For non-sinusoidal signals, the later ones are not correlated to the
amplitude and therefore require further information about the according
signal. This leads to the describing parameters
• crest factor (amplitude divided by mean value) and
• form factor (effective value divided by mean value).
Going one step further in the electrical engineering discipline, signals are
considered to be inputs and outputs of systems. Considering those in de-
pendence on each other, linear systems can be differentiated from nonlinear
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systems. Then further parameters for signals can be taken into account,
such as
• noise (the minimum measurable signal) and
• distortion (addition of spectral components with respect to a reference
signal).
These are of special relevance for systems in information technology and
in systems providing some kind of interface with human beings, such as
audio / video (AV) systems. The human ear, as the biological interface to
the audio systems has very special behaviour as described in [37–40]. The
engineering discipline dealing with audio systems has therefore developed
further qualifiers for audio signals, like
• intermodulation [34] and
• perceived sound quality [41],
which are among others further described in [34,41]. Some of them are only
applicable for whole audio systems where others can be applied to parts of
those. Excluding the acoustic performance, but keeping it as the definite
goal in mind, distortion and noise can be taken as the ultimate first order
qualifiers for switch-mode audio power amplifiers.
Distortion is generally quantified as THD+N. While the top level electrical
engineering terminology is using crest factor as its equivalence, the distor-
tion of systems is always considered to be their linearity. Linearity is given
as the derivation of the input to output characteristics (gain) of a system.
An exemplary gain-curve of a linear system is shown in figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1 Input to output characteristics of a system
Vout
Vin
vin(t)
vout(t)
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Linearity can always only be measured within the limitations of dynami-
cal range DNR (also SNR), which is a synonym for noise in a system with
known maximum output level. Taking figure 2.1 as an example, the shown
gain there is 2, which is for illustrative reasons about a factor 10 less than
a typical audio power amplifier would be designed for. Assuming further,
that the marked input level (about 10 mm right of the origin) can be taken
as a reference to describe audio amplifiers input levels, the thickness of the
gain line can be taken for a measure of noise level. To represent a decent
audio power amplifier (with about 120 dB SNR) in this figure, the line —
which is around 300 µm (corresponding to an SNR of about 70 dB) thick
— would need to be around 1 µm in thickness (for the accumulated noise
in the audio band). For comparison, this is about 10 to 100 times thinner
than a human hair. This relation is meant to give an impression about the
required precision for decent sound reproduction and shall serve as a quan-
titative reminder for the following described influences from the out-of-band
behaviour of switch-mode audio systems on their in-band performance. First
after the noise of the amplifier, respectively the thickness of the referenced
line, is reduced to this acceptable level, the derivative of the same line, can
be taken to represent the distortion, respectively the linearity of the system.
The next section will describe the out-of-band influence on noise, where the
second section of this chapter will deal with the impact of out-of-band signals
on the linearity.
2.1 Out-of-Band Energy and its Impact on Audi-
ble Noise
Systems involving other input frequencies than in-band signals are wide
spread within the audio engineering discipline. Two of the main knowl-
edge contributing engineering parts of audio systems are signal processing
and conversion systems between discrete-time and continuous-time signals.
Within those parties, the terms aliasing, dithering and jitter evolved. The
principle behind those three definitions are applicable and relevant for the
noise performance of switch-mode audio power amplifiers. While aliasing is
describing periodical out-of-band disturbances and their way into the audio
band, dithering and jitter is applicable to random and quasi-random sig-
nals as well. Especially random signals are often also refereed to as noise.
The main difference between the disturbance sources is that aliasing com-
ponents can be distinguished by their frequency, while it is impossible or
quasi-impossible to find the frequency of dithered systems.
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2.1.1 Aliasing
Aliasing components arise, if a signal is under sampled [2] as shown exem-
plary in figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2 Undersampling leads to aliasing components in the audio band
from [2]. The upper waveform shows the out-of-band disturbance and its
sampling points, the middle waveform the resulting sampled data and the
lower waveform the interpolated aliasing result.
The out-of-band disturbance frequency is randomly chosen there. It could as
well be higher as the sampling frequency, while it is always the difference be-
tween the sampling frequency (and its harmonics) and the disturbance (and
its harmonics), which is aliased into the audio band. For switch-mode audio
power amplifiers the sampling frequency is equivalent with the switching
frequency.
2.1.2 Dithering
While aliasing disturbances can be described with the parameters for sinu-
soidal and non-sinusoidal waveforms, as given earlier in this chapter, dither-
ing disturbances are rather characterized with the probabilities of noise [42].
There has been done a major research contribution in the last decades from
knowledge generation about quantizers [43–46]. One major contribution for
both, audio and video application was to remove ”‘sticky bits”’, i.e. sig-
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nals falling below the minimum quantization level and therefore forcing the
output of the quantizer to stick either to the positive or the negative least
significant bit. This knowledge has been applied to PWM systems, as used
in switch-mode audio power amplifiers, by [47]. There it has been demon-
strated for a recorded music signal at standard consumer quality compact
disc (CD), that the jitter on the clock may not exceed 100 ps to prevent
audible artifacts. To give a perspective to the typical switching frequencies
as given in section 1.3, this is equivalent to about a 10.000th to 50.000th
part of the period of a practical PWM signal.
So the demand on the purity of the clock is high. To illustrate this further,
figure 2.3 shows the 1 kHz wide skirts of the fundamental of a clock, used
for carrier generation in a switch-mode audio power amplifier and its mirror
image in the audio band — also 1 kHz wide — in figure 2.4. Note that
the dynamical range of the spectrum analyzer for the out-of-band measure-
ment was not enough to represent the whole dynamical range of the carrier.
Therefore the amplitudes do not match. The in-band measurement is refer-
enced to 1 V.
This means, that the clock frequency needs to be very stable. Frequency
variations, as occurring in RC-oscillators are not acceptable and crystal os-
cillators or similar technologies need to be used instead.
Figure 2.3 The out-of-band performance of a clock for a switch-mode audio
power amplifier ...
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Figure 2.4 ... and its impact on the in-band performance.
2.1.3 Error Correction
Dependent on the correlation or uncorrelation of the out-of-band signals,
which are folded down into the audio band, feedback (as shown in figure
2.5) around the amplifier and appropriate gain in an error amplifier can or
cannot remove the audible distortion.
Figure 2.5 Control loop of an audio power amplifier
Vin +
−
Open
Loop
Hol
Vout
Correlated in this sense means, that the introduced disturbance at the next
decision point (edge of the PWM signal) is dependent on the last one. This
implies that the distortion has to have a frequency and that this frequency
is lower than the switching frequency. Additionally the amplifier needs to
have enough loop gain, i.e. Hol > 1 at the frequency of the distortion signal.
It cannot be generalized that a frequency is only definable for periodic sig-
nals, like the 36 kHz sine wave in figure 2.2, but also for parts of noise.
Also noise can be described with an uncorrelated part and a correlated part,
where the correlated part might have a different origin than the uncorre-
lated part. Human made noise for example mainly originates from periodic
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signals and is therefore mostly correlated, whereas cosmic noise is not. More
differentiation of noise behaviour can be found in [42].
2.2 Carriers Impact on Linearity
Once the noise level of an amplifier is down to an acceptable level — 130 dB
as shown in figure 2.4 are considered acceptable — the linearity (distortion)
can be optimized.
2.2.1 Coding Audio to PWM
Referring back to the comparison of the thickness of the gain curve with the
human hair in figure 2.1, the input signal can be drawn along a time axis
as shown on top of figure 2.6. In this upper waveform (a sinusoidal shape is
chosen for illustrative purposes, but not limiting generality), the thickness
of the curve would need to be 10 to 100 times thinner as a human hair (20
to 200 times thinner, than it appears on a printout of this page) to represent
the precision of the audio signal.
Figure 2.6 Coding the audio information (amplitude) of a signal into the
pulse width of a PWM signal.
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When feeding a comparator with a carrier signal and the audio reference,
it toggles its output according to those two signals and codes the audio
information into the pulse width of the resulting PWM signal. Again the
precision of the timing of the edges needs to be within 100 ps as named above,
equivalent to the comparison of the line thickness and the human hair again.
2.2.2 Forming the Open Loop to an Integrator
The PWM coding itself is a highly non-linear function. There have been
major contributions to the available knowledge in science over the last two
decades from [48–50] and a major contribution to the specialty of audio
applications and its precision from [51–53]. The coding can only be done
with the precision of its input signals. If a triangular waveform is used to
map the amplitude information of a reference signal into the pulse width of
a PWM signal, then its slope represents the slope of the gain curve of Hcomp.
To keep the required precision for an audio signal, there is therefore a high
demand on its linearity. Figure 2.7 shows a linear and a highly nonlinear
carrier.
Figure 2.7 A linear carrier and a highly nonlinear carrier to act as transfer
function for the PWM codingHcomp in a switch-mode audio power amplifier.
The first shown carrier is generated by a highly optimized active integrator,
turning a square wave into a triangle, while the second one is converting
the exact same square wave into partially exponential functions by a first
order RC-low-pass. The resulting difference in distortion is shown in figures
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2.8 and 2.9 respectively. Note the difference between the point, where the
distortion exceeds the noise floor (around 2 W) and clipping.
Figure 2.8 Resulting distortion curve for the linear carrier in figure 2.7
Figure 2.9 Resulting distortion curve for the nonlinear carrier in figure 2.7
Both of those carrier signals are stand-alone generated signals originated
from a crystal oscillator, having the quality shown in figure 2.3. Stand-
alone means, there is no other influence on the carrier. The effective car-
rier does not only include the pure stand-alone carrier, but also whatever
high-frequency energy is fed back from the output of the amplifier into the
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input of the coding (comparator). The out-of-band energy, originated from
this phenomenon, is called ripple in power electronics terminology. Self-
oscillating switch-mode power amplifiers use this as the only carrier signal,
where externally clocked switch-mode audio power amplifiers combine the
ripple with an externally applied carrier, as the stand-alone ones shown in
figure 2.7. Independent on the origin of the effective carrier, it is represent-
ing the linearity of the whole amplifier, so also for externally clocked systems
the resulting ripple at the input of the coding has to be engineered for audio
quality [54]. Exactly this has been described in two different approaches
by [55] and [56, 57]. While the first approach is minimizing the amplitude
of the fed back ripple, the second approach is linearizing it. As the second
approach is taking feedback directly from the rectangular PWM signal, the
most linear transfer function for it is a pure integrator, where pure means,
its single pole is at f = 0 Hz. That fits well with a first order integrating
controller, like a PI-regulator. The principle can however be expanded to
second order integrating controllers as shown in [58]. Another approach is
to take the feedback after the filter, not feeding anything else than this feed-
back and the audio signal into the coding and utilizing the high bandwidth
of this principle. This method has been described in [59,60].
Summarizing those numerous intensive efforts to linearize switch-mode audio
power amplifiers results in the desire to have an integrator as the open loop
transfer function at the switching frequency and its harmonics. The high
performance desire from audio applications on its electronics, as described
above, requires the integrator to be as perfect as possible. That means the
amplitude has to fall precisely with 20 dB per decade and the phase has to
be −90 ◦. Any difference will cause the gain curve (figure 2.1) to be non-
linear and it is the responsibility of each switch-mode audio power amplifier
design engineer to judge, if the required performance can be fulfilled or not.
2.2.3 Carrier Generation for Externally Clocked Systems
While self-oscillating systems can combine this requirement with the inte-
gration slope of a controller to form an integrator for all frequencies, external
clocked systems need to optimize two transfer functions.
First, the open-loop transfer function is facing the same specification as in
self-oscillating systems at the switching frequency and its harmonics, but
is limited by a phenomenon called ripple stability [61] in its control band-
width. This means the fed back ripple may not have a higher slope, than the
external fed carrier signal, otherwise the reference will instead of converging
to a decision point, diverge and saturate the control loop.
Second the external carrier fed signal needs to be linear [62, 63]. Opposed
to the open-loop transfer function it is not desired to have gain in the audio
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band in this transfer function as otherwise the low-frequent noise from the
oscillator would be amplified. This is forcing the carrier generator to be a
band-pass. Two different third order band-pass transfer functions for this
purpose are shown in figure 2.10.
Figure 2.10 Band-pass transfer function to generate a triangular carrier
waveform from a rectangular clock for usage in externally clocked switch-
mode audio power amplifiers. Also shown are the corresponding perfect
integrators, which can be used in self-oscillating systems as open-loop trans-
fer functions.
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It shows two different approaches: one optimized for linearity purposes, i.e.
it minimizes the distance between the perfect integrator and the band-pass
at the switching frequency and its harmonics and the other one optimized
to suppress the audio band noise fed into the system through the clock. The
commonly used bode plots, as the one used in figure 2.10, do not reveal
precise enough data to judge about the usability for audio system purposes.
Instead the comparison between the real transfer function and the optimum
— which are the perfect integrators — are shown in figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11 The difference between perfect integrators and the optimized
band-pass transfer functions on a linear y-axis at the switching frequency
and beyond.
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The noise optimized carrier generator leads to the decent linearity as has
been shown in figure 2.8.
Chapter two connected the shape of a carrier signal in switch-mode audio
power amplifiers with the amplifier’s resulting audio performance. It was
shown, that the carrier signal, even though it is laying beyond the audio band,
has an influence on the audio measures. The next chapter will examine the
influence of the carrier frequencies properties on communication channels of
broadcasting systems.
Chapter 3
Previous Solutions
The main problem, as described in section 1.3 is rather dealing with the
out-of-band parameters of audio systems only, while chapter 2 was a brief
excursion, pointing out the requirement on precision and the various influ-
ences of out-of-band signals on the in-band performance. While the latter
one was mainly described by rather new research results, is the problem of
receiver disturbance and various solutions for it not new at all. In fact one of
the most well known companies in the industry was founded based on their
cutting edge solution to the radio receiver disturbance phenomenon from
other alternating signals. Bang & Olufsen ”was founded in 1925 by Peter
Bang and Svend Olufsen, whose first significant product was a radio that
worked with alternating current, when most radios were run from batter-
ies” [64]. The reason for operating radio receivers at that time from batteries
was the AC mains direct influence on the in-band performance of audio sys-
tems. The two named gentleman solved this problem by filtering. While
the most significant origin of the problem is nowadays no longer located
in-band, but out-of-band, filtering is still the first approach to deal with it.
For field coupled disturbances, shielding has been a standard solution since
many decades. Despite those generally known principles, widely described in
textbooks like [23], a group of other published and industrially implemented
solutions will be described in this chapter. Each section ends with a table
summarizing the advantages and disadvantages of the method as well as an
arrow diagram showing the trade-offs, which need to be considered by the
design engineer, when implementing the respective technology.
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3.1 Limited Speed of Edges
A wide spread approach is to decrease the slope of the PWM signal in switch-
mode electronics. This is simply done by decreasing the drive of the power
stage, by increasing the resistor between the drive stage and the power stage.
The result is that the frequency, where the PWM signal needs to be modeled
as trapezoid instead of a rectangular waveform, is dropping. The impact of
this is analytically well described and experimentally verified in [65]. Notice-
able is the fact that a trapezoid has spectral zeros, whereas the envelope of
a rectangular waveform is falling continuously. Even though the trapezoid
does not exceed the spectrum of the rectangular at any frequency, the drive
speed of the power stage, which is adjusting the spectral zeros, can still be
used to foreseeable minimize the spectrum at those frequencies, where the
application has the toughest demands. While this principle is a well known
method in power electronics, it certainly also holds for switch-mode audio
power amplifiers [66].
Table 3.1 Characteristics of limitation of switching edges
advantages disadvantages
• simple to implement
• cheap
• generally applicable in power
electronics
• causing losses
• works only for high frequen-
cies, e.g. FM band
• often implemented by nonde-
terministic approach
• sensitive to tolerances
Figure 3.1 Trade-offs when limiting the edges of a power stage.
switching
losses
disturbance
reduction
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3.2 Parasitic Cancellation
Even though it is best practice to locate the source of EMC and eliminate
it there, like the approach described in the last section, it might not be the
best trade-off between increasing the losses in the circuit and the elimination
of EMC. When having no further degree of freedom in edge limitation, the
undesirable out-of-band energy can either be shielded or filtered.
Shielding is the first approach to return undesired fields to its origin and
damping the coupling path to the victim. Common practice for this solu-
tion is described in [26].
Filtering is applied within devices to keep the out-of-band-energy off the ca-
bles connecting the device with the surroundings. This prevents both, direct
coupling into the electronic device on the other end of the cable as well as
radiation through fields from the cables — from a communications engineers
perspective, the cables act as antennas. Building filters with perfect compo-
nents (inductors and capacitors), allows damping up to the level limited by
the order and coefficients of the filter only. But perfect components are not
available. In practice it is hard to measure 40 dB of damping per decade for
a typical second order low-pass filter with a gain-phase analyzer, because the
first self-resonances of the filter components are not sufficient high enough in
frequency. The impact of the parasitics of the filter components is for exam-
ple described in [67–69]. This leads to the need of a combination of various
different filter elements. An intensive study [70] has been done lately on the
optimal combination of various filter components, so that their parasitics
can be utilized. The described methods are based on the undesired fields,
radiated by the filter components and combine those in a way, that several
of them cancel out. These approaches are called parasitic cancellation.
Table 3.2 Characteristics of parasitic cancelation
advantages disadvantages
• utilizes parasitic components
• generally applicable in power
electronics
• does not necessarily introduce
insertion loss
• works only for high frequen-
cies, e.g. FM band
• very sensitive to tolerances
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Figure 3.2 Considerations, when implementing parasitic cancelation.
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3.3 Interleaved Operation
Another way to decrease the out-of-band energy, which is leaving the chas-
sis of the switch-mode audio power amplifier through the output connectors
is to cancel some of the harmonics and their sidebands. This can be done
by operating two or more output stages with opposite or phase shifted car-
rier signals [62] and applying the resulting outputs differentially across the
load [71]. This way a number of harmonics of the switching frequency and
the respective sidebands are suppressed differentially across the load [72].
Therefore the out-of-band energy across the load is lowered.
The suppressed frequencies are not gone, but transfered into common mode
energy at the outputs of the power stages. They have equal polarity and
therefore return through a common reference path of the power stages (in
most cases ground). So the energy is returning on parasitic paths to their
source, turning the impedances on its way into radiating antennas.
Table 3.3 Characteristics of interleaved operation
advantages disadvantages
• effectively reduces the out-of-
band energy across the load
• works frequency independent
• doubles control bandwidth
• allows high power levels
• doubles the minimum amount
of components in power stage
• introduces common mode dis-
turbances
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Figure 3.3 Trade-offs for interleaved operation.
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3.4 Frequency Hopping
Some applications include both, switch-mode power electronics and commu-
nication receivers. In those the physical way from the source of the problem
to the victim is short and coupling impedances are low. Therefore these are
one of the most challenging applications with respect to EMC. Fortunately
those applications come with a specific advantage: the frequency range,
which the receiver is tuned to, is known at any time within the system. This
information can be used to adjust the switching frequency in a manner,
that neither its fundamental nor its harmonics overlap with the receivers
tuned frequency. The fundamentals for allowing the change of the carrier
frequency during operation of a modulator were set by [73]. At this time
the carrier frequency hopping was used to hide the transmitted information
away from others, which did not have the knowledge about the carrier fre-
quency sequence. In [74] the principle of adjusting the switching frequency
was applied to sound systems. Another way to dynamically detect a pre-
ferred carrier frequency for the involved power electronics circuits is shown
in [75]. This system is constantly monitoring the intermodulation products
of the actual carrier frequency and the receivers tuned frequency and moving
the carrier frequency in a manner to minimize them.
Despite the required interaction between the receiver and the power elec-
tronics, this principle comes with another limitation for products in the
higher quality segment and several mobile applications. Those often include
antenna diversity and contain multiple tuners, i.e. two equivalent inputs to
the receivers. While one of the tuners provides the signal to the following
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decoder, the other tuner is continuously scanning the whole input band to
search for both, stations transmitting the same information but delivering
a higher level and stations transmitting other information. The latter one
is used to give the user the option to look ahead what program material is
available on other channels without interrupting the ongoing replay of the
actual tuned station.
Another disadvantage occurs, when the spacing between the relevant side-
bands of two adjacent harmonics of the switching frequency is lower than
the required high-frequency bandwidth of the communication system. For
AM radio the bandwidth is twice the base band (either 4.5 kHz or 10 kHz),
so 9 kHz or 20 kHz according to [7]. For FM radio the base band is broader,
because the program material is transmitted in stereo. Therefore each chan-
nel is requiring a minimum high frequency bandwidth of 75 kHz. This lead
to a channel separation of 200 kHz in the United States of America [3] and
300 kHz in Europe [7], which is setting the limits for modulation depth of the
FM signal. Using the described frequency hopping methods must therefore
ensure, that the sidebands of the carrier and the harmonics are sufficiently
suppressed within the actual tuned station. While this can be done for the
relatively low frequent AM band, it is difficult to satisfy this condition in the
FM band. Besides the higher bandwidth of the transmitting channel, the
growing sidebands of the switching frequency harmonics [66] is a limiting
factor. The picture is getting even clearer when taking also TV applica-
tions into account. The high frequency bandwidth of those applications is
7 MHz [7], which makes it practically impossible to achieve an undistorted
signal reception by means of frequency hopping.
Table 3.4 Characteristics of frequency hopping.
advantages disadvantages
• reliably avoids disturbance of
a specific receiver
• invariant to tolerances
• requires information ex-
change between receiver and
power electronics
• works only for specific com-
munication technologies
• limited to specific applica-
tions
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Figure 3.4 Balance between properties of frequency hopping.
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3.5 Dithering
Instead of hopping between discrete switching frequencies, a continuous
movement of the carrier was introduced and described in [76–84] and got
industrialized by [85–87]. This technique is generally known by the names:
spread spectrum, dithering and FM-PWM and, brought into connection
with modulation, based on chaos theory and randomization. While the neg-
ative impact of dithering on the audio performance was described already
in section 2.1.2, this section will deal with the influence on the reception of
a broadcasting signal at the input of a communication receiver.
To link dithering with EMC, the function of EMC instruments, namely EMC
measurement receivers must be understood. While EMC measurement re-
ceivers are specified to be used in normative measurements, spectrum an-
alyzers work in a similar way. The major difference of those two types of
instruments is their high frequency input. It is quite undesired to build an
excessive amount of circuitry for high frequency operation, as components
for this usage are expensive. In conjunction with measurement instruments,
which are operating in a broad frequency range, the components need to be
usable over a wide frequency range. While the EMC measurement receivers
have an adjustable bandpass at the input to suppress everything but the en-
ergy in the actual measuring band, a spectrum analyzer immediately mixes
the input signal into a lower frequency band. So the spectrum analyzer only
has one high frequency circuit – the mixer – while the EMC measurement
receiver has an adjustable bandpass and a following mixer. The disadvan-
tage of the spectrum analyzer is, that it would also mix intermodulation and
image components resulting from its own local oscillator into the interme-
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diate frequency range, where it can not be separated from the original high
frequency signal, which should be the only information in this stage of the
analyzer. The EMC measurement receiver is suppressing everything, but the
desired measurement band, before feeding the first mixer. This filter needs
to be configurable in bandwidth to account for differences in EMC norms
and the center frequency of the window must be adjustable to measure in
the desired band. To account for the transient effect of the filter, the mixer
input is closed, while the window is moved and is settling. Therefore an
EMC measurement receiver can only be stepped discretely through a cer-
tain band, while a spectrum analyzer can be swept continuously. Practically
the band-passes are realized by more than one circuit and according to the
desired measurement frequency, one of them is activated by relays. Inde-
pendent on the choice of instrument, which is used for measuring the high
frequency energy, the instrument only stays for a limited amount of time at
one frequency point. During this time the measurement value for the center
frequency of this point is derived by integrating the energy within the mea-
surement window and afterward, the instrument is moving on to process the
next measurement point.
Dithering is usually applied in a matter, that the total frequency variation
is exceeding the normative window, which is mainly 9 kHz or 120 kHz [88].
This is narrower than the communication receivers bandwidth described
in section 3.4. Therefore the EMC measurement is detecting less energy
than the communication receiver is getting disturbed with. Additionally
the measurement instrument is moving on with time, while the communi-
cation receivers stay tuned until they either are forced by the user or by
antenna diversity to change the sensitivity band. Both the EMC measure-
ment receivers input filter bandwidth and its measurement time for one
data point set the criteria for a dithering signal: The dither must spread
outside of the input filter and ideally not be periodic (especially relevant for
quasi-random signals), before the measurement receiver has left this actual
measurement point. However the bandwidth of the communication receiver
would be higher than a typical dither spread and it stays tuned for ways
longer than the maximum repetition time of typically used repetition times.
Therefore dithering has not only a negative effect on the audio performance
of switch-mode audio power amplifiers as described in section 2.1.2, but also
prevents optimal signal reception of communication receivers, even though
it is improving normative measurement results.
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Table 3.5 Characteristics of dithering.
advantages disadvantages
• lowers EMC
• excessively described in liter-
ature
• keeps receiver disturbance
• impact on audio performance
• increases losses
Figure 3.5 Trade-offs for dithering.
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3.6 Predistorted Pulse Width Modulation
A method to remove the energy at a specific switching harmonic to a cer-
tain amount was presented in [89] and extended to a complete removal of
a switching frequency harmonic by [90]. Both of the presented methods re-
quire a high order nonlinear computation of the program material. While
the first method - called selective harmonic spreading - acts like a static
dithering, i.e. it avoids all the disadvantages named in section 3.5 and really
lowers the energy of some spectral components, it is creating intermodula-
tion distortion in the audio band. The second method, named harmonic
elimination spectra, keeps the audio performance, but is not capable of low-
ering more than one spectral component. The choice of this component is
fixing the design and the high order nonlinear precomputation, so it cannot
be changed online.
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Table 3.6 Characteristics of predistorted PWM.
advantages disadvantages
• addresses specific frequencies
• invariant to tolerances
• requires excessive computa-
tional power
• impact on audio performance
• increases complexity
Figure 3.6 Trade-off choices when implementing predistorted PWM.
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The third chapter provided an overview of several used technologies at the
state-of-the-art to avoid EMC problems and showed their trade-offs. The
next chapter will show the first attempt how to deal with this given problem in
another way, which was inspired by the described techniques in this chapter.
Chapter 4
Multi Carrier Modulation
Inspired from the existing technologies and their trade-offs as described in
chapter 3, multi carrier modulation (MCM) strives to overcome some of
the described disadvantages. This chapter will describe the original idea,
the boundaries for its realization and the evolution of the realization. The
implementation itself has been described in publications as a product of
this research work and will be briefly summarized here. To conclude, the
achieved results will be summarized and some open chances and challenges
within multi carrier modulation will be described.
4.1 Fundamentals
The basic idea of MCM is to lower the out-of-band spectrum by utilizing
the frequencies between harmonics and their sidebands of a PWM signal.
As opposed to frequency hopping (3.4) and dithering (3.5), the newly intro-
duced spectral components shall be used continuously to avoid a negative
impact on the audio performance (2.1.2). The resulting spectrum shall use
more frequencies, but all of them at a lower level than PWM. The over-
all out-of-band energy may be invariable. In contrast to interleaving (3.3),
this alternative modulation topology shall be applicable to half-bridge power
stages. This way there is no question arising about trade-offs between com-
mon mode and differential mode.
Taking this framework into account, it appears natural to split the energy
of one PWM spectrum into two PWM spectra, with two different carrier
frequencies. This is e.g. done by comparing one reference signal (program
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material minus error) with two triangular signals. Both of those comparators
are providing a PWM signal at each of their outputs. The implementation
is now bounded by the argument, that it should be possible to drive a single
half-bridge power stage. Therefore the two PWM signals need to be com-
bined in a manner, which is not affecting the audio performance. Therefore
a logic circuit has been developed, that combines these two PWM streams
into a single signal [91, 92]. Parts of these combination have been inspired
by the commutator from [90] and the whole circuit was implemented in pro-
grammable logic by [93].
Further on it was proven, that the same topology can be used for various
topologies of power converters [94].
4.2 Properties of Multi Carrier Modulation
MCM enables a reduction of the peaks of the out-of-band spectral com-
ponents by 6 dB. This energy is not removed, but split into two spectral
components, each of them having sidebands. Additionally intermodulation
components of them appear. It is desirable to keep the intermodulation
components away from the output filters resonance frequency. The spectral
location and the corresponding amplitudes of all frequencies where simu-
lated in [95]. In [93], these where analytically proven, and it was shown,
that this way of combining two or more PWM signals does not have a neg-
ative intrinsic impact on the audio performance.
So far these approaches considered the spectral behaviour of MCM. Another
way to analyze this modulation scheme with respect to PWM can be done
in the time domain. Here the number of switching instances can reveal fur-
ther properties of the technology. A numerical approach revealed, that the
resulting MCM stream has a higher number of transitions than the underly-
ing PWM streams. The MS-MCM combination of a 200 kHz and a 235 kHz
based PWM signal (those have 400.000 and 470.000 transitions per second
respectively) has around 625.000 transitions per second. A more thorough
investigation for different MCM frequency combinations and an analytical
analysis can give a better understanding of the effective switching frequency.
PWM is coding a given signal level into a proportional pulse width at any
given instance in time, as illustrated in figure 2.6. This is not generally true
for MCM. MCM is approaching this behaviour, when approaching the ex-
trema of the modulation range (average duty cycle close to 0 % or 100 %).
Inbetween, the pulses of an MCM signal are in average proportional to the
input level, however not necessary proportional at any instance of time. This
means that a low input signal, which would generate approximately 50 %
duty cycle in a PWM stream, can result in very short or very long pulses
temporarily like in pulse density modulation.
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An MCM pulse stream is repetitive with the lowest period of the lowest
intermodulation frequency of the carriers.
4.3 Outlook
The above described properties have not been included in [91–95]. However
they are of interest for a power electronics designer. The link to the qualifiers
of switch-mode audio power amplifiers and power supplies is provided in this
section.
4.3.1 Challenges
The short peaks, also known as spikes, in an MCM stream can lead to a
decrease in audio quality, when the rest of the amplifier is not carefully de-
signed for the reception of those. Each output of a circuit has an output
impedance and each input has an input capacitance. These parasitic com-
ponents lead to a low-pass, which limits the edge of the pulses. When the
pulse width of a spike is getting lower than this rise time, the receiving cir-
cuit might not trigger and the spike is overseen. This happens in the case
of PWM streams, when duty cycles close to 0 % and 100 % occur, which
happens only close to clipping of the amplifier. The information in pulses,
which are skipt by this phenomenon, is lost and therefore audio quality is
degraded. As this degradation is happening for PWM streams close to clip-
ping it is of lower importance, while for MCM streams it can occur at lower
listening levels. The two protoypes developed in [91, 93, 95] where suffering
from this limitation and therefore had worse audio performance than PWM.
For future designs it is recommended to account for this effect.
An open point of this technology is, to find a definite relationship its effective
switching frequency compared to other modulation topologies.
4.3.2 Chances
On the other hand, MCM is offering more correction possibilities for the
control loop, as it has more switching instances than PWM. Every time a
transition happens, the controller can correct for the error at the output, so
the increased transition number is offering a higher bandwidth of the con-
trol loop than PWM. The implementation of these principles was described
in [96]. This possibility was not utilized in [91,93,95] either.
The reduction of disturbances of communication receivers was verified by
the mentioned MCM designs. Therefore it can be concluded, that the out-
of-band behaviour of MCM is 6 dB better than a comparable PWM de-
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sign. This also holds for comparison with other popular modulation topolo-
gies, like self-oscillating and delta-sigma designs as their out-of-band spectral
peaks are as high as the ones in PWM. This was shown in [97].
4.4 Summary
The described characteristics of MCM, to improve the interference situation
between switch-mode power electronics and communication receivers results
in pros and cons, which are given in table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Characteristics of multi carrier modulation.
advantages disadvantages
• halving disturbance
• higher bandwidth
• invariant to temperature
changes
• invariant to component toler-
ances
• information coded in narrow
spikes
• causing losses
• introduces out-of-band inter-
modulation components
The resulting trade-offs for industrialization of this solution are summarized
in figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1 Trade-offs for multi carrier modulation.
disturbance
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Being inspired from the techniques described in the last chapter, this chapter
provided a different approach to deal with the given problem of this project.
While the solution space was limited to the modulation principle here, it was
decided to broaden the view for the following work and include other parts
of the circuit in the research. Therefore the next approach described in the
next chapter is targeting the power stage and output filter.
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Chapter 5
Active Electromagnetic
Cancellation
As opposed to the research based on the modulation topology in the last
chapter, the approach for improving the out-of-band behaviour in power
electronics circuits described here is meant to take other parts of switch-
mode designs into account. The most obvious ones are the parts, where the
disturbances originate, i.e. the power stage, and the most common coupling
path for high frequent energy, i.e. the output. The transfer function from
power stage to output are classically described by low-pass filters, which are
meant to remove the out-of-band energy. Despite passive approaches, active
approaches have been known for several applications [98–105]. Implementa-
tion of those principles in switch-mode audio power amplifiers comes with an
extra challenge. While the known active EMI filters mainly work for DC-DC
power supplies in steady state and saturate during transition times, the fil-
ters for AC-DC applications have a couple of decades between the passband
(mostly 50 Hz / 60 Hz) and the switching frequency, which is supposed to be
filtered. This situation is different in switch-mode audio power applications.
As the pass-band is reaching up to 20 kHz there is typically only one decade
to the switching frequency, which is meant to be suppressed.
5.1 Fundamentals
The basic idea behind active electromagnetic cancellation (AEC) is shown
in figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 Block diagram of the idea behind active electromagnetic can-
cellation (AEC).
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filter
+
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The program material, represented by the input through the microphone
in the figure, is amplified by a switch mode audio power amplifier. At its
output, the program material is passed through the output filter to drive
the transducer, while the undesired switching residuals are canceled by the
active filter, represented by a model of the output filter.
The model of the output filter reconstructs the ripple, which is expected to
occur at the output. Having this signal available, it can be subtracted from
the output, so that the resulting ripple is zero.
5.2 Properties of Active Electromagnetic Cancel-
lation
There are various requirements for the circuit model of the output filter. In
the audio band, the filter shall not act, i.e. the audio needs to be suppressed
as much as possible. Out-of-band, the signal needs to have the same shape
as the switching residual after the output filter of the switch-mode audio
power amplifier. Including the minus sign of the summation block, sets an-
other requirement: the phase of the prototype filter needs to be inverted
with respect to the output filter. To match all those requirements, a similar
design method as described above (section 2.2.3) was used in [106]. There,
a couple of different filter realizations, starting with ideal filters and ending
with characteristics of real filters, are suggested for this purpose, and the
most practical one was implemented. The implementation proved the theory
and showed a disturbance reduction of 15.1 dB. Furthermore the reduction
was proven to be in the range of 12.7 dB and 20.9 dB over a typical range
of production tolerances.
The active cancellation was realized by a separate amplifier. This amplifier
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drives the same load as the main audio power amplifier and has to provide
the ripple voltage across this load. Depending on the dimensioning of the
passive part of the filter, the active one has to provide more or less output
energy, which leads to additional losses in the active filter part.
5.3 Outlook
Even though the technique of AEC was profen to be quite effective in re-
moving undesired out-of-band signals, there are both challenges and chances
left to explore in future.
5.3.1 Challenges
To suppress the contents material in the active filter, a high pass function-
ality is required. This can be realized by a series blocking capacitor or a
parallel shunt inductor. If the DC output of the switch-mode audio power
amplifier is not exactly zero, the blocking capacitor or shunting inductor
respectively will integrate this offset and saturate. This disables the ac-
tive filter. A possible way to deal with this, is to introduce leakage in the
capacitor (parallel resistor) or a serial resistor in the inductor. Even more
advanced versions could sense the signal across the blocking capacitor or the
shunt inductor and remove DC actively by means of local feedback. This
is creating another chance for the whole system, as the active correction
system can be used as a servo amplifier to remove also DC from the main
audio amplifier.
Comparing the efforts described in section 2.2 with AEC, it is clear, that
these two efforts are counterproductive. While section 2.2 describes how to
design the control loop of a switch-mode audio power amplifier to form an
optimized carrier, AEC is removing parts of this signal. So both, the closed
loop transfer function from the switch-mode audio power amplifier and the
prototype of the output filter need to be developed with respect to each
other. There might be trade-offs arising between audio performance and
removal of out-of-band energy. However the latter one is not intrinsically
contrary to loop shapping efforts, as a complete removal of the switching
residuals would also remove the impact of the carrier through feedback and
the modulator would get a signal at its input, similar to a linear amplifier.
While this is no problem for switch-mode audio power amplifiers with ex-
ternal carriers, the oscillation criterion [107] in self-oscillating amplifiers is
impacted.
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5.3.2 Chances
AEC opens also further possibilities. The linear output stage of the active
filter can be used for driving parts of the audio signal. The advantage of
linear amplifiers is, that they allow for more gain in the error amplifier as
they are not restricted by sampling (1/pi · fsw for two-level modulated am-
plifiers and 2/pi · fsw for three-level modulated amplifiers according to [61]
and fsw for self-oscillating amplifiers [107]). This means the AEC approach
needs to be combined with the approach in [108]. However the more sig-
nal driven through the linear amplifier, the more energy losses it will create
there. When combining these methods, it needs to be taken into account,
that the cancellation stage needs to fulfill the audio performance specifica-
tions as has been described in chapter 2.
To further improve the cancellation of out-of-band energy, the signal can
be sensed behind the summing block and fed into the active filter as an
error signal. In this case an error amplifier can help removing even more
disturbing signals. The further improvement is limited by the gain in the
out-of-band range and might be practically limited by the bandwidth of the
active prototype of the output filter.
5.4 Summary
These properties result in the validation of AEC as a solution to receiver
disturbance as given in table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Characteristics of active electromagnetic cancellation.
advantages disadvantages
• excessive disturbance reduc-
tion
• allowing higher bandwidth
• saturation effects due to DC
offset need to be taken into
account
• sensible to component toler-
ances
When implementing this solution, power electronics designers need to weight
the arguments given in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2 Trade-offs for active electromagnetic cancellation.
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The previous and the actual chapter where focusing on the improvement of
the problem between switch-mode power electronics and EMC by alternative
approaches with a focus on the involved signals. As the preventive measures
against EMC problems are building the limit for size shrink in switch-mode
audio power applications, the next chapter will primarily focus on the mini-
mization of the circuits. This is one of the major desired advancements from
this project.
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Chapter 6
Current Driven Power Stages
While the previous two chapters where targeting different parts of a block di-
agram of switch-mode power converters, the alternative approach presented
in this chapter will question the converters principles. This is done to ex-
plore the major show stopper for minimizing the circuits, i.e. the size of the
output filter. The only purpose of the output filter is to reduce the distur-
bance of communication receivers. For all other qualifiers of switch-mode
(audio) power electronics — like efficiency, audio quality, cost and size —
the output filter is rather cumbersome.
6.1 Fundamentals
Nearly without exception, power supplies and amplifiers are built to operate
from a voltage source, which might consist of DC, AC or a mixture of both.
The idea of current driven power stages (CDP) arose from moving the output
filter over some nodes in a typical voltage driven power stage (VDP). The
block diagram of such one is shown in figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 Principle supply-to-load configuration in conventional voltage
driven power stages
Vsupply
Iout
Vout
The CDP, as in figure 6.2, must fulfill the same specifications as its voltage
driven counterpart.
Figure 6.2 Principle supply-to-load configuration in current driven power
stages
Isupply
Iout
Vout
However the circuit realization is different as described in [109]. The major
difference is the realization of the output filter. While keeping the load R,
the damping factor d and the period of the resonance frequency Tr for both
filters constant, the components, realizing the low pass, change in value from
Lv and Cv to Li and Ci as given in 6.1.1.
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Equation 6.1.1 Equivalent filter components in CDPs.
Li = R
2Cv
Ci =
Lv
R2
This leads to the relations as given in
Equation 6.1.2 Relation between filter components and their energy be-
tween VDPs and CDPs.
EiL
EvL
= Li
Lv
= 1
4d2
EiC
EvC
= Ci
Cv
= Lv
Li
= 4d2
For practical realizations this results in a lower inductance and higher ca-
pacitance value for CDPs compared to VDPs. While the total amount of
energy, stored in the filter components for a given signal is equal in both
configurations, its distribution is different. For CDPs, the energy stored in
the electrical field of the capacitor is higher, than the energy stored in the
magnetic field of the inductor. According to practical informations in [110],
it is less space consuming to store energy in capacitors than in inductors
as long as the inductor is not operating under superconducting conditions,
which are still impractical for many applications. Gathering information
about components, which are enabling CDPs and comparing them with the
available components for VDPs results in a volume reduction of the output
filter by a factor of 6.
6.2 Properties of Current Driven Power Stages
When turning a power electronics circuit from voltage driven to current
driven, each series connection turns into a parallel connection, an inductor
turns into a capacitor and a voltage source turns into a current source.
Considering a half-bridge voltage driven power stages, where the switches
have to withstand twice the supply voltage, while they carry once the load
current, a current driven half-bridge has to withstand only once the output
voltage but twice the supply current.
As it can occur in VDPs that the switches in the power stage are exposed
to both positive and negative currents while conducting, it also can happen,
that the power switches in CDPs have to block both positive and negative
voltage drops across their power terminals.
To avoid a phenomenon called shoot through, which means shorting the
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supplies of a VDP, switch-mode power electronic designers introduce a state
— called dead time — in the control of VDPs. During this time neither one
of the switches is conducting. For CDPs approximately the same amount of
time is needed as an overlap time to prevent the voltage across the power
stage from rising.
6.3 Outlook
The described features of CDPs result in different challenges and chances for
the practicing power electronics developer. This section is giving the details
of those, again with respect to the broadly known VDPs.
6.3.1 Challenges
The majority of power switches on the market are designed for rather high
voltages than currents. Taken into account, that CDPs have to conduct
twice the supply current but only once the output voltage, the choice of
components is limited.
A further limitation on the selection of power switches is the fact, that
the power devices in CDPs have to block both, forward and reverse volt-
ages. This puts the demand on the power switches to be bidirectional and
therefore excludes commonly used components like MOSFETs. Realization
possibilities for those have been given in [111]. Another way to realize those
are JFETs [112], which are available both with and without body diode.
JFETs come with an additional advantage for this topology, because those
are normally-on devices. This means that they are conducting as long as
there is no control voltage applied to them. This is desirable for CDPs and
is naturally generating the required overlap as long as the control circuit
is in turn-on and turn-off transitionss. Recent developments in the power
semiconductor industry brought silicon carbide (SiC) devices to the market.
The default version of those fulfill these requirements.
6.3.2 Chances
When overcoming the above mentioned drawbacks, CDPs ease a couple of
design challenges known from VDPs.
Many applications come with relatively long supply cables as the energy
source is located far away from its sink. These wiring harnesses or cables
have a high parasitic inductance, which turns them into equivalent current
sources. To avoid high voltage peaks in VDPs, power engineers use de-
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coupling capacitors to clamp the voltages. Besides the above mentioned
inductors, those capacitors are the physically biggest components in VDPs.
By using CDPs, the parasitics of the cabling can be used as current coupling
and it is desired to have as low capacitance as possible on the energy input
terminals. This removes the bulky decoupling capacitors completely.
Another excellent current source are solar cells. While conventional convert-
ers for solar cell applications turn the equivalent current source of the cell
into a voltage source by clamping the voltage with capacitors or batteries,
CDPs can be used to directly convert the solar energy into the desired out-
put signal waveform. It is then only limited by the specifications of the solar
cell and the amount of sunlight.
Other realization possibilities, based on conventional power electronic cir-
cuits are described in [113]
Within integrated power electronics it is desired to prevent circuits from de-
struction by overload. This can both occur as voltage or current overdrive.
While it is relatively unproblematic to implement voltage sensing and act
upon certain trigger levels via security mechanisms, it is difficult to measure
the current in series with VDPs. In CDPs, this is simple to implement. The
corresponding voltage sensing is not getting any more complicated, than it
is in VDPs, which overall allows for more effective protection circuitries.
6.4 Summary
Suppling power electronic circuits with currents instead of voltages leads to
different properties as given in table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Characteristics of current driven power stages.
advantages disadvantages
• decreasing size of filters
• can remove decoupling com-
ponents
• directly applicable to solar
cells
• decreasing complexity of pro-
tection circuits
• complexity of switches
• non standard driver circuits
required
• no disturbance reduction
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For product realization with CDPs, the trade-offs in figure 6.3 need to be
considered.
Figure 6.3 Trade-offs for current driven power stages.
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While the previous two chapters where dealing with parts of power converters,
this chapter took the whole system into account. Focusing on the physical
minimization of the power circuits, which is mainly prevented by EMC filter-
ing components, an alternative topology was described in this chapter. While
this approach did not target to change the spectral contents of the relevant
signals, the next chapter will strive for even further size reduction by doing
so.
Chapter 7
Radio Frequency Switch-Mode
Power Electronics
While the thoughts for chapter 4 where dominated by signal considerations,
the ideas behind chapters 5 and 6 where driven by system and especially
circuitry thinking. The approach in this chapter is rather motivated by signal
considerations, again especially in the spectral domain. Focusing on audio
applications and considering the communication receivers as described in 1.3
it can be concluded, that it is most desireable to avoid AM and FM band
distortion. The reason, why the AM band is placed at relatively low radio
frequencies, is that very long distance communications can be established
in this frequency range in real time. This is not possible with discrete time
systems, as those are suffering from latency times. As long as real time
distribution of information is of interest for society, the AM band will be
used for it.
This chapter is exploring the chances to completely avoid disturbance of
those frequency bands by simply putting the switching frequency beyond
the FM band. This can result into removal of the bulky filters in switch-
mode power electronics. Rather than a realized solution, this chapter is
pointing toward future possibilities and setting the fundamentals for that.
7.1 Possibilities with Radio Frequency Switch-Mode
Power Electronics
Increasing the switching frequency of power electronics equates the strive of
records. So far, the academical approaches for high frequent power stages
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[114–124] and their control strategies [125] led to various topologies as shown
in figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1 Topology overview of radio frequency amplifiers and their evo-
lution to radio frequency power supplies.
(a) Class-C ampli-
fier [114]
(b) Class-E amplifier [115] (c) Class-F amplifier [116–118]
(d) Class-Φ amplifier [119] (e) Class-Φ2 amplifier [120]
(f) Class-E2 converter [121] (g) Resonant Boost converter [124]
To find a quantitative comparison between the presented converter types,
two figures of merit (FOM) are provided. FOM1 provides a handle to com-
pare the output power level Pout and switching frequency fs, while FOM2
is further taking the efficiency η (defined between 0 and 1 for this purpose)
into account. A third figure of merit would be useful for comparing also
the possibility of utilizing the absolute maximum ratings of the required
switches compared to the supply values. However most of this data have
not been provided in the referred references.
Equation 7.1.1 Figures of merit (FOM) to allow comparison of radio fre-
quency switch-mode power supplies.
FOM1 = Pout · fs
FOM2 = FOM1 · η
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The quantitative achievements of the above explained amplifiers and con-
verters are shown in table 7.1.
Table 7.1 Comparison of measured achievements with the above described
topologies.
Topology Pout fs FOM1 η FOM2 Reference
W MHz GHzW % GHzW
Class-C 180 — — 89 — [114]
Class-E 26 3.9 0.1 96 0.1 [115]
Class-E2 10 1 < 0.1 80 < 0.1 [121]
Class-E2 1 1 < 0.1 82 < 0.1 [122]
Class-Φ 178 15.7 2.8 75 2.1 [119]
Class-Φ2 500 30 15 92 13.8 [120]
RF-Boost 6000 2.5 15 — — [123]
Resonant RF-Boost 110 23 2.5 87 2.2 [124]
Resonant RF-Boost 17 50 0.9 74 0.6 [124]
Resonant RF-Boost 50 22 1.1 78 0.9 [125]
Many of the advances have been summarized in [126], which is on the other
hand also giving plenty of resulting challenges. Despite the ones mentioned
there, it appears that control over a wider operating temperature range,
component tolerances in the circuits and similar practical considerations
have not been explored by the above mentioned research approaches. Also
control techniques for the radio frequency switch-mode power circuits are
not adequately explored yet.
As has been mentioned in the last chapter, new advances in power semi-
conductors like [127,128] allow power electronics circuits to be designed for
switching frequencies beyond the FM band. This is changing the demands
on filtering: instead of the bulky filters to remove energy in the AM band,
the focus has to be set on filtering in the FM band. Components for these
requirements have been possible and available since long time, as these are
the components to build the transmitters for broadcasting applications.
The possibilities allowed by those techniques and components have been
exploited in [129].
7.2 Outlook
Radio frequency switch-mode power electronics have been explored in aca-
demics and recent developments in power components allow their industri-
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alization in near future. This section is briefly summarizing the challenges
and chances advancing from this technology.
7.2.1 Challenges
Through the high rate of transitions, radio frequency switch-mode power
supplies naturally come with increased switching losses. The evolution of
power semiconductors is helping to keep those down to a decent level, how-
ever they must be considered by the practicing engineer as a major design
parameter.
Conducting power in circuits from one path to the other is also dependent
on the speed of the power devices. The recent developments in removal of
reverse recovery times of diodes through SiC devices is one way of allowing
high switching frequencies.
Another important qualifier is the voltage and current stress of the power
semiconductors. As these circuits are not operating with rectangular wave-
forms, other crest factors than one – which is ideal in conventional power
electronics — emerge. This is putting extra stress on the components, while
this headroom cannot be utilized for higher power conversion levels.
As the above described topologies mainly operate in resonant modes, other
modulation and control schemes than pulse width modulation are of inter-
est. This can be pulse density or pulse frequency modulations.
For resonant operation, the presented radio frequency designs rely on im-
pedance matching circuits over a broad frequency range. To achieve this,
parasitic components are included. The available processes, allowing high
frequent power operation, come with unacceptable high tolerances, so the
resonant operation can not be achieved by design yet.
7.2.2 Chances
On the other hand the application of these control schemes can be designed
to higher loop gains for comparable order regulators. Reason for that is the
advances in control bandwidth, which is limited by switching frequency as
described in section 5.3.2.
Relating radio frequency switch-mode power supplies back to the distur-
bance of receivers, there switching frequency can be placed in a manner to
avoid interference with the low frequent broadcasting services. This allows
a major shrink in size by removing the bulky filter components. Further
research toward industrialization of those circuits is therefore strongly rec-
ommended.
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7.3 Summary
Several arguments point toward radio frequency switch-mode power sup-
plies as a solution for receiver disturbance avoidance and other advantages,
however there are also negative sides. This is discussed in table 7.2.
Table 7.2 Characteristics of radio frequency switch-mode power electronics.
advantages disadvantages
• size reduction
• higher bandwidth
• disturbance removal in AM
band
• higher component stresses
• causing losses
• different modulation schemes
required
• temperature sensitive
• component tolerance sensitive
For the practicing power electronics designer in industry, the following ar-
guments need to be taken into account, when using radio frequency switch-
mode power supplies in products.
Figure 7.2 Trade-offs for radio frequency switch-mode power electronics.
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While the previous chapter provided a possibility toward shrinking the size of
the filtering components, this chapter has been giving an outlook to topologies,
which remove the bulky filter components. Increasing the switching frequency
beyond the broadcasting frequencies of AM and FM radio does not simply lead
to a scaling in circuits, but rather into different topologies, which have been
researched during the last decades. Recent advances in power semiconductors
allow for realizing those, while there are still unresolved practical issues, like
component tolerances. Taking the enormous advantages of those topologies
into account it is desirable to put further research efforts on overcoming the
drawbacks.
Chapter 8
Conclusion
This work addresses the interference of switch-mode power electronics with
receivers used in communication technologies. This is commonly known as
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC).
The thesis first describes the history of EMC and the evolution of switch-
mode power electronics. It is recalled, that the purpose of EMC is to allow
communication systems to operate without getting influenced. The reason,
why switch-mode power electronic circuits are especially critical in this sense,
is given when exploring the coherence between EMC and power electronics.
The improvement of the link between those on the power electronics side
was defined as the target of this project. A special focus is set on audio
applications.
Before exploring ways to improve this, another correlation involved by the
questioned signals is summarized. The work of others is linking the EMC
critical signals resulting as residuals from the switch-mode nature of power
electronics to the audio performance of switch-mode audio power amplifiers.
The background of audio performance and the influence from switch-mode
signals are given.
Switch-mode audio power applications have been industrialized since many
decades and the problem of EMC decoupling has been solved in those. The
characteristics of the major existing solutions and their trade-offs for the
practicing engineer are described. It is found, that the generally accepted
solutions in industry involve physically big filter components, which set a
boundary for further size limitation and therefore limit the possible appli-
cation range of switch-mode power circuits. The summary of those imple-
mented solutions was taken as the basis for improving the interference from
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power electronics to communication receivers and evolved into four suggested
solutions for improving the situation. Those are
• Multi Carrier Modulation (MCM)
• Active Electromagnetic Cancellation (AEC)
• Current Driven Power Stages (CDP) and
• Radio Frequency Power Electronics (RF SMPS).
These four solutions are described in technical detail in this work and its
linked publications. The major achievements are
• halving the spectral peaks through MCM
• 15 dB output ripple reduction through AEC
• an output filter size shrink of 84 % through CDPs and
• complete avoidance of interference through RF SMPS.
The impact on design considerations for the practicing product designer are
given in this work. Besides those improvements, further questions arise.
• For MCM, a deterministic relationship between the used carrier fre-
quencies and the resulting effective switching frequency is missing.
The answer to this question would allow further insight into extended
control capabilities in relation with MCM.
• MCM is generating short pulses for any modulation index. This re-
sulted into glitches. For limiting their effect on the audio performance,
the use of full-bridge power stages in conjunction with MCM is sug-
gested. The validation of this solution has to be done.
• The implemented MCM where realized with two carriers. The be-
haviour and further improvement with more than two carriers is an
open question.
• Closing a loop around AEC is suggested to help for both, the filter
saturation problem through DC as well as further enhanced cancella-
tion performance. Validation of these arguments is representing room
for further research.
• The impact of AEC on the in-band performance has to be investigated.
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• Implementation of CDPs with components, which have been recently
introduced in the market, shall allow for high efficiency implementa-
tions. A demonstrator for this argument has to be built.
• CDPs have an impact on their energy source. While solar cells can
be directly used, power supplies need to be reconfigured. One of the
major changes is the removal of the bulky capacitive energy storage
components on their outputs. Further power supplies have to be built,
to demonstrate this.
• The ease of overload protection schemes in CDPs with respect to VDPs
has to be prototyped.
• RF SMPS rely on soft switching for keeping the switching losses down
to an acceptable level. A study of the fulfillment of those conditions
versus temperature variations and component tolerances is missing.
• High control bandwidths, through high switching frequencies are ex-
pected, but have not been demonstrated yet.
The four presented solutions appear promising, but some more efforts in re-
search and development have to be made, to allow final product realizations.
The problem between EMC and power electronics has been historically re-
called, the connection to the audio performance of amplifiers was given and
the existing solutions have been revised. Based on those, four suggestions
for improving the out-of-band behaviour of switch-mode audio power ampli-
fiers and power supplies were given, where the first one is an advancement
through their modulation topology, the second one through active filtering, the
third one through different power stages and the last one through complete
avoidance of the problem by removing all spectral components away from the
critical bands. This leads to merging the field of radio frequency electronics
and power electronics. It is highly recommended to pursue further research
toward industrialization of those solutions.
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Appendix A
Gesetz u¨ber das
Telegraphenwesen des
Deutschen Reichs
(engl. “Law of telegraphy from the German Empire”)
vom 6. April 1892 (Reichsgesetzbl. S. 467)
§1 1Das Recht, Telegraphenanlagen fu¨r die Vermittelung von Nachrichtung
zu errichten und zu betreiben, steht ausschließlich dem Reich zu. 2Unter
Telegraphenanlagen sind die Fernsprechanlagen mit begriffen.
§2 (1) Die Ausu¨bung des im §1 bezeichneten Rechts kann fu¨r einzelne
Strecken oder Bezirke an Privatunternehmer und muss an Gemeinden fu¨r
den Verkehr innerhalb des Gemeindebezirks verliehen werden, wenn die
nachsuchende Gemeinde die genu¨gende Sicherheit fu¨r einen ordnungsgema¨ßen
Betrieb bietet und das Reich eine solche Anlage weder errichtet hat, noch
sich zur Errichtung und zum Betriebe einer solchen bereit erkla¨rt.
(2) Die Verleihung erfolgt durch den Reichskanzler oder die von ihm hierzu
erma¨chtigten Beho¨rden.
(3) Die Bedingungen der Verleihung sind in der Verleihungsurkunde festzustellen.
§3 Ohne Genehmigung des Reichs ko¨nnen errichtet und betrieben werden:
1. Telegraphenanlagen, welche ausschließlich dem inneren Dienste von Landes-
oder Kommunalbeho¨rden, Deichkorporationen, Siel- und Entwa¨sserungsver-
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ba¨nden gewidmet sind;
2. Telegraphenanlagen, welche von Transportanstalten auf ihren Linien
ausschließlich zu Zwecken ihres Betriebes oder fu¨r die Vermittelung von
Nachrichten innerhalb der bisherigen Grenzen benutzt werden; 3. Tele-
graphenanlagen
a) innerhalb der Grenzen eines Grundstu¨cks,
b) zwischen mehreren einem Besitzer geho¨rigen oder zu einem Betriebe vere-
inigten Grundstu¨cken, deren seines von dem anderen u¨ber 25 Kilometer in
der Luftlinie entfernt ist, welche diese Anlagen ausschließlich fu¨r den der Be-
nutzung der Grundstu¨cke entsprechenden unentgeltlichen Verkehr bestimmt
sind.
§4 Durch die Landes-Zentralbeho¨rde wird, vorbehaltlich der Reichsauf-
sicht (Art. 4 Ziffer 10 der Reichsverfassung), die Kontrolle daru¨ber gefu¨hrt,
dass die Errichtung und der Betrieb der im §3 bezeichneten Telegraphenan-
lagen sich innerhalb der gesetzlichen Grenzen halten.
§5 (1) Jedermann hat gegen Zahlung der Gebu¨hren das Recht auf Be-
fo¨rderung von ordnungsma¨ßigen Telegrammen und auf Zulassung zu einer
ordnungsma¨ßigen telephonischen Unterhaltung durch die fu¨r den o¨ffentlichen
Verkehr bestimmten Anlagen.
(2) Vorrechte bei der Benutzung der dem o¨ffentlichen Verkehr dienenden
Anlagen und Ausschließung von der Benutzung sind nur aus Gru¨nden des
o¨ffentlichen Interesses zula¨ssig.
§6 (1) Sind an einem Orte Telegraphenlinien fu¨r den Ortsverkehr, sei es von
der Reichs-Telegraphenverwaltung, sei es von der Gemeindeverwaltung oder
von einem anderen Unternehmer, zur Benutzung gegen Entgelt errichtet,
so kann jeder Eigentu¨mer eines Grundstu¨cks gegen Erfu¨llung der von jenen
zu erlassenden und o¨ffentlich bekannt zu machenden Bedingungen den An-
schluss an das Lokalnetz verlangen.
(2) Die Benutzung solcher Privatstellen durch Unbefu¨gte gegen Entgelt ist
unzula¨ssig.
§7 1Die fu¨r die Benutzung von Reichs-Telegraphen- und Fernsprech-Anlagen
bestehenden Gebu¨hren ko¨nnen nur auf Grund eines Gesetzes erho¨ht werden.
2Ebenso ist eine Ausdehnung der gegenwa¨rtig bestehenden Befreiungen von
solchen Gebu¨hren nur auf Grund eines Gesetzes zula¨ssig.
§8 Das Telegraphengeheimnis ist unverletzlich, vorbehaltlich der gesetzlich
fu¨r strafgerichtliche Untersuchungen, im Konkurse oder in civilprozessualis-
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chen Fa¨llen oder sonst durch Reichsgesetz festgestellten Ausnahmen. Das-
selbe erstreckt sich auch darauf, ob und zwischen welchen Personen tele-
graphische Mitteilungen stattgefunden haben.
§9 Mit Geldstrafe bis zu eintausendfu¨nfhundert Mark oder mit Haft oder
mit Gefa¨ngnis bis zu sechs Monaten wird bestraft, wer vorsa¨tzlich entgegen
den Bestimmungen dieses Gesetzes eine Telegraphenanlage errichtet oder
betreibt.
§10 Mit Geldstrafe bis zu einhundertfu¨nfzig Mark wird bestraft, wer den
in Gema¨ßheit des §4 erlassenen Kontrollvorschriften zuwiderhandelt.
§11 1Die unbefugt errichteten oder betriebenen Anlagen sind außer Be-
trieb zu setzen oder zu beseitigen. Den Antrag auf Einleitung des hierzu nach
Maßgabe der Landesgesetzgebung erforderlichen Zwangsverfahrens stellt der
Reichskanzler, oder die vom Reichskanzler dazu erma¨chtigten Beho¨rden.
2Der Rechtsweg bleibt vorbehalten.
§12 Elektrische Anlagen sind, wenn eine Sto¨rung des Betriebes der einen
Leitung durch die andere eingetreten oder zu befu¨rchten ist, auf Kosten
desjenigen Teiles, welcher durch eine spa¨tere Anlage oder durch eine spa¨ter
eintretende A¨nderung seiner bestehenden Anlage diese Sto¨rung oder die
Gefahr derselben veranlasst, nach Mo¨glichkeit so auszufu¨hren, dass sie sich
nicht sto¨rend beeinflussen.
§13 1Die auf Grund der vorstehenden Bestimmung entstehenden Streit-
igkeiten geho¨ren vor die ordentlichen Gerichte. Das gerichtliche Verfahren
ist zu beschleunigen (§§198, 202 bis 204 der Reichs-Zivilprozessordnung).
2Der Rechtsstreit gilt als Feriensache (§202 des Gerichtsverfassungsgesetzes,
§201 der Reichs-Zivilprozessordnung).
§14 Das Reich erlangt durch dieses Gesetz keine weitergehenden als die
bisher bestehenden Anspru¨che auf die Verfu¨gung u¨ber fremden Grund und
Boden, insbesondere u¨ber o¨ffentliche Wege und Straßen.
§15 Die Bestimmungen dieses Gesetzes gelten fu¨r Bayern und Wu¨rttem-
berg mit der Maßgabe, dass fu¨r ihre Gebiete die fu¨r das Reich festgestellten
Rechte diesen Bundesstaaten zustehen und dass die Bestimmungen des §7
auf den inneren Verkehr dieser Bundesstaaten keine Anwendung finden.
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ABSTRACT
While switch-mode audio power amplifiers allow compact implementations and high output power levels due
to their high power efficiency, they are very well known for creating electromagnetic interference (EMI) with
other electronic equipment, in particular radio receivers. Lowering the EMI of switch-mode audio power
amplifiers while keeping the performance measures to excellent levels is therefore of high general interest.
A modulator utilizing multiple carrier signals to generate a two level pulse train will be shown in this paper.
The performance of the modulator will be compared in simulation to existing modulation topologies. The
lower EMI as well as the preserved audio performance will be shown in simulation as well as in measurement
results on a prototype.
1. INTRODUCTION
Switch-mode audio power amplifiers are well known
for their high efficiency but also for their electromag-
netic compatibility (EMC) problems. The causal-
ity of electromagnetic measurements are mainly to
avoid interaction between electronic equipment. The
test levels are dominantly determined by the very
high sensitivity of broadcasting receivers like am-
plitude modulated (AM) and frequency modulated
(FM) radio. As switch-mode audio power amplifiers
are located in close proximity to those receivers by
the nature of their purposes, the coupling between
them is eased. For good signal reception it is there-
fore highly desirable to create as low disturbance
signals as possible in their sensitivity bands.
Nonlinear modulators, as used in switch-mode audio
power amplifiers are responsible for creating signals
in such frequency ranges. The spectral content is re-
quired to drive switch-mode power stages at a high
power effective level.
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Fig. 1 PWM waveforms and spectra: left side shows a single sine wave input and right side shows the
superposition of two sine waves. The spectral plots are the FFT of the two level PWM signal on linear and
logarithmic scales.
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One common known technique is a two level, dou-
ble side pulse width modulation (PWM). Figure 1
shows waveforms and spectra of the output of such
a modulator. The time domain diagrams 1 a) and
b) show the input signal and the output signal of the
simulated amplifier. The output signal is overlaid by
ripple and is delayed in time. The grey background
waveform shows the two level PWM signal. Figures
1 c) and d) illustrate the EMI challenge while on the
logarithmic plots e) and f) the reproduction of the
audio signal without any further audible signals after
the modulator is best visible. Note that the dynam-
ical range of the simulation was limited to necessary
dimensions to obtain practical simulation times.
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of a Predistorted PWM according to [1]
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Analytical derivations of these spectra can be ob-
tained by using the method of a double Fourier se-
ries [2], which was applied to PWM by [3].
While such traditional modulation topologies use
mechanical shielding and passive filtering only for
dealing with EMI challenges, more recent ap-
proaches try to affect the spectral shape at its
source. Therefore recent endeavors in improvement
of switch-mode audio power amplifiers started to
concentrate on the out-of-band behavior. A way
to influence specific single spectral components was
shown in [1] and [4] with predistorted PWM (Pd-
PWM). Here, the audio input reference signal r to
a modulator was additive and subtractive superim-
posed by a correction term α and generated two new
reference signals m1 and m2 as shown in equation
1.1.
Equation 1.1 Predistortion equations
m1 = r − α
m2 = r + α
The new reference signals m1 and m2 are compared
with a carrier and fed into a commutator. The cor-
rection term α allows to eliminate single components
in the spectrum. Figure 2 shows the complete mod-
ulator and commutator.
Different versions (Switching Harmonic Spreading
(SHS) and Harmonic Elimination Spectra (HES))
allow different resulting spectral shapes. However
both versions come with a high computational effort
as the correction term α is a higher order represen-
tation of the original reference signal r. While SHS
adds intermodulation distortion does HES not cor-
rect the peaks in the carrier frequency and its har-
monics.
Figure 3 shows diagrams for an SHS Pd-PWM com-
parable to figure 1. The EMI peaks, as illustrated
best in figure 3 c) and d) are lower than the ones
shown from a conventional modulator, however there
are some undesired tones in the audio spectrum,
when applying a two tone input to the modulator
(figure 3 f)).
The series of those calculations is extended to the
HES Pd-PWM in figure 4. Here the intermodula-
tion distortion (figure 4 f)) is nearly as low as shown
above in case of a PWM modulator, however also
the EMI peaks at the switching frequency are back
to unity (figure 4 d)). The main advantage of this
modulation principle is to lower specific peaks in the
EMI spectrum which can be seen in the same figure.
This paper describes a new modulator, which is ca-
pable of lowering all spectral out-of-band compo-
nents while keeping the full audio performance. The
modulator will be described in section 2 and the the-
oretical methods as used above will be applied to the
new principle in section 3 also taking the described
techniques in perspective to the new modulator. A
prototype of the proposed technique was built and
AES 124th Convention, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 2008 May 17–20
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Fig. 3 Predistorted PWM waveforms and spectra: Switching Harmonic Spreading (SHS). The two tone
column shows intermodulation distortion.
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validates the simulations in section 4. After show-
ing the measured audio performance of the model in
section 5, the paper concludes with section 6.
2. MULTI CARRIER MODULATOR
The new modulator utilizes two or more different
carrier frequencies which are applied to the input of
the modulator. A carrier is a triangular waveform
which is fed into a comparator together with the
audio signal. This procedure creates a two level rep-
resentation of an audio signal to drive a power stage
at a very high efficient level. Such a Multi Carrier
Modulator (MCM) is shown in figure 5.
The reference signal r is fed into multiple compara-
tors. Triangular or saw tooth shaped signals carN
are applied to each of the other inputs of the com-
parators. Each of those carrier signals is based on
AES 124th Convention, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 2008 May 17–20
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Fig. 4 Predistoted PWM waveforms and spectra: Harmonic Elimination Spectra (HES). The intermodula-
tion distortion from SHS is gone, however the high peaks from a PWM are also back.
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a different frequency. Beat tones are avoided by de-
riving those carrier frequencies from a common high
frequency clock. The outputs of all comparators are
fed into an AND gate and an OR gate and the level of
one of the applied clocks (master clock) determines
which of the two gates output signal is commutated
to the power stage. The resulting bit stream p is a
linear transformation of the audio input within the
audio band but consists only out of two levels which
makes it useable for a highly efficient drive of a power
stage. The commutator is identical to the one used
by [4]. It selects, dependent on a master clock, if ei-
ther the output of the above described AND gate or
the output of the above described OR gate is passed
on to the power stage. It also assures that at any
time only one of those outputs is commuted via sig-
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Fig. 5 Block diagram of a Multi Carrier Modulator MCM
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nal p. Practically the carrier signals are derived by
integrating a square wave. Instead of differentiating
this signal again to obtain the square wave used as
master clock, the original square wave can be used.
3. SIMULATION RESULTS
For best comparison the same input signals where
applied to the MCM as shown above. Results are
shown in figure 6.
An MCM shows a different ripple behavior. The
signal at the output after a low pass shows the au-
dio signal overlaid with all switching frequencies and
their intermodulation products. This additional rip-
ple phenomenon can best be seen in figures 6 a) to
d). However the audio band is not altered by the
modulator as shown in both 6 e) and f) for a sin-
gle sinusoidal input as well as a two tone simulation.
Both of those diagrams give additionally an overview
of the intermodulation frequencies outside the audio
band.
To compare the performance of a switch-mode audio
power amplifier to kinds of measures are important:
the performance within the audio band (in-band)
and the performance above the audio band (out-of-
band). The facts for all shown modulators within
the audio band are taken into perspective in table 1.
HD2nd and HD3rd denote the second and third
harmonic distortion and IIM− as well as IIM+
represent the negative and positive in-band inter-
modulation components.
The out-of-band behaviour is compared in table 2
by the out-of-band peak OPK and the negative
and positive out-of-band intermodulation compo-
Table 1 In-band performance comparison
HD2nd HD3rd IIM− IIM+
PWM 0.21 % 0.46 % 0.08 % 0.32 %
SHS 0.67 % 0.72 % 10.19 % 3.77 %
HES 0.10 % 0.02 % 0.56 % 0.15 %
MCM 0.85 % 0.51 % 0.12 % 0.38 %
nents OIM− and OIM+. The simulations where
carried out with a two carrier modulator model.
Table 2 Out-of-band performance comparison
OPK OIM− OIM+
PWM 1.01 −−− −−−
SHS 0.61 −−− −−−
HES 0.99 −−− −−−
MCM 0.68 0.003 1 0.004 2
4. VALIDATION
A prototype (figure 8) of an MCM with two car-
riers was built and applied to a single ended power
stage followed by a second order low pass. A PI-
controller was used to correct for nonlinearities in
the level shifter, power stage and output filter. The
first switching frequency fsw1 was set to 333 kHz
and the second switching frequency fsw2 was set to
1
side bands: 0.113 and 0.122
2
side bands: 0.117 and 0.116
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Fig. 6 Simulation of a Multi Carrier Modulator. The EMI peaks are lowered while no audio harmonics or
intermodulation products are inserted in the audio band.
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250 kHz. Both carriers where derived from the same
crystal oscillator and integrated to triangles.
Figures 7 a) and 7 c) show a conventional PWM sig-
nal without modulation in time and frequency do-
main. The same scope shots where taken on the
output of the MCM prototype and figures 7 b) and
7 d) show the difference. Note that also those show
the modulator during idle.
As predicted by simulation the peaks are lower with
MCM and out-of-band intermodulation components
occur. Practically these intermodulation compo-
nents are lower than the peaks of a PWM signal
and the lowest out-of-band intermodulation compo-
nent is still outside the audio band. Therefore there
are none of the undesired spectral components from
an audio or an EMI perspective.
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Fig. 7 PWM and MCM signals in time and frequency domain
a) PWM waveform b) MCM waveform
5 µs / div; 1 V / div
c) PWM spectrum d) MCM spectrum
0.1 MHz / div; 1 V / div
Fig. 8 Picture of prototype 5. AUDIO RESULTS
The audio performance of the amplifier driven from
an MCM was measured according to [5]. The spec-
tral plot 9 captured by a 256 kbit FFT with Hanning
window from a UPL (Rohde & Schwarz) shows the
output of the MCM with no audio input. The sig-
nal to noise ratio (SNR) stays below 110 dB. The
reference of the plot is the maximum unclipped out-
put signal of the power stage which is 11.2 Vpk. The
same plot was taken with nominal output signal and
is shown in figure 10 which represents a total har-
monic distortion including noise THD + N around
0.1 %. Figures 11 and 12 show amplitude and phase
response respectively with no load attached.
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Fig. 9 Noise measurement of the prototype
Fig. 10 Distortion measurement result of the pro-
totype
Fig. 11 Amplitude response of the prototype
Fig. 12 Phase response of the prototype
6. CONCLUSION
A modulator utilizing multiple carrier signals was
shown. This modulator lowers the out-of-band spec-
trum of a switch-mode audio power amplifier while
keeping its audio performance. The simulation re-
sults where compared with existing modulators and
a prototype was built to verify the audio perfor-
mance. Distortion levels are around 0.1 %, the
amplitude response shows a derivation lower than
0.2 dB. The phase response differs by 10 ◦ in the
audio band. A dynamical range around 110 dB was
measured. The new modulator is easy to implement
and does not require computational effort.
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Abstract—Power converters are known to generate spec-
tral components in the range of interest of electromagnetic
compatibility measurements. Common approaches to manip-
ulate some selected components in these frequency ranges
are shown here. These approaches add components to the
input signal of the modulator to derive a slightly varied
spectrum. To achieve a rectangular output signal, those
modulators use a triangular or saw tooth carrier signal. A
novel family of modulators is shown here, using more than
one carrier signal to obtain a completely changed spectrum
while maintaining the rectangular shaped waveform at the
output.
The multiple carriers are fed into multiple comparators and
their outputs are intelligently combined by logic gates to
get a single signal to drive one power stage of any type
of converter. This commutation distinguishes between the
four members of the novel family: the first one uses an or-
gate to combine the signals; the second one utilizes therefore
an and-gate. The third modulator combines the outputs of
those two and switches between the or-output and the and-
output after each pulse. The last described modulator is
commutating one of the described outputs dependent on the
state of a master clock.
The nonlinear operation of all modulators is described
with nonlinear algebra in conjunction with Boolean algebra.
The benefits for electromagnetic compatibility of the new
schemes are presented, all modulators are examined in
terms of steady state operation, dynamic behavior, maximum
modulation range and added distortion. Finally the imple-
mentation of one of the modulators in a switch-mode power
supply is presented. Experimental results are verifying the
simulation.
Index Terms—Modulation, Pulse width modulated power
converters, Electromagnetic compatibility
I. INTRODUCTION
Error amplifiers for power converters consist of an error
amplifier subtracting the output signal y from the input
signal x and integrating the result. This is used as a
reference signal r for a modulator, which is comparing
it to a given carrier c. The pulse signal p drives a power
stage to achieve the desired output power, voltage and
current of the converter y. Figure 1 shows this generalized
operating principle as block diagram of a power converter.
The high degree of nonlinearity of comparators is used
within pulse width modulators (PWM) to achieve rectan-
gular signals. These rectangular signals p ensure a high
efficient operation of power stages. Due to the nature of
x
+
− r p y
Fig. 1. Principal block diagram of a power converter
nonlinearity, several spectral components are added to the
reference signal r and compromise the electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) performance of the system.
The transformation from reference r via carrier c to a
PWM signal pPWM is described by the simple nonlinear
operation
pPWM =
{
1 ∀ r < c
0 otherwise
(1)
The spectral components of PWM can be described by the
method of a double Fourier series (DFS) from Bennett [1],
which was applied to pulse width modulation (PWM) by
Black [2]. An important result in those derivations is, that
a PWM signal consists out of spectral components in the
pass band and sidebands around the switching frequency
and its harmonics.
In switch-mode power converters the pass band can
either be DC, AC or a mixture of both depending on
the application. DC-DC converters in their steady state
operation mode have a constant reference r fed into
the comparator and therefore generate a constant duty
cycle in the pulse stream p. As soon as line or load
variations, input voltage or current perturbations or other
disturbances are taken into account, the reference signal
r starts to vary. DC-AC converters in contrast get an AC
signal as input x which results in a constantly adjusting
duty cycle of the pulse stream p. Figure 2 shows the signal
and spectra of a commonly used, straight forward PWM
for different input signals x. To cut out the effects of the
modulation technique, the regulation loop was not closed
and therefore r = x. Figures 2a, 2c, 2e and 2g show
the signals x (solid black line), pPWM (grey) and yPWM
(solid black line with ripple) and figures 2b, 2d, 2f and 2h
show the spectrum of pPWM . The output of the converter
y is derived by applying a damped second order filter to
the pulses p. This filter is dominating the step response
and the time delay. The peaks to the right of the spectral
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Fig. 2. Signals x, yPWM and pPWM (left) and spectra pPWM
(right) of a PWM with varying input signals (x = 0.05, x = 0.5,
x = 1 and x = 0.6 sin(2pit) from top to bottom).
plots represent the EMC problems.
To ensure a proper design to meet the stringent re-
quirements of EMC specs, straight forward approaches
try to break the coupling path from the source – the
modulator and the power stage – to the sink, i.e. the
measurement equipment of EMC setups. For detaching
the galvanic coupling paths inductors and capacitors are
used as passive filter elements. To achieve best decoupling
results with those elements, even their parasitic elements
have been widely used [3], [4], [5] and [6]. A common
used technique to suppress the radiated coupling paths is
to use mechanical shielding around critical components. It
is however better to effect the spectral shape at its source.
Specific spectral components have been canceled by [7]
and [8]. Therefore the input signal r to the modulator has
been changed to new modulator references r1 = r − a
and r2 = r + a where a correction term a was used.
The correction term a allows to eliminate single com-
ponents in the spectrum. Different versions (Switching
Harmonic Spreading and Harmonic Elimination Spectra)
allow different resulting spectral shapes. However both
versions come with a high computational effort as the
correction term a is a higher order representation of the
original reference signal r.
A novel approach is shown here which requires no
computational power and targets the conglomeration of
frequencies in the bands of electromagnetic compatibility
interest. The proposed family of modulators uses multiple
carrier frequencies as inputs to multiple comparators
while maintaining the reference signal. The mathematical
background is changing from a double Fourier series to
a multidimensional problem, i.e. a triple Fourier series.
These modulation schemes use gaps in the spectrum
which had not been used before while lowering the
extensive peaks which are the qualitative targets for EMC
measurements. The pass-band performance will be revised
and it will be shown that it does not suffer from the
improvement out of band. Section II will describe the
block diagram and explain the operation of the new
modulators in theory, while section III will put simulation
results to them. In an experiment one of the modulators
was applied to a push-pull type supply and the specialty
for this supply will be shown as well as measurements
on the waveforms. Section V summarizes and concludes
this paper.
II. NOVEL APPROACH UTILIZING MULTIPLE
CARRIERS
Where traditional modulators applied to power convert-
ers use one carrier frequency the new approach utilizes
multiple of them. These carriers cn – either triangular or
sawtooth signals – are fed into one comparator each and
are compared with the common reference signal r. Multi
carrier modulation (MCM) is referred to such a novel
system in this paper. To allow the new principle to drive
a single power stage, the outputs of several comparators
need to be combined intelligently to result in a single
rectangular shaped signal p. Four possible principles are
shown in this section and their atributes are given.
A. ORed MCM and ANDed MCM
A simple decision rule for combining the outputs of the
comparators is a logical OR or a logical AND resulting
into a ORed-MCM and an ANDed-MCM respectively.
The mathematical operation to obtain those pulse trains
are given in 2 and 3 respectively, where the decision
conditions are written in Boolean algebra:
pORed−MCM =
{
1 ∀ r < c1|r < c2 . . . r < cn
0 otherwise
(2)
pORed−MCM =
{
1 ∀ r < c1&r < c2 . . . r < cn
0 otherwise
(3)
The operator | is representing a logical OR while &
is representing a logical AND. The directions of the
(a) (b)
Fig. 3. Block diagrams of an ORed-and an ANDed-MCM with two
carriers
in1 in2 out
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 1
in1 in2 out
0 0 0
0 1 0
1 0 0
1 1 1
mean value = 75 % ones mean value = 25 % ones
TABLE I
STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF ZEROS AND ONES IN LOGICAL OR
AND AND GATES
inequation signs are of no importance to the modulation.
Swapping them would cause the modulator to be
inverting.
The block diagram of an ORed-MCM and an ANDed-
MCM is shown in figures 3a and 3b respectivly. These
two modulators distribute the energy of one peak as in
PWM into two peaks, and therefore have two equally
high peaks in the spectrum. Additionally they create an
intermodulation component of those two frequencies.
Due to the unbalanced distribution of zeros and ones in
OR and AND gates, as shown in their truth tables I, the
output signal of the modulator will have a DC offset. As
the mean value of the bit stream is supposed to represent
the input signal, it should be centered around 50 %
ones, an ORed-MCM has an offset of +25 % and an
ANDed-MCM has an offset of −25 % with respect to the
full range of the modulator. This limits the modulation
range in both cases to a maximum of 75 %. As a further
effect of the nonlinear operation in the pass band, both
modulators are creating even order distortion.
B. ORANDing MCM
To overcome the disadvantages of very high nonlinear
operation, the commutated signal to the power stage p
can be switched from an ORed- to an ANDed-MCM after
each pulse. The logical background for the decision time
of the pulse signal p therefore is
pORANDed−MCM =


1 ∀ p−1 = p−1ORed−MCM&
(r < c1&r < c2 . . . r < cn)
1 ∀ p−1 = p−1ANDed−MCM&
(r < c1|r < c2 . . . r < cn)
0 otherwise,
(4)
where p−1 denotes the previous pulse.
The block diagram (figure 4) of an ORANDed-MCM
shows a realization of the commutation principle de-
Fig. 4. Block diagram of an ORANDed-MCM with two carriers as
an alternating commutation of an ORed-MCM and an ANDed-MCM to
the power stage.
Fig. 5. Block diagram of a MS-MCM with two carriers, commutating
the ORed-MCM and the ANDed-MCM in dependency of the state of
the master clock.
scribed above. This commutation scheme modulates the
ORed- and the ANDed-MCM with each other, what
reflects into the quadrature of the distortion and therefore
changes even order distortion into odd order distortion.
Furthermore an ORANDed-MCM has intrinsically gain,
which is linear enough to allow nearly 100 % utilization
of the dynamical range.
C. Master Slave MCM
The odd order distortion can be removed when com-
mutating the ORed- and ANDed-MCM outputs in depen-
dency of a master clock (MCLK), which either can be one
of the time basis for the carriers or any other rectangular
waveform. A 50 % duty cycle clock is required here.
Equation 5 gives the decision law for this modulator.
pMS−MCM =


1 ∀ MCLK = 1&
(r < c1&r < c2 . . . r < cn)
1 ∀ MCLK = 1&
(r < c1|r < c2 . . . r < cn)
0 otherwise,
(5)
A modulator following this decision rule is called master
slave MCM (MS-MCM) here. Figure 5 shows a MS-
MCM which is deriving its master clock from one of its
carrier inputs by integrating it.
A MS-MCM distributes the energy into multiple peaks in
the spectrum, which are no longer equal in amplitude (as
is in ORed- and ANDed-MCM). The signal path is linear
in the pass band and can be used up to a modulation index
of 100 %.
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Fig. 6. Signals x, yORed−MCM , yANDed−MCM , pORed−MCM and pANDed−MCM as well as spectra of a ORed-MCM pORed−MCM
(left) and ANDed-MCM pANDed−MCM (right) with varying input signals (x = 0.05, x = 0.5, x = 1 and x = 0.6 sin(2pit) from top to
bottom).
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
Section II explained the static and dynamic operation
of the described MCMs as well as there advantages for
EMC. This section will put numbers as results from sim-
ulations to them, where all plots are directly comparable
to figure 2. The models are based on the equations from
section II. The simulation signals with x = 0.05, x = 0.5,
x = 1 and x = 0.6 sin(2pit) were taken on both
edges of the input range to show the behavior in case
of very small and excessive high inputs as well as in the
middle. The center of the input range is commonly used
as steady state operating point under nominal conditions.
The dynamic behavior of the modulators was verified with
the sinusoidal input to verify the usage also for DC-AC
converters, motor drives and switch-mode amplifiers. The
additional ripple in figure 6 in time domain represents the
intermodulation frequencies. The figures 6i and 6k verify
the above described limited modulation to 75 % in case of
ORed- and ANDed-MCM. The second order distortion is
less than 10 dB below the fundamental as can be seen in
6n and 6p respectively. The reduction of the EMC peaks
to the right of the spectral plots compared to those of a
PWM is 50 %.
The results of the ORANDed simulation model (figure
7, left two columns) proof the removal of the DC offset
by alternation between ORed- and ANDed MCM while
keeping the advantage in EMC. Also the removal of even
order distortion is visible and the suppression of the odd
order distortion is higher than 10 dB. For unclipped usage
of the full input swing, the gain factor of the modulator
must result in a lower input signal. The condition with
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Fig. 7. Signals x, yORANDed−MCM , yMS−MCM , pORANDed−MCM and pMS−MCM as well as spectra of an ORANDed-MCM
pORANDed−MCM (left) and a MS-MCM pMS−MCM (right) with varying input signals (x = 0.05, x = 0.5, x = 1 and x = 0.6 sin(2pit)
from top to bottom).
full input signal therefore represents an over modulated
system in case of the ORANDed model. A MS-MCM
has insignificant higher EMC peaks than the modulators
shown before. As can be seen from figure 7 (right two
columns) the gain is unity as in PWM, the DC offset
is zero, also as in PWM and all EMC peaks but the
intermodulation components stay below the spectrum
representing PWM. Especially at full modulation the MS-
MCM provides the highest difference between PWM and
MS-MCM.
In practice in all MCM a negligible time delay (resulting
from the propagation delay of the logic gates) is expected.
As this delay is practically no longer than tpd = 9 ns
in modern logic circuits. ORANDed and MS-MCM have
three of them in series resulting in a total delay of
td = 27 ns. This would result in stability issues of the
closed loop at a frequency fo = 1/td ≈ 37 MHz. This
is at least twenty orders higher than practical switching
frequencies with existing power semiconductors and mag-
netic components. Therefore the switching frequency is
the first limitation in terms of closed loop stability and
the contribution of the time delay of the logic gates is in
the noise.
IV. EXPERIMENT
The MS-MCM with two clocks was applied to a voltage
fed push-pull converter. For further reading on this type
of converter please refer to [9], [10] or [11]. A push-pull
power stage expects two alternating rectangular signals,
where in voltage fed types at no time both of them are al-
lowed to be high. A further logic signal forming was done
to the pulse stream pMS−MCM therefore. Dependent on
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
Fig. 8. Waveforms and spectra of the prototyped push-pull converter utilizing MS-MCM: 8a, 8d and 8g show the gate drive signal after the gate
driver (5 µs / div, 2 V / div) and 8b, 8e and 8h the according spectra (500 kHz / div, 1 V / div). 8c, 8f and 8i show the unloaded secondary side
of the transformer (first and third waveform from top, 5 µs / div, 20 V / div) and the input to the gate driver (second and fourth waveform from
top, 5 µs / div, 5 V / div.)
the MCLK state pMS−MCM was commuted to one or the
other of the gate drivers for the MOSFET switches.
Nominal input voltage was defined to be 12 V and a
transformer with turn ration 1 : 1 : 2 : 2 was used to
obtain two output voltages of +24 V and −24 V. Both
clocks were derived from a crystal oscillator (7.68 MHz)
by clock division circuitries. One was divided by a factor
of 28 down to fc1 ≈ 275 kHz, which was also used as
MCLK and the other one was divided by a factor of 22
down to fc2 ≈ 350 kHz. Both clocks were integrated
to triangles giving the carriers c1 and c2. The input
x was applied from laboratory instruments. To capture
the MS-MCM signals on the push-pull converter without
regulation influences the loop was not closed for taking
the measurements as shown in figure 8. The sum of the
two waveforms in each measurement in the left column is
a MS-MCM output pMS−MCM . For the push-pull con-
verter it got separated into two signals. At low modulation
indices, pulses occur in a not repeating manner as can
be seen from the second and third pulse of the upper
signal in 8a. The spectrum is close to a spectrum of
repeating Dirac pulses, but here both carrier frequencies
occur. The transformer only gets magnetized for short
periods of time and freewheels between the pulses. With
increasing modulation index MS-MCM occurs in form
of two pulses in one switching period of one MOSFET,
where the average over time is the same as in PWM. The
spectrum shows the two carrier frequencies now clearer.
The transformer freewheels again between the two pulses.
At full modulations the MCLK takes precedence and
overdrives MS-MCM, resulting in two 50 % duty cycle
pulses which are out of phase. The transformer is getting
magnetized all the time, but in alternating directions.
Figure 9 shows a picture of the prototype.
Fig. 9. Photograph of the prototype
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
After describing PWM as a reference point, a new
family of modulators for switch-mode power supplies
was introduced. The common attribute to all of them is,
that they use more than one carrier frequency to lower
EMC peaks. The functionality of the four members of this
family was described with nonlinear algebra combined
with Boolean algebra. The principle of all modulators
was shown in block diagrams. The describing algebra
was used to create models of all four modulators and
simulation results in dependency of modulation index
were shown. Within this environment special attention
was given to the DC functionality to ensure stable and
correct bias point operation and AC behavior to validate
the dynamic responses. One of the modulators was imple-
mented in a push-pull supply, which was described and
measurements on its signals were shown.
The four novel modulators, ORed-MCM, ANDed-MCM,
ORANDed-MCM and MS-MCM, principally can be ap-
plied to any kind of converter. However they have individ-
ual properties as shown in table II, which makes one of
them more suitable for one application and another one
for a different kind of application. ORed- and ANDed-
MCM is therefore best applicable in high volume, highly
sensitive and low performance DC-DC converters with
regulation and high EMC demands. It can also be used
for DC-AC converters where distortion is of no interest.
ORANDed-MCM is preferable used in DC-DC converters
with tight regulation and EMC requirements and lower
demands in dynamic performance or in DC-AC converters
with regulation for medium requirements on distortion. In
switch-mode amplifiers or DC-DC converters with very
precise load and line regulation demands it is best to use
MS-MCM.
MCM-type Advantages Disadvantages
ORed lowest EMC offset
and lowest complexity even order distortion
ANDed lowest cost limited dynamical
range
low EMC odd order distortion
ORANDed no offset
full modulation
gain
low EMC highest complexity
MS no offset
full modulation
TABLE II
OVERVIEW OF THE ATTRIBUTES OF THE FOUR NOVEL MODULATORS
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Abstract—Switch-mode Power Converters are well known for
emissions in the band of electromagnetic interference (EMI)
interest. The spectrum shape depends on the type of modulator
and its purpose. This paper gives design guidelines to choose
the optimum topology depending on requirements of different
applications. Spectral measurements on prototypes of a pulse
width modulator (PWM), a ∆Σ-modulator and a hysteretic
self-oscillating modulator are shown, which are verifying their
simulations, with respect to different EMI challenges.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modulators for power converters transfer a reference signal
into a switching signal with a discrete number of levels, which
is in many cases high and low only. By doing this conversion,
the modulator is adding much energy above the frequency of
the reference signal. This energy is distributed over a wide
range of frequencies, which are measured in EMI tests. The
standards for EMI (i.e. [1]) give especially low limits in the
sensitivity bands of receivers of broadcasting technologies,
such as AM radio, terrestrial TV and FM radio. Due to the
high required dynamical range and - depending on the location
- weak signal strengths, these limits are very low.
One of the most interesting scenarios are therefore applica-
tions, where the switch-mode power converter is very close
to the receiver and the coupling path from the converter –
as an EMI source – to the receiver – as an EMI sink – is
very low ohmic. Both of those conditions are fulfilled in cars:
the separation of the source and the sink is only a few meters,
resulting in enhanced radiated coupling. Common supply lines,
electrical communication lines as well as the chassis give good
conduction conditions. Additionally it is a primary design goal
for the receivers to reach very low sensitivity levels, because
the antenna can not be set up in an optimized way and kept
there as in consumer applications due to the movement of the
vehicle.
There are two different worst case situations for tuners: one is
the seek mode and the other one is a low input signal. In the
seek mode, tuners are sweeping the sensitivity window as fast
as possible through their input band and try to detect a carrier
of a broadcasting station. If there is any single frequency
component emitted from a power converter, the tuner is likely
to lock into this frequency but unfortunately the side bands
are not the program material from a radio or TV station, but
the sidebands of the distortion signal. In the second case, the
tuner has already locked to a station, but has only weak signal.
If the broadband noise from a power converter is overdriving
the sidebands of this carrier, the broadcasted program material
is again lost and the noise of the converter in this band is
displayed on the screen or played through the audio system.
Actual receiver input characteristics, frequency bands and their
related noise levels have been described in [2] and [3]
An interesting application, which by itself have an EMI source
as well as an EMI sink, as described above, close to each
other are automotive audio amplifiers. Many of those either
comprehend a switch-mode power supply or the amplifier
itself is a Class-D type or both of those are combined. In
case of audio amplifiers another frequency band is of high
interest: the audio band from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. The perfor-
mance measurements in this band are given by [4], where the
according measurements results are highly competitive.
Other applications in many consumer, industrial or automotive
products like DC/DC-converters, motor drives or switch-mode
power amplifiers deal with the same EMI sinks. The compari-
son shown in this paper is applicable to those without change.
Figure 1 shows a typical block diagram of a Class-D amplifier,
including an error amplifier, a modulator, level shifter and gate
driver, a power stage and a fourth order output filter.
Vin
−
+ Vref
Vmod
Fig. 1. Block diagram of a typical realization of a switch-mode power
amplifier
In many realizations a fourth order output filter and shield-
ing is required to fulfill the EMI requirements. The fourth
order filter significantly decreases the performance in the audio
band, adds cost, board space and weight to the application.
The shields to return the stray fields of the modulator, power
stage and inductors usually cause a trade-off between thermal
optimized mechanical design and EMI. Some of the electro-
magnetic fields can be annihilated by parasitic cancellation in
the filter components. These techniques have been described
in [5], [6], [7] and [8].
A practical approach to change the high frequency energy
distribution is called randomized PWM and EMI investigations
on DC-DC converters for automotive use are shown in [9].
These technologies are not considered here because they are
known to introduce the randomized noise also in the audio
band and therefore significantly decrease the performance.
A typical EMI measurement result on a converter according
to the block diagram in figure 1 and optimized component
selection and layout is shown in figure 2. The measurement
is the worst case measurement within a series of differential
and common mode EMI measurements in various distances
between the current probe and the output of the converter. The
measurements where done in accordance to the current method
in [1] as well as to the specification of one car manufacturer.
The car manufacturers limits are more stringent in the receiver
bands and mandatory to fulfill in the original equipment
manufacturer market (OEM). Similar measurements aligned
with the voltage method described in CISPR25 [1] are shown
in [10].
Fig. 2. Common Mode EMI measurement (current probe method) on the
output lines of an automotive audio power amplifier
While many design approaches concentrate on the removal
of the EMI noise, this paper will concentrate on the modula-
tors, which are adding the high frequency energy to the system.
It first explains the three different modulator topologies in
section II. Simulation results with respect to the out-of-band
behavior based on functional description models of these mod-
ulators are shown in section III. As an experiment prototypes
of the modulators have been built and the spectra where mea-
sured which are shown in section IV. Section V compares the
spectra of the modulators and different modulation indices in
perspective to the relevant criteria for optimized broadcasting
service reception and section VI concludes the behavior of an
optimized modulator for all relevant tuner scenarios.
II. MODULATOR TOPOLOGIES
Following is a description of the functionality of a PWM,
a ∆Σ modulator and a hysteretic self-oscillating modulator.
Common requirement to all modulators is the capability of
accepting an audio frequency input signal and modulate it
into a discrete level output signal while maintaining the input
signal. The modulators must not add energy within the audio
frequency range and the switching frequencies at the output
are supposed to be configurable to a range between 200 kHz
and 800 kHz. This is assumed to be a frequency range where
the power stages consisting of MOSFETs and the output filters
can operate in an efficiency optimized region.
A. Pulse Width Modulator
Figure 3 shows the block diagram of a PWM. It consists
of an oscillator, an integrator and a comparator. The oscillator
needs to generate a square wave clock, which is integrated
to a triangle or a sawtooth. This signal is compared to a
reference signal which is the output of the differential error
amplifier in figure 1. Depending on which of these two
signals is higher, the output of the comparator is either high
or low.
∫
Vref
Vmod
Fig. 3. Block diagram of a PWM
The reference signal determines between natural PWM
(continuous time input signal) and uniform PWM (discrete
time input signal). Two levels at the output are described in
the literature [11] as AD modulation, while three output level
signals are described as BD modulation. A triangle as carrier
input to the comparator results in a double side PWM, while
a sawtooth creates a single side PWM. For simulation and
experiment a natural sampled AD two side modulated PWM
(NADD PWM) is used.
The decomposition of an NADD PWM output signal into
its spectral components by a double Fourier series (DFS) as
described in [12] gives an expectation of the PWM spectrum
as shown in equation 1
PWM(t) = k +
M
2
cos(ωref t) +
∞∑
m=1
sin(mωclkt)
mpi
−
∞∑
m=1
J0(mpiM)
mpi
sin(mωclkt− 2mpik) (1)
−
∞∑
m=1
±∞∑
n=±1
sin(mωclkt+ nωref t− 2mpik −
npi
2
)
where k is the offset of the signal, M is the modulation index,
ωref the radian frequency of the sinusoidal reference signal,
Jn the n-th order Bessel function of the first kind and ωclk the
radian frequency of the carrier signal and m and n are integer
numbers.
B. Delta-Sigma Modulator
The ∆Σ modulator block diagram is shown in figure 4.
The ∆-stage subtracts the output from the reference, which is
again the output of the differential error amplifier as shown in
figure 1, the Σ-stage is an integrator summing up the difference
signal and feeding a comparator. This comparator is changing
its output in dependency of the integrator signal being higher
or lower as a constant reference. A latch, i.e. a D-type flip-
flop, is transferring the comparator output pulses triggered
by a rectangular clock signal derived from an oscillator. The
oscillator frequency with a 50 % duty cycle is adjusting the
main switching frequency. The main switching frequency is
expected to be half of the clock frequency, when using a
positive edge triggered flip-flop.
Vref
∆ Σ
Vmod
Fig. 4. Block diagram of a ∆Σ modulator
C. Hysteretic Self-Oscillating Modulator
The hysteretic self-oscillating modulator is described in
[13]. Compared to the PWM and ∆Σ it does not require
an external clock but deriving its switching frequency by
operating at the stability boundary. The reference signal from
the error amplifier is summed and integrated together with the
output signal and fed into a hysteretic comparator. A block
diagram is shown in figure 5.
Vref
∫ Vmod
Fig. 5. Block diagram of an hysteretic self-oscillating modulator
The switching frequency of a hysteretic self-oscillating
modulator is determined by M , the time constant of the
integrator τint, the hysteretic window H and the propagation
delay of the forward path τpd as shown in equation 2.
ωsw =
1−M2
8pi(τintH + τpd)
(2)
III. SIMULATION
The simulation of the described modulators was carried
out in the time domain with linearized blocks, followed by a
Fourier transformation calculated by MATLAB. The switch-
mode elements where modeled as discrete two level outputs
and no edges where taken into account. Within the considered
frequency range, this is a valid assumption. For optimal
comparison of the three modulators, the clock frequency was
set to the same frequency fclk = 270 kHz. The supply voltage
was 5 V for ideal comparison with the measurements in the
experiment shown in section IV.
Figure 6(a) shows the simulated spectrum of an NADD PWM
with the modulation indices M = 0, M = 0.3 and M = 1. As
expected from equation 1 side bands with distance fref are
growing around the switching frequency fclk with increasing
modulation. The spectral components are situated at discrete
frequencies, which reflects the repetitive nature of a PWM
bit stream in time domain. The noise level of the simulation
is limited to the timing precision of the simulation which
was chosen to a compromise between simulation time and
resolution in the results.
The comparable results for a ∆Σ modulator are shown in
figure 6(b). The decision points of a ∆Σ modulator are based
on the input signal as well as on the noise fed back from
the output. This noise is modeled as white noise [14]. This
noise is uncorrelated and therefore the bit stream pattern of a
∆Σ modulator is non repetitive in time domain which results
in a continuous spectrum shape. As the basic shape in time
domain at M = 0 is close to a rectangular waveform with
50 % duty cycle and the height of these pulses is - as in
the PWM - limited by the supply voltage of the output stage.
Therefore the peaks stay at the same level, and the side bands
are filled with energy, while the inherent noise shaping nature
of the modulator removes noise between the harmonics. At
higher modulation indices the minima in the spectrum remain
but the side bands are continuously filled with energy. The
overall energy in the out-of-band noise of a ∆Σ modulator is
therefore higher than the noise of a PWM.
The simulation results of a hysteretic self oscillating modulator
is shown in figure 6(c). In case of M = 0, no source is applied
to the modulator and no quantization noise is added. The
peaks in the spectrum are equivalent to a stable rectangular
signal with 50 % duty cycle - as in the PWM case - while
the spectral resolution is limited to the Fourier transformation.
With increasing modulation index sidebands around the carrier
occur and the inherent feedback shows a portion of the same
noise shaping effect as seen by the ∆Σ modulator. A full
level input signal shifts the switching frequency towards the
input frequency and creates harmonics based on the new
fundamental.
IV. EXPERIMENT
This section will take the simulation in perspective to
measurements on prototypes of the modulators as shown
in figure 7. All measurements where taken with a Rohde
& Schwarz ESI17 EMI test receiver in spectrum analyzer
mode. The measurement bandwidth was 500 Hz, number of
taken points was 500. The clocks and the reference signals
were fed into the modulators from function generators. The
outputs of the modulators where actively divided by 40 dB
because the modulator outputs where not designed to drive
the 50 Ω inputs of the analyzer. For best comparison with
simulation the results were plotted, after recovering the 40 dB
correction factor, with MATLAB. During the measurements
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Fig. 6. Simulated spectra
the rectangular signals as well as all inputs were supervised
in time domain with an oscilloscope.
Figure 8(a) shows the measurement results on the PWM.
As predicted by simulation, the spectrum contains discrete
components only. The even harmonics at M = 0 are an
artifact of the imperfect symmetry of the triangular carrier.
The measurements show the discrete side bands rising with
increased modulation. The peak height is well aligned with
the simulation results.
The same measurements have been carried out on the ∆Σ
modulator prototype. Results are shown in figure 8(b). For
M = 0 the spectral minima are masked by the noise level of
the spectrum analyzer. This is a result of an trade-off between
measurement time and accuracy. For longer measurement
times and smaller measurement bandwidth the noise level of
the analyzer can be significantly decreased. For higher mod-
ulation the noise level of the modulator is raised as predicted
by simulation and the dips of the modulator dominate the
noise level of the measurement system. The non-repetitive
nature of a ∆Σ bit stream in time domain clearly results in a
continuous spectrum. A full level modulation shows a dramatic
increase in overall high frequency energy. The local minima in
the spectrum stay consistent and have the width of twice the
reference signals frequency fref . The increased noise reaches
the audio band. An additional noise shaping is required to
preserve the in-band performance. The ∆Σ modulator is likely
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Fig. 8. Measured spectra
to run into stability problems at high modulation indices as
researched in [15] and more recently in [16]. Practically the
modulation indices in these systems therefore are limited.
The hysteretic self-oscillating modulator was tested in the
same measurement setup as the above shown and results are
shown in figure 8(c). Without any input signal the hysteretic
self-oscillating modulator produces very perfect rectangular
waveform with 50 % duty cycle, independent of any external
signal sources. Therefore the even harmonics of the switching
frequency at zero modulation fref |M=0 are close to zero.
Remaining imperfections only belong to the nonlinearity of
the modulator components. With increasing modulation the
switching frequency drops (in figure 8(c) from 273 kHz to
248 kHz). More discrete side bands occur than in the PWM
case. For full modulation the decision points are forced by the
input signal and the fundamental of the switching frequency
fsw|M=1 drops to the input frequency fref = 20 kHz.
Equation 2 does not take the forced commutation into account.
V. COMPARISON OF RESULTS
The shown simulated and measured spectra will be taken
into perspective to receivers input sensitivity scenarios as
explained in section I here. The main interesting parameters
are the local maxima (peaks, table I), local minima (dips, table
II) of the spectrum, the side bands around the carrier (table
III) and the noise performance in the audio band (table IV).
The height of the peaks is directly related to the probability of
Fig. 7. Picture of Prototypes
a receiver locking accidentally into it and considering the peak
as carrier of a broadcasting station. The dips allow receivers to
detect very low signals because the minimum signal strength
of the program material can be just slight above the dips.
The side bands around the carrier act directly opposed to that
and might overdrive program material of a station. The noise
performance in the audio band does not disturb the receivers
but is directly transferring audible noise through the power
stage to the speaker. Again the program material, even if
coming from a recorded source might be hidden below this
noise level.
The rules for comparison and conclusions result in preferably
• low maxima (peaks),
• wide and low minima (dips),
• narrow, predictable and low side bands and
• low and frequency independent noise in the audio band.
PEAKS PWM ∆Σ HSO
M = 0 n · fclk
2 ·n
2
fclk n · fsw|M=0
n · fclk & 2 ·n2 fclk & n · fsw|M=0 &
M = 0.3 n · fclk ±
2 ·n
2
fclk ± n · fsw|M=0 ±
m · fref m · fref m · fref
n · fclk & spread at
M = 1 n · fclk ±
2 ·n
2
fclk ± m · fref
m · fref m · fref
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF LOCAL MAXIMA IN THE DIFFERENT MODULATORS
Common to all three modulators is that the peaks are decreas-
ing with increasing modulation index.
DIPS PWM ∆Σ HSO
M = 0 practically
limited to the
noise floor by
the dynamical
range of the
sytem
n · fclk practically
limited to the
noise floor by
the dynamical
range of the
system
M = 0.3 n · fclk
M = 1 n · fclk ± fref
TABLE II
COMPARISON OF LOCAL MINIMA IN THE DIFFERENT MODULATORS
While the noise floor in PWM and hysteretic self-oscillating
are system limitations, is the spectrum of a ∆Σ an intrinsically
shaped form.
SIDE PWM ∆Σ HSO
BANDS
M = 0 equivalent to the
frequency stability of
the oscillator
co
n
tin
u
o
u
s
frequency stability
equivalent to an
RC-oscillator
M = 0.3 discrete, frequency
stability dependent on
input and on stability
of the oscillator
discrete,
frequency
stability
equivalent to an
RC-oscillator
and dependent
on input signal
M = 1 discrete, many
frequencies due to
intermodulation
TABLE III
COMPARISON OF SIDE BANDS AROUND THE CARRIER AND ITS
HARMONICS
ADUIO PWM ∆Σ HSO
NOISE
M = 0
n
o
ise
sh
ap
pp
ed
M = 0.3
constant
M = 1 side bands may occur in audio band
co
n
st
an
t
TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF AUDIO BAND NOISE
The best behavior for each modulation level is shaded gray
in the tables based on the explained comparison rules.
Some related modulator technologies can extend this list,
i.e. NBDD modulated PWM, which is removing differential
peaks compared to what is shown in the NADD example, a
∆Σ modulator of second order including intrinsically noise
shaping or noise shaped ∆Σ modulators as well as phase
shifted self oscillating systems. Two interesting approaches
to influence the spectral behavior based on PWM are shown
in [17] called predistorted PWM (Pd-PWM) and frequency
modulated PWM (FM-PWM).
VI. CONCLUSION
The relevance of the EMI behavior of modulators has
been explained with respect to potential EMI sinks, especially
TV and radio receivers. Therefore four relevant parameters
(maxima, minima, side bands and base band noise) to weight
the performance have been defined. Three different types of
modulators (PWM, ∆Σ and hysteretic self-oscillating) have
been explained, simulated and verified by measurements on
prototypes. The measurements match the simulations. The re-
sults have been summarized with respect to the criteria relevant
for receivers. The characteristics of an optimal modulator as
combination of all advantages has been found.
The PWM and the hysteretic self-oscillating modulator show
very similar spectral behavior. In applications where the peak
detection of a nearby receiver is the most critical situation, the
hysteretic self-oscillating modulator shows slight advantages.
If detection of very low signal strength of the broadcasting
system is the design priority, PWM is the best modulation
topology. ∆Σ offers spectral dips which can be used to detect
low signals when a tuner is already locked into the carrier of
a broadcasting station. This advantage of a ∆Σ shows best up
at high modulation indices where the modulator tends to be
instable.
Additionally an outlook to other topologies was given. De-
pending on the strived design, a modulator can be chosen
based on the given parameterization for many applications
such as switch-mode power amplifiers and supplies or motor
drives.
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ABSTRACT
Recent trends in the automotive audio industry have shown the importance of active noise cancelation (ANC)
for major improvements in mobile entertainment environments. These approaches target the acoustical noise
in the cabin and superimpose an inverse noise signal to cancel disturbances. Electromagnetic interference
between switch-mode audio power amplifiers and receivers show the same physical obstacle as the described
ANC endeavors are targeting. The principle of active electromagnetic interference cancelation (AEC) is
derived in this paper on a theoretical basis with verifications in simulation and experiment. The resulting
switch-mode audio power amplifier of this experiment keeps its high efficiency and is able to deliver the
signal with less than 0.1 % distortion, while improving the source of electromagnetic interference by 15 dB.
1. INTRODUCTION
The cabin of automobiles is exposed to several audi-
ble noise sources from its acoustical tough surroundings
like road noise, engine noise, wind noise and other traf-
fic. The topic of active noise cancelation (ANC) [1] [2]
is dealing with those disturbances to generate a perfect
rolling sound reproduction environment. The principle
of ANC is to subtract a feedback or add a feedforward
signal from or to the actual desired music – the contents
material – to obtain an error signal. This signal is getting
processed (as shown in [3]) and increased in an ampli-
fier to drive the speakers mounted in the car. Within the
passenger compartment the content material gets super-
imposed with the external perturbation signals which is
acoustical noise. These two overlaid sources are mea-
sured by several microphones, who’s output is used as
feedback or feedforward signal to close the loop. The
plant and its regulation for an exemplary feedback ANC
as described is visualized in figure 1.
A similar disturbance path is given by the interface of
a switch-mode audio power amplifier to the receiver in-
put of a head unit. Instead of the longitudinal acoustical
waves, the superposition of signal and noise happens by
means of transversal electromagnetic waves. These phe-
nomena are prevented by requirements, written by gov-
Fig. 1 A feedback active noise cancelation (ANC) system
ANC
ernments, technical committees and car manufacturers.
Any manufacturer of equipment or supplier has to ful-
fill those requirements for any given product. The most
interesting products with respect to these demands are
switch-mode audio power amplifiers and switch-mode
power supplies. Especially the former ones are in the
major scope of this paper because their physical prox-
imity to the media receivers is leading to a worst case
situation as described following.
Transmission stations like radio and television stations
are sending the modulated material contents in a high
frequency band via air. Antennas of mobile receivers –
as their counterparts – are taking any signal in the same
band which is supposedly the desired transmitted content
material, sending it to a head unit where the electronic
part of the receiver, which is responsible for preamplifi-
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cation and demodulation, is located and through a com-
munication bus, e.g. MOST2, the music contents is driv-
ing the loudspeakers through an amplifier. In case this
amplifier is a switch-mode audio power amplifier, it can
conduct or radiate undesired signals in analogy to the
acoustical perturbations in case of ANC. These electro-
magnetic perturbations cannot be distinguished from the
actual desired transmission signal at the receiver side in
the head unit, therefore they get demodulated together
with the music and also reproduced through the trans-
ducers into the audible longitudinal domain of acoustical
signals. Figure 2 is a visualized description of this prob-
lem.
This paper will show an active electromagnetic in-
Fig. 2 Block diagram of an applied electromagnetic in-
terference (EMI) problem
head
unit
terference (EMI) cancelation (AEC) system, which is
suppressing the undesired transversal waves and the un-
desired conducted signals at its source. Within the
switch-mode audio power amplifier, the highest tran-
sients, which are causing the high frequency distur-
bances, occur in the power stage. Before conducting
this amplified signal to the loudspeakers, the signal in
state-of-the-art consumer amplifiers pass at least a sec-
ond order passive filter which in many cases is extended
to a fourth order passive filter in automotive entertain-
ment applications. Instead of these two extra filter or-
ders, AEC forms an active parallel path to the existing
second order filter to get a maximum of suppression of
high frequent noise, before the connection interface of
the amplifier to the speaker terminals.
Active EMI filters follow a similar approach. They have
been designed in various combinations to switch mode
power supplies [4] and proven to cancel theoretical si-
nusoidal waveforms for converters in military and space
applications. A successful application to a real converter
is shown in [5], which also mentions the difficulty to deal
with dynamic behavior of the converters. When active
filters of the described types are applied to DC-DC con-
Fig. 3 Block diagram of an active electromagnetic inter-
ference cancelation (AEC) system
AEC
verters, they are mainly intended to cancel the contribu-
tion of the switching frequency and its harmonics (ripple)
in the steady state of the power supply. In [5] the fact of
dynamic behavior of power supplies in case of line and
load variations is taken into account and the active filter
is on purpose driven into saturation to prevent the active
filter from reacting to the converters effort to stabilize by
dynamic responses. Once the converter has settled to its
steady state, the active filter is in operation again and pro-
vides a high level of ripple cancelation.
An application never reaching constant input and output
voltages and currents is a power factor correction (PFC)
stage. It always follows the frequency of the AC mains
(60 Hz or 50 Hz) and active EMI filters need to be care-
fully designed not to cancel these low frequencies. An
example is shown in [6], which therefore involves AC
coupling between the ripple sensing and the active filter
input as well as between the active filter output and the
cancelation point. A wide variety of those possible filter
structures is given in [7]. It is explaining possible com-
binations of current and voltage sensing in combination
with current drive and voltage drive for power converters.
Applying these principles to switch-mode audio power
amplifiers the combinations as shown in figure 4 arise.
In any case it is essential to take the highly dynamic con-
tents material of the amplifier into account and prohibit
cancelation or amplification of the audio signal through
the active filter. A cancelation of the audio signal would
decrease the output level, where an amplification would
process the audio through the linear filter stage creating
high losses there instead of utilizing the high efficiency
of the switch-mode audio power amplifier.
These concerns are taken care of in this paper. First a
practically suitable topology is chosen and the require-
ments for the active filter are derived in section 2. The
resulting circuit is synthesized in section 3 by means of
simulation and verification by experiment in section 4
before resulting in the concluding section 5.
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Fig. 4 The four possible combinations of sensing voltages / currents and driving voltages / currents.
(a) current sense, voltage drive
I
Class-D
AEC
(b) current sense, current drive
I
Class-D
AEC
(c) voltage sense, voltage drive
V
Class-D
AEC
(d) voltage sense, current drive
V
Class-D
AEC
2. DERIVATION OF THE ACTIVE FILTER
With the filter structures as shown in figure 4, AC cou-
pling with either of the sense or drive elements is pro-
vided by the use of passive components. A serial sense
or drive component can be realized by transformers and
parallel structures for either use are separated from the
high voltage path by capacitors. The used transformers
therefore need to stand the stresses of the audio signal
current on the primary side, while they only operate in
a lower power domain on the active filter side. Respec-
tively the capacitors need to be chosen for the audio volt-
age.
2.1. Choice of topological Structure for AEC
Experience has shown that inductors in the power signal
path come with practical disadvantages:
• Inductors have a bigger tolerance in comparison to
capacitors. The reason is mainly the tolerance of the
core material which can be as high as 10 to 20 %,
therefore making it quite unsuitable to sense and
drive extremely low and precise signals such as the
electromagnetic interference problems represent.
• Inductive components naturally come in round
packages. It is possible to buy them with rectangu-
lar footprints but the selection of alternative com-
ponents gets smaller which is resulting into an eco-
nomical disadvantage. Round footprints are quite
unpractical in designs for the automotive audio in-
dustry, because amplifiers include nowadays around
20 channels and the board layout gets majorly com-
plicated with round component packages and over-
all product size limitations. There is intrinsically
always somewhere valuable space left out by round
components and therefore does not guarantee the
highest level of power density.
• Nicely shaped inductors for the described business
usually come with one winding only. A coupled in-
ductor with adjustable turn ratios is not available on
the market, whereas the scalability of capacitors is
quite easy. Self developed inductors are not com-
petitive in price to off-the-shelf inductors.
• In general a foil or ceramic capacitor is somewhat
cheaper than an adequate inductor and many times
also easier to place on the board with standard man-
ufacturing machines, whereas inductors come with
highly varying shapes and weights, which turns
them either into hand-placing components, what in-
creases the labor cost on the product or demands
special mounting machines, which increase factory
cost.
Based on these reasons it is desirable to design an active
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EMI cancelation filter without inductive components and
stick to resistors and capacitors as circuitry around the
active filtering stage only. The prototype of such a cir-
cuit structure is shown in figure 5. Voltage source V1
represents the power stage ("switch node"), Lout and Cout
are the passive filter elements of the only remaining fil-
ter stage, Rload represents the nominal load for the am-
plifier, Ccoupl is an AC-coupling capacitor separating the
drive stage form the amplifier output and V2 is a voltage
source controlled from the voltage V1 on the switch node.
Fig. 5 Filter structure for the active EMI cancelation cir-
cuit with V2 as a voltage source controlled from the volt-
age on "switch node" V1.
V1
Lout
Cout Rload
Ccoupl
V2
V1
2.2. Analytical Derivation of AEC
The load voltage for this topology therefore becomes
dependent on the voltage on the switch node as well as
on the voltage of the controlled voltage source V2. The
resulting transfer function is a linear superposition of the
single transfer functions as in 2.1.
Equation 2.1 Transfer function with superposition of the
two sources from figure 5 to the voltage across the load.
V out =
V 1 + s2LoutCcouplV 2
1+ s LoutRload + s
2Lout
(
Cout +Ccoupl
)
The denominator is similar to a conventional second or-
der low pass filter with the exception that the coupling
capacitor adds to the output filter capacitor. The numera-
tor has one degree of freedom, i.e. the controlled voltage
source V2. This can be used as a design criteria for the
transfer function from V1 to V2 which defines the control
of V2.
It is desired that the voltage across the load Vout is zero
for all frequencies beyond the filter resonance, i.e. the
frequencies specified by equation 2.2.
Equation 2.2 Precondition to cancel EMC relevant sig-
nals
V out = 0 ∀ s >
√
Lout
(
Cout +Ccoupl
)
To cancel the voltage on the output node Vout , the nu-
merator of equation 2.1 needs to be zero, which gives the
specification for setting the voltage on V2 as shown in
equation 2.3.
Equation 2.3 Controlled voltage source V2 specification.
V 2 = −
1
s2LoutCcoupl
V 1
That is a second order inverting integrator from the
switch node to the active filters output node.
3. SYNTHESIS OF DERIVED FILTER STRUC-
TURE
3.1. Choice of adequate Filter
The realization of pure integrators to practice is quite
difficult, because any infinitesimal small DC offset
would be multiplied with the infinite gain of the inte-
grators at 0 Hz and drive the circuit during its operation
into saturation. An optimal reference for EMI cancel-
ing is therefore limited by a low frequency roll-off. This
behavior is emulated for later reference by a circuit as
shown in figure 6.
Even this circuit could be designed for a quite good ap-
Fig. 6 An optimal AEC circuit with respect to EMI can-
celation.
V1
−
+
−
+
−
+
V2
proximation to perfect cancelation, it would still come
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with the major drawback as described above. It could
not stand the highly dynamic behavior of the amplifier.
It is therefore the major difficulty to keep the contents
material away from the active EMI canceling circuit and
therefore guarantee operation despite the audio contents.
This is leading to the design constraint for the active can-
celation filter within the audio band: it is supposed to
provide a decent amount of suppression up to 20 kHz.
The final resulting specification for an AEC circuit is
therefore given by
• adequate suppression in the audio band,
• second order integration above the resonance fre-
quency of the passive second order output filter and
• inversion at frequencies above the resonance for a
second order passive output filter.
Practically effectiveness is guaranteed, if the two con-
ditions above the resonance of the output filter are ful-
filled at the switching frequency of the switch-mode au-
dio power amplifier and above. Possible realizations as
in figure 7 for the desired behavior are extending an ac-
tive second order bandpass by an additional pole and a
second order lowpass by an additional highpass respec-
tively. However none of those two exemplary filters can
Fig. 7 Possible AEC realizations with real pole pairs.
(a) active bandpass extended by additional pole
V1
−
+
V2
(b) active second order lowpass extended by additional
highpass
V1
−
+
V2
realize a complex pole pair, which would be required to
converge the transfer function of the active filter for high
frequencies as close as possible to the ideal second order
integrator. It is desirable to develop a filter that comes
with a high quality between the resonance frequency of
the output filter and the switching frequency. This allows
both, the highpass and the second order integrator to pro-
vide maximum suppression of the audio signal as well as
tight following of the ideal integrator. Such a filter is a
Sallen-Key filter equipped with an additional highpass as
shown in figure 8 according to [8]. An additional inver-
sion is required in conjunction with this filter because it
is a non-inverting circuit.
Fig. 8 A Sallen-Key lowpass with an additional passive
high pass.
V1
−
+
V2
3.2. Revision of Analysis by Simulation
There are three different types of active filters from sec-
tion 2 to choose for realization:
• the ideal analytical solution: second order integrator
• bandpass with real poles
• bandpass with complex poles
Even the ideal solution was excluded above, because it
fails to provide suppression of the contents material, it
will be included in simulation for reference. The other
two solutions will be compared to match this ideal solu-
tion in the following paragraphs.
3.2.1. Ideal Filter: Second order Integrator
For reference two cascaded leaky integrators and an in-
verter as shown in figure 6 proof the described concept.
The transfer function of the simulated filter is shown in
figure 9. It is remarkable that the phase is not constant
because the leakage of the integrators moves both poles
above 0 Hz.
The same circuit got applied to a square wave signal
which represents the switch node V1 in a transient simu-
lation. The output of the filter is replacing the controlled
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Fig. 9 Transfer function (magnitude and phase) of leaky
integrators and inverter.
source V2 as shown in figure 5. The results are compared
with the same filter without active cancelation. For fair
comparison, the coupling capacitor between the active
filter and the output node of the amplifier was used as
addition to the output capacitor of the passive filter.
For qualitative relation of the improvement figure 11
Fig. 10 The red waveform (high amplitude) represents
the parabolic ripple waveform of a second order filter and
the green (lower amplitude) the same node, but with an
additional perfect second order integrating active filter.
shows the spectrum of those waveforms. An advance-
ment of over 30 dB can be constituted. Confronting this
number with practical EMI problems, this is enough to
get the emissions below the threshold levels of regula-
tions and to keep the "switch noise" below the detection
level of communication receivers.
Fig. 11 Spectrum of the waveforms shown in figure 10:
red (above) without active filter and green (below) with
EMI cancelation filter consisting of two leaky integrators
and an inverter.
3.2.2. Real Filters: Suppressing of the Audio
Taking the low frequencies of the transfer function as
shown in figure 9 into deeper consideration, a resulting
dilemma is, that the active EMI cancelation would not
only remove the ripple but the audio signal as well. This
is not only against the fundamental ambition of the am-
plifier but would also result in a huge amplification of
the signal through the linear cancelation circuit. A sup-
pression of the audio signal in the EMI cancelation path
is therefore inevitable. The transfer functions of the two
possibilities shown in figure 7 counteract this problem by
damping in the audio band as shown in figure 12. Both
Fig. 12 Transfer functions of the extended bandpass filter
(blue, dashed) and the extended second order lowpass
filter (brown, dash-dotted) referred to the second order
integrator (green, solid) from figure 10.
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filters show an extra phase shift of 360 ◦ which is as good
as a phase staying at 0 ◦. The bandpass filter requires a
higher quality factor than the lowpass version to ensure
suppression of the contents material as well as close fol-
lowing of the ideal solution.
Finally the transfer function of the Sallen-Key option is
shown in figure 13. Even it requires an additional in-
Fig. 13 Transfer functions of the Sallen-Key filter from
figure 8 plotted in dotted red with reference to the solu-
tion from figure 10.
verter, this solution is providing the best match in the
frequency range of interest to the second order integra-
tor. Therefore it is chosen for realization.
3.3. Implementation into Switch-mode Audio
Power Amplifier
The synthesized filter needs to be designed in a matter to
be capable to drive the output filter through the coupling
capacitor Ccoupl . Therefore a small linear stage as in [9]
is used, which is the bandwidth limiting factor. Simula-
tion of the complete circuit gives results as in figure 14.
The improvement in peak to peak ripple voltage with
the Sallen-Key filter and the driver stage is 15.5 dB as
opposed to the same output filter without AEC.
As stated in section 2.1, the output filter components and
the coupling capacitor come with a substantial amount
of tolerance which changes the transfer function of the
second order integrator. The purpose of the AEC filter
is to approximate this transfer function given by 2.3 and
shown in figure 9 as close as possible. For a given and
untrimmed AEC filter the expected improvement varies
with the variation of the filter components.
Table 1 predicts the performance of AEC in dependence
on the variation around their nominal values (Lout and
Fig. 14 Improvement of ripple size with designed AEC:
red (high amplitude signal) is ripple without AEC and
green (low amplitude signal) with AEC in place.
Cout). Thereby the capacitor was modeled by a 10 %
variance and the inductor by a 20 % and a 10 % scenario.
Concluding the tolerance consideration it might be
Table 1 Influence of component tolerance
Inductor Capacitor Ripple
Value Value Improvement
Lout Cout 15.5 dB
1.2 ·Lout 0.9 ·Cout 16.1 dB
0.8 ·Lout 1.1 ·Cout 8.9 dB
1.1 ·Lout 0.9 ·Cout 20.9 dB
0.9 ·Lout 1.1 ·Cout 12.7 dB
desirable to choose both, inductor and capacitors, with
10 % tolerance.
4. VERIFICATION OF THE DEVELOPED AC-
TIVE EMI CANCELING SOLUTION
A switch-mode audio power amplifier as described in
[10] was built and utilized to verify the described AEC
filter. As for any amplifier its performance in terms of
total harmonic distortion and noise is crucial. The proof
of the amplifiers basic functionality is given by figure 15
and 16.
The Sallen-Key filter and the linear driver stage was
integrated into a switch-mode audio power amplifier in
parallel to the second order passive output filter. Figure
17 shows the output ripple voltage ripple without AEC
in direct comparison to the same signal, when the active
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Fig. 15 A-weighted total harmonic distortion and noise
(THD+N) as a function of output power: top (red) at
1 kHz, bottom (blue) at 6.665 kHz.
Fig. 16 A-weighted THD+N as a function of signal fre-
quency.
EMI cancelation is enabled in figure 18.
Of special notice is the change of the waveform: while
the ripple without cancelation looks quite sinusoidal,
AEC is limited by the linear amplifier and works best
at the fundamental. Therefore the harmonics of the rip-
ple get damped less and the waveform appears less sinu-
soidal.
The peak to peak ripple voltage got decreased from
572 mV to 100 mV, which is an improvement of 15.1 dB
following quite close the predictions from simulation in
section 3.3. Thereby the current consumption increased
by 0.2 A from each rail.
5. CONCLUSION
The basic idea of active noise cancelation (ANC) got
Fig. 17 Output voltage ripple without AEC.
Fig. 18 Output voltage ripple with enabled AEC.
applied to the problem of electromagnetic interference
(EMI) of switch-mode audio power amplifiers resulting
in an active EMI cancelation (AEC) technology. The
analytical requirements for this system got derived and
topologies where chosen for best practical implementa-
tion. Reducing the topology to practice an EMI improve-
ment of 15.5 dB in terms of peak to peak ripple reduction
was predicted by simulation and the variances over pro-
duction tolerances taken into account. Implementation
into a sub 0.1 % distortion amplifier was able to repro-
duce a 15.1 dB by experiment.
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ABSTRACT
Switch-mode audio power amplifiers are commonly used in sound reproduction. Their well known drawback is
the radiation of high frequent energy, which can disturb radio and TV receivers. The designer of switch-mode
audio equipment therefore needs to make arrangements to prevent this coupling which would otherwise result
in bad audio performance. A deep understanding of the pulse width modulated (PWM) signal is therefore
essential, which resulted in different mythic models as pulse, trapezoidal or Double Fourier Series (DFS)
representations in the past. This paper will clarify these theoretical approaches by comparing them with
reality from both the time and the frequency domain perspective. For validation a switch-mode audio power
amplifier was built, delivering the contents material with less than 0.06 % distortion across the audio band at
50 W. The switch-mode signals have been evaluated very precisely in time and spectral domain to enlighten
the assumptions about the PWM spectra and decrypt this myth.
1. INTRODUCTION
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) is a wide spread
approach for efficient conversion of energy from a
source to the load of a given application. The field
of power electronics covers numerous applications
driving a switching element like a transistor into its
saturation region or completely close it. A very spe-
cial application is the reproduction of content ma-
terial of audio sources. The final load in this ap-
plication - the human ear - is a high quality de-
manding sensor. It can cover a wide range of levels
(around 120 dB), detect even small perturbations
like 0.01 % distortion and cover a broad range of
different signal speeds (20 Hz to 20 kHz). Above
that frequency band, another engineering discipline
comes into play: electromagnetic compatibility. The
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purpose of this qualifying variety is to allow the re-
production of content material for technical listen-
ers, like radio receivers, TV receivers, radio commu-
nication and wireless steering and controlling appli-
cations.
In terms of switch-mode audio power amplifiers the
frequency ranges above the human ears sensibility
range becomes of interest, because it can disturb the
above mentioned applications and – when having a
closer look at radio receivers – the high frequent con-
tent can even disturb the reception of its own input
signal. Drilling deeper into the spectrum of switch-
mode audio power amplifiers, the myth about the
PWM signal is quite widespread: some assume the
PWM signal to be a rectangular signal, others treat
it as a trapezoid while further take modulation into
account.
An analytical way to describe the spectrum of the
PWM signal was derived by [1] based on the meth-
ods of [2] and got reused many times later as for
example in [3] for deriving the spectra of various re-
lated modulation techniques and phase shifting of
different PWM signals and in [4] and [5] to cover
multi-level converters in high power electronics and
their total harmonic distortion.
This paper will first recall assumptions which are
widely made in practical engineering about the
PWM spectra in theory. This will cover modeling
the PWM signal as a square wave, a trapezoid and
as rectangular modulated pulses. To show the rele-
vance for the practical problems of electromagnetic
interferences (EMI), a prototype of a switch-mode
audio power amplifier is demonstrated with a focus
on staying close to industry available products in-
stead of including the latest and greatest findings
coming out of academia. The functionality of this
prototype is proven in terms of qualifying audio pa-
rameters. Spectral measurements on this prototype
validate the theory and show its limitations.
2. ANALYTICAL APPROACH TO UNDER-
STANDING PWM SPECTRA
This section will build various commonly used mod-
eling approaches for PWM signals, starting with the
simple idea of a square wave then including the fi-
nite rise time of edges covered by a trapezoidal signal
model to end up in the most precise but least prac-
tical approach of a Double Fourier Series (DFS).
2.1. Square wave modeling
A common rule of thumb approach is to think about
a PWM signal as a square wave. This straight for-
ward approach is built on the fact that an ideal
PWM signal without modulation needs to have 50 %
duty cycle for avoiding a constant offset voltage
across the speaker terminals. Any variations of the
duty cycle would represent noise, which is undesired.
The analytical representation of such a square wave
psquare is covered by any introduction literature in
technical education, e.g. [6], and is expressed by a
Fourier Series as in equation 2.1.
Equation 2.1 Fourier Series expression for a square
wave signal.
psquare(t) =
∞∑
m=1
2H
mpi
sin(mωswt)
Here m is representing the harmonic number, H
is the height of the pulses and the radian switch-
ing frequency is ωsw. The resulting spectrum for a
switching frequency of fsw = ωsw/2pi = 350 kHz
is shown in figure 1. Especially product develop-
Fig. 1 The spectrum of a rectangular waveform.
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ment engineers – which are faced with EMI mea-
surements – are familiar with square wave appearing
signals from applications like microcontrollers, pro-
cessors and high-speed communication busses. This
engineering discipline tends to model those wave-
forms as trapezoids and therefore appreciate the fi-
nite rise and fall times of the signals [7] and [8]. With
equal rise and fall time τ the analytical expression
via Fourier Series is equation 2.2
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Equation 2.2 Fourier Series expression for a trape-
zoidal signal.
ptrapeze(t) =
∞∑
m=1
2H
pi2τfsw
sin(piτfsw)
m2
sin(mωswt)
With the rise and fall time of the edges set to a realis-
tic value (by experience a thousandth of the period
1/fsw) of 3.5 ns, figure 2 gives a numerical repre-
sentation of equation 2.2. Additions to this model-
Fig. 2 The spectrum of a rectangular waveform.
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ing principle include also ringing on the waveform
[7]. However none of those rule-of-thumb modeling
methods are capable of including the impact of the
audio signal on the resulting spectrum. Therefore
they are only valid for small-signal investigations
around the ideal idle point of a switch-mode audio
power amplifier.
To develop the fourier series result of a PWM signal,
it would not take more than an integration over the
pulses along one period of the audio signal, wherever
the signal is high and no contribution to the result
whenever the signal is low. It therefore only needs to
be known, whenever the signal crosses the midpoint.
Knowing these points it would be trivial to include
the finite edges as described above. These so called
decision points are in most of the switch-mode audio
power amplifiers an effect of a triangular signal cross-
ing a sinusoidal signal. The triangular signal can be
modeled as a piecewise linear function. The analyt-
ical derivation of the crossing points is according to
this principle the solution for x of equation 2.3 with
a, b and c being coefficients to represent the correct
bias point, the slope of the triangular carrier and the
frequency of the content material.
Equation 2.3 Expression to derive decission points
from a carrier and reference.
a+ b ·x = sin(c ·x)
Unfortunately there is no analytical solution known
for this problem. However displaying both, the car-
rier and the reference signal over a separate time
axis each, the projection of the third dimension can
be used to represent a PWM signal according to the
DFS [1]. The result from this method includes dif-
ferent parts:
• a time invariant component (DC),
• the contents material (music signal),
• a modulation independent representation of the
switching frequency and its harmonics,
• the same frequencies, but modulation depen-
dent,
• left side band components to each of the switch-
ing frequency harmonics and
• right side bands thereto.
Each of those components has its discrete ampli-
tude and phase representation. Different modulation
principles show different symptoms. A double edge
modulated signal, for example, has no contribution
from the third component in the above list. The
different parts as listed above are given by equation
2.4.
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Equation 2.4 Double Fourier Series result for a
double edge modulated PWM signal (positive fre-
quencies only).
pDFS(t) = HM cos(ωaudiot)
∞∑
m=1
HJ0(mMpi)
mpi
sin(mωswt−mpi)
∞∑
m=1
±∞∑
n=±1
HJn(mMpi)
mpi
sin((mωsw + nωaudio)t− (m+
n
2
)pi)
The additional coefficients M and ωaudio and n de-
scribe the modulation index, the frequency of the
content material and the number of the side band
peak with reference to the harmonic it is attached
to. The function J is the magnitude of the Bessel
function of the first kind. To derive this equation
some of the equations of [9], [10] and [11] are re-
quired.
These enable a fast and very accurate prediction of
the spectrum of a PWM signal which is shown in
figure 3.
As the left side bands may fall into the audio band,
Fig. 3 The spectrum of a double side PWM signal
at M = 20 % modulation depth
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provisions have been taken to eliminate those in [12].
Compared to the above descriptions with rectangu-
lar and trapezoidal signals as modeled for the PWM
signal, the DFS enables a more detailed spectral
evaluation. Figure 4 shows the 44tth harmonic of
the switching frequency and its relevant side bands.
Fig. 4 An arbitrarily chosen harmonic of the switch-
ing frequency and its side bands.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL BASIS
To verify the described theoretical explanation of
the spectrum, a prototype of a double edge modu-
lated switch-mode audio power amplifier was built.
The block diagram in figure 5 shows the input, a
summing point for the feedback, followed by a dou-
ble edge modulator which is supplied by a triangular
waveform from an crystal oscillator. The modulator
output is getting level shifted before the half bridge
is driving the speaker through a second order LC low
pass filter. Figure 6 is a photograph of the realized
Fig. 5 Block diagram of the switch-mode audio
power amplifier
+
−
∫
prototype. The achieved audio performance of the
prototype is shown in figures 7 and 8. The ampli-
fiers distortion peaks at 0.06 % delivering a 50 W,
6.665 kHz signal to the load. A signal to noise ratio
of 120 dB is provided by this amplifier.
4. SPECTRAL ACHIEVEMENTS FROM EX-
PERIMENT
The described amplifier was used to evaluate the
spectrum of the PWM signal in practice. Opposed
to the assumptions of rectangular signals, as made
in the theoretical approaches described in section 2,
the PWM signal contains an overshoot after each
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Fig. 6 Picture of prototype.
Fig. 7 A-weighted Total Harmonic Destortion and
Noise (THD+N) of the prototype amplifier as a func-
tion of output power. The top curve shows the pre-
formance at 6.665 kHz audio signal, the lower curve
for 1 kHz.
decision point from low to high and an undershoot
respectively for negative going transitions. This sup-
ply voltage exceeding event is followed by a short
swinging. For a positive and a negative transition
the described phenomena are shown in figures 9 and
10 respectively. Another assumption for analytical
evaluation is infinite rise and fall times. In the ex-
perimental amplifier they have been 3 ns and 4 ns
respectively. The spectral occurrence of the switch
node (PWM signal of the power stage) in the ampli-
fier was measured with an EMI Test Receiver Rhode
& Schwarz ESI7. A first quick screening of the band
Fig. 8 A-weighted THD+N across the audio band
at 50 W output power level.
Fig. 9 Overshoot after a rising transition point cap-
tured by a 1 GHz oscilloscope LeCroy 6100A.
of interest was done according to the settings as leg-
islative requirements demand. Therefore the reso-
lution bandwidth RBW was set to 9 kHz and the
impact of modulation to the switch nodes spectrum
was measured. Figure 13 illustrates the measure-
ment results for three different modulation indices.
There is actually no notable difference dependent
on the modulation depth. The effect of the rise and
fall time on the spectrum can be recognized around
200 MHz. The spectrum begins to drop off there
rapidly but rising again later.
This setting is only detecting the envelop of the spec-
trum. To capture the modulation dependent side-
bands of a 1 kHz sine wave at a modulation index
of M = 0.2, the RBW was set to 200 Hz. Each
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Fig. 10 Overshoot after a falling transition point.
Fig. 11 Limited rise time of the PWM signal: tr ≈
3 ns
80 Hz the receiver captured a data point over a time
period of tstep = 2 ms. This setting allows to de-
tect any signal resulting from modulation and from
the audio. The setting is therefore also quite close
to reality of radio receivers, which stay at a specific
frequency also for multiple periods of the contents
material. These devices also divide between small
spectral distances away from their center frequency,
because this is actually the contents material.
Measuring with such a precision, it is not possible
to display the results on the analyzers screen, be-
cause it has less resolution as the number of data
points. Therefore the measured data was extracted
from the instrument and displayed via Matlab. An-
other restriction of the measurement equipment is
Fig. 12 Limited fall time tf ≈ 4 ns differs from the
rise time.
Fig. 13 Spectrum of the switch node measured with
RBW = 9 kHz and a measurement time at each
point of tstep = 100 ms from 150 kHz to 500 MHz.
the amount of measurement memory. To overcome
those limitations, the EMI test receiver has been au-
tomated via GPIB and performed the measurements
under remote control. Notice that the pure measure-
ment time - excluding the instruments time to settle
between shifting its input window and settling times
of settings - are close to two hours. In total the cap-
turing took more than 24 hours. All captured data
points are displayed in figure 14 as allowed by the
limitations of the computer display and the inter-
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pretation of Matlab how to display nearly 4 million
data points on a 1900 dot wide display.
To get a more precise picture of the PWM signal
Fig. 14 Precisely measured spectrum of the PWM
signal with display limitations in a frequency range
from 150 kHz to 300 MHz.
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the arbitrary chosen 44th harmonic of the switching
frequency and its side bands is shown in figure 15.
Fig. 15 Zoom into measured spectrum at the 44th
harmonic of the switching frequency.
5. COMPARISON OF THEORY AND PRAC-
TICE
As in many engineering disciplines it is quite use-
ful for developers to have practical models of sys-
tem behavior in mind, however the area of validity
must be remembered all the time. Simple models
to understand the PWM signal have been shown in
this paper. Their complexity was increasing from a
simple rectangular signal through a trapezoidal sig-
nal ending up with a rectangular representation of
the PWM behavior via DFS. The trapezoidal signal
exceeds the validity beyond a pulse model by taking
the finite rise and fall times of the edges into account
resulting in a high frequency roll-off of the magni-
tude spectrum. The DFS on the other hand allows
a deeper understanding of the modulation process
in the spectral domain. This modeling approach is
adding even order harmonics of the switching fre-
quency as well as side bands to each of the harmon-
ics.
The built and measured prototype’s purpose was
meant to test the validity of these mythic models.
After validating the functionality of the amplifier by
relevant audio measurements a closer look at the sig-
nals in time domain was undertaken. The transition
times (switching events) where found to vary greatly
from the assumptions of the models. The signal
shows over- and underswing following the switch-
ing events and the rise and fall times were differ-
ent. Setting the EMI test receiver to parameters
as demanded by legal requirements shows a good
correlation to the models up to the inverse of rise
and fall times. Beyond that frequency, the spec-
trum starts to rise again completely uncorrelated to
expectations. More precise measurement methods,
which are following the actual behavior of radio and
TV receivers, reveal a good correlation between the
trapezoidal model for the envelope of the spectrum,
but a closer consistence to the DFS model when con-
sidering the single spectral measurement points.
The final enlightening of the myth of PWM spec-
tra is, that dependent on how and which frequency
range of the PWM signal is measured one or another
model is more adequate. For looking at a very broad
spectral range, but only the envelop of the magni-
tude spectrum, the trapezoidal model is best accom-
modating for the expected spectrum. This is the rec-
ommended method for a broad normative EMI test.
In case a precise understanding within a very narrow
frequency range is demanded, the DFS approach fits
best. This would be the case if a theoretical predic-
tion of spectrum around specific transmission bands
(e.g. the frequency modulated radio (FM radio)) is
in question. Assuming the PWM signal to be a rect-
angular signal shows enough precision for the lower
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frequency bands and no modulation applied to the
amplifier. This would be the case when trying to
get an estimation of the worst case spectrum in the
amplitude modulated radio (AM radio) bands.
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ABSTRACT
While switch-mode audio power amplifiers allow compact implementations and high output power levels
due to their high power efficiency, they are very well known for creating electromagnetic interference (EMI)
with other electronic equipment. To lower the EMI of switch-mode (class D) audio power amplifiers while
keeping the performance measures to excellent levels is therefore of high interest. In this paper a class D
audio amplifier utilising Multi Carrier Modulation (MCM) will be analysed, and a prototype Master-Slave
Multi Carrier Modulated (MS MCM) amplifier has been constructed and measured for performance and out
of band spectral amplitudes. The basic principle in MCM is to use programmable logic to combine two or
more Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) audio signals at different switching frequencies. In this way the out
of band spectrum will be lowered compared with conventional class D amplifiers. Analytically expressions,
simulations and measurements result in reduced switching frequency amplitudes using MCM techniques. It
is also shown that the Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) tends to be compromised compared to conventional
class D amplifiers due to intermodulation products of the switching frequencies entering the audio band.
Still, the MS MCM topology with two carrier signals shows a 6 dB reduction of the switching frequency
amplitudes as well as THD across the audio band below 1% at 55 W output power open loop.
1. INTRODUCTION
While switch-mode audio power amplifiers allow com-
pact implementations and high output power levels due
to their high power efficiency, they are very well known
for creating electromagnetic interference (EMI) with
other electronic equipment. To lower the EMI of switch-
mode audio power amplifiers while keeping the perfor-
mance measures to excellent levels is therefore of high
interest.
Multi Carrier Modulation (MCM) is introduced in [1],[2]
as a new audio modulation technique to effectively re-
duce the out of band spectral components present in
switch-mode (Class D) audio power amplifiers. In
MCM, multiple carrier signals at different frequencies
are compared to the audio signal to produce multiple
Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) signals. The multiple
PWM signals are combined to a single altered PWM sig-
nal by digital logic operators. [1],[2] reports that simply
combining two PWM signals with an AND-gate (AND-
ing) or OR-gate (ORing) indeed reduces the spectral am-
plitudes of the switching frequencies, but they introduce
distortion. Also a DC offset is present due to the uneven
distributions of 1’s and 0’s in the AND and OR truth
tables. XOR and XAND have not been found suitable
for combining PWM signals. Instead a so-called Mas-
ter Slave MCM (MS MCM) has been proposed, which
utilises a derivative of one of the triangle carrier sig-
nals as a master clock. It has been shown that the MS
MCM architecture has increased Total Harmonic Distor-
tion (THD) compared to a conventional class D ampli-
fier. A THD of 0.1% is possible without load and with a
PI compensator in the feedback loop.
In this paper an altered MS MCM architecture is used,
see figure 1, where the master clock is independent of
carrier frequencies and thus introduces a third switching
frequency in the system.
The logic part in prior MCM prototypes have been de-
signed using discrete components, [1],[2]. However, in
the prototype in this paper, the logic is programmed into
a Complex Programmable Logic Device (CPLD). The
benefit of using a CPLD is that different MCM meth-
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Fig. 1 Master Slave MCM block diagram.
ods can be used on the same prototype board simply by
re-programming the CPLD. Frequency dividers and mas-
ter clocks can be implemented internally. The use of a
CPLD also makes it easy to experiment and test new and
more complex MCM architectures for future research.
Section 2 analyses the logical operators AND, OR and
MS MCM of two PWM signals from an analytical point
of view. The expressions are verified with MATLAB
SIMULINK simulations in section 3. The design im-
plemented in the MCM prototype is described in section
4 and measurement results on spectral amplitudes and
Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) [3] are shown in sec-
tion 5. A new setup using Multiple Master Slave Multi
Carrier Modulation (MMS MCM) blocks is presented in
section 6.
2. MULTI CARRIER MODULATION CALCULA-
TIONS
In this section analytically expressions for the AND
logic operator of two PWM signals will be presented.
These investigations are made in order to explain the be-
haviour of MCM.
A natural sampled, two level, double sided PWM audio
signal, PPWM , can be expressed using [4] as
PPWM =k (k)
+MH cos(y) (A)
+2H
∞
∑
m=1
J0(mpiM/2)
mpi/2
sin(mpi/2)cos(mx) (B)
+2H
∞
∑
m=1
±∞
∑
n=±1
Jn(mpiM/2)
mpi/2
·
sin(mpi/2+npi/2)cos(mx+ny) (C)
where y = ωat and x = ωswt is the audio and switching
frequency in radians, respectively, t is the time, Jn(a) is
the n’th order Bessel function of argument a, M is the
modulating index, and H is the signal amplitude. The
term (A) is the audio signal with a possible DC offset k.
The term (B) is the switching frequency and its harmon-
ics while the last term (C) represents the side lobes on
both sides of the switching frequency and its harmonics.
Similar expressions for single sided and three level PWM
exists, see [4], [5], [6].
By choosing k = 0.5 and H = 0.5, the PWM signal
ranges from 0 to 1, and the logic operators used in AND-
ing, ORing, and MS MCM can be expressed as shown in
table 1.
Table 1 Logic operators used for MCM.
Logic operator Symbol Expression
ANDing PAND Psw1Psw2
ORing POR Psw1 +Psw2 −Psw1Psw2
MS MCM PMSMCM PANDPms +POR(1−Pms)
where Psw1 and Psw2 are PWM signals with switching fre-
quencies fsw1 and fsw2 respectively, and Pms is the master
clock signal with frequency fms.
The master clock signal is a square wave and can be ex-
pressed as
Pms =
∞
∑
m=1
4H
(2m−1)pi
sin((2m−1)ωmst) (1)
The significant logic operator is the AND operator since
it is used in both the OR and MS MCM operators. The
expression for PAND can be interpreted as the product:
(k +A1 +B1 +C1)(k +A2 +B2 +C2) and a full expres-
sion is given in appendix A.
Table 2 lists some interesting aspects of the PAND expres-
sion. Note that all amplitudes are independent of the
switching frequencies. The amplitude expressions for
the switching and intermodulation frequencies utilises
the trigonometric identity
cos(a)cos(b) = 1
2
[
cos(a+b)+ cos(a−b)
] (2)
Similar expressions are derived for POR. POR has a nor-
malised DC offset of 1.25, that is, +25% compared to
convetional PWM. Apart from that, all frequency com-
ponent amplitudes in POR are equal to PAND, simply be-
cause k = 0.5.
The DC offset and second harmonic component of the
audio signal present in both ANDing and ORing MCM
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Table 2 Amplitude expressions for specific frequency components in PAND. Expressions are evaluated for k = 0.5,
H = 0.5, and M = 0.75 and normalised with respect to H.
Component Appendix
reference
Amplitude expression Normalised
value
Comment
DC offset (kk),
(A1A2)
k2 + 12 (HM)
2 0.75 Last term found using
cos2(x) = 12 (1+ cos(2x)).
DC offset is -25% of the audio
amplitude.
Audio (k(A1+A2)) 2kHM 1 Audio amplitude is unaffected.
Audio second
harmonic
(A1A2) 12 (HM)2 −17.0 dB THD is roughly given by the
amplitude of the second har-
monic component.
Switching
frequency
(k(B1+B2)) 2kH J0(piM/2)pi/2 sin(pi/2) −7.2 dB The amplitudes of the switching
frequencies are reduced a fac-
tor 2 with respect to ordinary
PWM.
First
intermodulation
(B1B2),
(C1C2)
[
H J0(piM/2)pi/2 sin(pi/2)
]2
+
2
[
H J2(piM/2)pi/2 sin(3pi/2)
]2 −13.6 dB First intermodulation compo-nent | fsw1 − fsw2| should not en-
ter the audio band to prevent
distortion.
makes direct use of both modulation types not optimal
for audio applications.
The full analytical expression for MS MCM, which is
not included in the paper, shows that MS MCM has no
DC offset nor second harmonic component of the audio
signal. These components are shifted in frequency due to
the multiplication of the master clock signal Pms. Instead
MS MCM has more intermodulation products and extra
care has to be taken to avoid intermodulation products
in the audio band and at the resonance top of the output
filter.
Frequency spectra for all described MCM methods are
shown in figure 2 and are evaluated for k = 0.5, H = 0.5,
M = 0.75, ωsw1 = 2pi ·250 kHz, ωsw2 = 2pi ·625 kHz,
and ωms = 2pi ·431 kHz. The scaling is chosen to match
measurement results later in the paper. The spectra in fig-
ure 2 have been numerically evaluated using the expres-
sions in table 1, where Psw1 and Psw2 have been evaluated
with sum indexes in equations (B) and (C) up to 100.
Table 3 concludes this section by showing the reduc-
tion in switching frequency amplitude of all described
MCM methods with respect to the switching frequency
amplitude of PPWM . The switching frequencies have been
chosen arbitrarily while still assuring that the first inter-
modulation products are out of the audio band. For MS
MCM, two master clock frequencies have been used in
the calculations.
Table 3 Calculated reduction in MCM switching fre-
quency amplitudes with respect to the switching fre-
quency amplitude of PPWM .
fsw [kHz] 250 625 431 192
ANDing [dB] −5.7 −5.6 – –
ORing [dB] −6.2 −5.8 – –
MS MCM [dB] −6.0 −5.3 −5.7 –
MS MCM [dB] −6.0 −5.7 – −5.2
3. MCM SIMULATIONS
To verify the previous calculations and expressions a
MATLAB SIMULINK model has been setup. The model
is constructed from the schematic shown in figure 1. Us-
ing the same switching and clock frequencies, the simu-
lated spectra for all MCM methods are shown in figure 2.
There is good agreement between calculated and simu-
lated results. The simulated reduction in frequency am-
plitude, see table 4, are also in good agreement with the
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Fig. 2 Calculated and simulated output spectra for PPWM , PAND, POR, and PMSMCM .
(a) Calculated PPWM spectrum.
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(b) Simulated PPWM spectrum.
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(c) Calculated PAND spectrum.
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(d) Simulated PAND spectrum.
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(e) Calculated POR spectrum.
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(f) Simulated POR spectrum.
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(g) Calculated PMSMCM spectrum.
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(h) Simulated PMSMCM spectrum.
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Table 4 Simulated reduction in MCM switching fre-
quency amplitudes with respect to the switching fre-
quency amplitude of PPWM .
fsw [kHz] 250 625 431 192
ANDing [dB] −6.0 −5.9 – –
ORing [dB] −6.0 −6.1 – –
MS MCM [dB] −6.1 −5.7 −6.1 –
MS MCM [dB] −6.0 −6.0 – −5.7
previous calculations. The model verifies the analytical
expressions from the previous section.
4. MCM AMPLIFIER DESIGN
An MCM prototype amplifier, see figure 3, has been
constructed. The prototype has been designed from the
principle block diagram shown in figure 4. It utilises four
PWM signals, where each can be set to a specific switch-
ing frequency. Each PWM signal is generated as follows:
The CPLD is clocked by an external 25 MHz crystal. In-
ternal counters in the CPLD divides the 25 MHz to lower
frequencies useful in switch-mode audio applications;
the frequencies available are given by 25
n
MHz, where n
is an integer. Four integrators then converts the clock sig-
nals to triangle carriers, which, when compared to audio,
produces PWM audio signals at different frequencies.
The PWM audio signals are sent back to the CPLD where
the MCM logic operations are performed. With this con-
figuration it is possible to experiment and test different
signals by programming the CPLD with a new source
code written in Very high speed integrated circuits Hard-
ware Description Language (VHDL). The CPLD used
in this prototype is a Lattice ispMACH 4000V with 64
macrocells.
5. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The prototype board is used to measure THD perfor-
mance and switching frequency amplitudes. The spec-
trum measurements are performed open loop in order
to compare the measured results with the expected val-
ues from the calculations and simulations. The mea-
surements are performed directly on the output of the
CPLD. This means that effects like limited edges, over-
shoot, and undershoot from the power stage and output
filter are avoided. The measurements are made with a
Rohde&Schwarz EMI test receiver ESI7. In figures 5
and 6, the spectrum of ordinary PWM, ANDing, ORing,
and MS MCM can be seen with ωsw1 = 2pi ·250 kHz,
Fig. 3 Prototype circuit board with CPLD.
Fig. 4 Overview schematic showing how the CPLD is
utilised on the prototype board.
ωsw2 = 2pi ·625 kHz, and ωms = 2pi ·431 kHz. It should
be noted that the audio amplitude is lower than expected
compared to the switching frequency amplitude. This
is due to a high pass filter in the measuring equipment;
frequencies over 100 kHz are reasonable accurate and
comparable. However, the reduced audio amplitude is
consistent, so it is possible to compare the results.
The measured switching frequencies amplitudes are
normalised with respect to the PWM signal, as seen in
table 5. These normalised frequencies can be compared
with the results from the simulations, see table 4,
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Fig. 5 Measured output spectra for PPWM (a), PAND (b)
(a) Measured PPWM spectrum.
(b) Measured PAND spectrum.
.
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Fig. 6 Measured output spectra for POR (a), and PMSMCM (b).
(a) Measured POR spectrum.
(b) Measured PMSMCM spectrum.
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Fig. 7 Measured open loop THD from prototype MCM amplifier. The lower graph (red) is with a normal PWM signal
output while the upper graph (green) is with a MCM signal output.
(a) Measured THD at different master clock frequencies.
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(b) Measured THD versus frequency at 55 W output power.
(c) Measured THD versus power at 1 kHz audio input. (d) Measured THD versus power at 6.67 kHz audio input.
and actually the measured reduction of the switching
frequency amplitudes is better as predicted.
5.1. THD in MCM prototype
As stated in the introduction, the MS MCM amplifier
introduces extra THD. This is mostly because of inter-
modulation components between the different switching
frequencies entering the audio band. Therefore THD
measurements as a function of master clock frequency
are performed. The THD is measured at 1 kHz audio
input with 0.2 modulation index. The measurements are
Table 5 Measured reduction in MCM switching fre-
quency amplitudes with respect to the switching fre-
quency amplitude of PPWM .
fsw [kHz] 250 625 431 192
ANDing [dB] −6.6 −9.1 – –
ORing [dB] −7.4 −9.4 – –
MS MCM [dB] −7.0 −9.2 −6.3 –
MS MCM [dB] −6.9 −9.2 – −6.9
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made including the power stage and output filter, but
still open loop. As a reference, THD of a normal PWM
signal was measured to 0.15% THD. The THD versus
master clock frequency, see figure 7a, is highly affected
by the choice of master clock frequency. The wide
variation in THD is due to intermodulation products
entering the audio band.
Figures 7b, 7c, and 7d show the measured THD ver-
sus frequency and power, respectively, with MCM
frequencies ωsw1 = 2pi ·250 kHz, ωsw2 = 2pi ·500 kHz,
and ωms = 2pi ·125 kHz. The THD measurements are
performed open loop to ensure that the feedback does
not compensate differently on PWM and MCM, thereby
making direct comparisons doubtful.
6. FUTURE WORK - MULTIPLE MS MCM
As future work it could be interesting to investigate an
extended Multiple Master Slave Multi Carrier Modulated
(MMS MCM). It utilises multiple MS MCM blocks in
a tree-like structure see figure 8. MMS MCM can be
setup on the prototype by utilising all four available car-
rier signals at four different switching frequencies. Two
MS MCM blocks with two different master clocks are
used to generate two output signals. A third MS MCM
(without the two comparators) has the two outputs as in-
puts and another master clock is inserted, thus producing
a single output MCM PWM signal consisting of up to 7
different switching frequencies. In principle, the proce-
dure can be repeated with even more MS MCM blocks.
However, to effectively control and monitor the inter-
modulation products of that many frequencies becomes
a difficult task, and the ability to avoid intermodulation
in the audio band is uncertain.
MMS MCM is subject for further research in the future.
Fig. 8 Multiple Master Slave Multi Carrier Modulation
block diagram.
7. CONCLUSION
When using Multi Carrier Modulation (MCM) in
switch-mode audio power amplifiers, it is possible to
lower the switching frequency amplitudes compared
with conventional switch-mode audio power amplifiers.
Analytical expressions for the logic operators used in
MCM are derived and evaluations show a 6 dB reduction
in switching frequency amplitudes. Measurements on a
Master-Slave Multi Carrier Modulation (MS MCM) pro-
totype board indeed show reduced switching frequency
amplitudes, and THD across the audio band is below 1%
at 55 W output power open loop. THD of the MS MCM
amplifier is highly affected by the frequency of the mas-
ter clock, so it is important to choose this frequency with
great care. The MS MCM topology could be a good
choice in applications where strict EMI demands apply.
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A. FULL PAND EXPRESSION
PAND =Psw1Psw2
=k2 (kk)
+2kMH cos(y) (k(A1+A2))
+(MH)2 cos2(y) (A1A2)
+2MH cos(y)
∞
∑
m=1
J0(mpiM/2)
mpi/2
sin(mpi/2)cos(mxsw2) (A1B2)
+2MH cos(y)
∞
∑
m=1
J0(mpiM/2)
mpi/2
sin(mpi/2)cos(mxsw1) (A2B1)
+2MH cos(y)
∞
∑
m=1
±∞
∑
n=±1
Jn(mpiM/2)
mpi/2
sin(mpi/2+npi/2)cos(mxsw2 +ny) (A1C2)
+2MH cos(y)
∞
∑
m=1
±∞
∑
n=±1
Jn(mpiM/2)
mpi/2
sin(mpi/2+npi/2)cos(mxsw1 +ny) (A2C1)
+2kH
∞
∑
m=1
J0(mpiM/2)
mpi/2
sin(mpi/2)
[
cos(mxsw1)+ cos(mxsw2)
] (k(B1+B2))
+4H2
[
∞
∑
m=1
J0(mpiM/2)
mpi/2
sin(mpi/2)cos(mxsw1)
]
·
[
∞
∑
m=1
J0(mpiM/2)
mpi/2
sin(mpi/2)cos(mxsw2)
]
(B1B2)
+4H2
[
∞
∑
m=1
J0(mpiM/2)
mpi/2
sin(mpi/2)cos(mxsw1)
]
·
[
∞
∑
m=1
±∞
∑
n=±1
Jn(mpiM/2)
mpi/2
sin(mpi/2+npi/2)cos(mxsw2 +ny)
]
(B1C2)
+4H2
[
∞
∑
m=1
J0(mpiM/2)
mpi/2
sin(mpi/2)cos(mxsw2)
]
·
[
∞
∑
m=1
±∞
∑
n=±1
Jn(mpiM/2)
mpi/2
sin(mpi/2+npi/2)cos(mxsw1 +ny)
]
(B2C1)
+2kH
∞
∑
m=1
±∞
∑
n=±1
Jn(mpiM/2)
mpi/2
sin(mpi/2+npi/2)
[
cos(mxsw1 +ny)+ cos(mxsw2 +ny)
] (k(C1+C2))
+4H2
[
∞
∑
m=1
±∞
∑
n=±1
Jn(mpiM/2)
mpi/2
sin(mpi/2+npi/2)cos(mxsw1 +ny)
]
·
[
∞
∑
m=1
±∞
∑
n=±1
Jn(mpiM/2)
mpi/2
sin(mpi/2+npi/2)cos(mxsw2 +ny)
]
(C1C2)
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ABSTRACT
Class D audio amplifiers have gained significant influence in sound reproduction due to their high effi-
ciency. However the switching nature of these amplifiers causes high frequent disturbance also known as
electromagnetic interference (EMI). Knowledge of such couplings between class D audio amplifiers and their
surroundings are of great importance with respect to audio performance, government regulations among
others. A commonly used control method known as self-oscillation possess new challenges, when considering
the EMI of the class D audio amplifier. These properties arise because the carrier is no longer kept at a
fixed frequency. The effects of a none fixed carrier cause a falling switching frequency as the modulation
index is increased. Most research on this subject uses however small signal models, and do not investigate
the switching frequency dependency on the reference frequency. This is very unfortunate as small signal
models do not necessarily represents the dynamics of class D audio amplifiers very well. Furthermore is
investigation of the switching frequency dependency on the reference frequency lacking. It is thus the wish
of this paper to give a deeper understanding of the switching frequency dependency on modulation index
and reference frequency. The mathematical difficulties of obtaining a large signal model of a class D audio
amplifier are outlined, and simulations together with prototyping on a 50 W amplifier providing an Total
Harmonic Distortion (THD) of 0.1 % are used to map variations in the switching frequency. Spectrums have
been measured with high accuracy, and very good compliance with simulation results are observed.
1. INTRODUCTION
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) is a very well known
and wide spread method of converting energy from a
source to a load.
The field of power electronics covers numerous applica-
tions driving a switching element like a transistor into
its saturation region or completely close it. A very spe-
cial application is the reproduction of content material
of audio sources. The final load in this application -
the human ear - is a high quality demanding sensor. It
can cover a wide range of levels (around 120 dB), detect
even small perturbations like 0.01 distortion and cover
a broad range of different signal speeds (20 Hz to 20
kHz). Above that frequency band, another engineering
discipline comes into play: electromagnetic compatibil-
ity. The purpose of this qualifying variety is to allow
the reproduction of content material for technical listen-
ers, like radio receivers, TV receivers, radio communi-
cation and wireless steering and controlling applications.
In terms of switch-mode audio power amplifiers the fre-
quency ranges above the human ears sensibility range be-
comes of interest, because it can disturb the above men-
tioned applications and – when having acloser look at ra-
dio receivers – the high frequent content can even disturb
the reception of its own input signal.
2. PRIOR ART
It is believed that one publication exits, which describes
the One of the most common equations used to describe
the switching frequency dependency on modulation in-
dex is
fSw(M) = VS4
1−M2
τIntVHyst
(1)
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where VS power supply, M =
VRe f
VS , VHyst (modulation
index), VHyst hight of hysteresis windows and τ inte-
gration time constant. The equation can among others
be found in [1], [2] and [4]. It is evident from (1), that
the switching frequency falls for increasing modulation
index, cursing a degraded carrier and thus reduce the
overall amplifier performance. This is the reason why
the modulation index is normally limited to 0.8 in slide
mode control class D amplifiers.
(1) can be extended to include the loop propagation de-
lay, td . An example of this is found in [1] yielding
fSw(M) = VS4
1−M2
τIntVHyst + 12 tdVS(1+M2)
(2)
Mikkel Høyerby has also derived an expression in-
cluding the loop propagation delay, but using the duty
cycle D instead of the modulation index. This is found
in [3], and also shows that the switching frequency
travels towards as the duty cycle is increase e.g. as the
modulation index is increased.
For comparison is (1) and (2) is plotted using an
idle switching frequency of 300 kHz, τInt = 55.56s,
VHyst = 450mV , td = 100ns and KFb = 18 . Note that
these parameters matches with the ones of the developed
prototype as presented later on in this paper1.
From Figure 2 on page 2 is it seen that an loop prop-
agation delay lowers the switching frequency at low
modulation indexes. Further more is the general assump-
tion stressed ones more, that the switching frequency
falls for increasing modulation index.
The main drawback of (1) and (2) is that they relay on
small signal models linearized around the modulation
index. Such models are thus not true AC-models, and
provided an poor basis for investigating audio amplifiers.
In the following section will illuminate the problems of
deriving a true AC-model of class D audio amplifiers.
3. AC-MODEL
1See for instance Table 1 on page 6.
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Fig. 1: Normalized switching frequency.
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Fig. 2: Astable Integrating Modulator (AIM) audio
amplifier without output filter.
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One of the most basic class D audio amplifiers is the
Astable Integrating Modulator (AIM) topology, which
is patented in [6]. An realization of the AIM amplifier
are presented in Figure 3 on page 2, where the output
filter has been omitted. Notice that the comparator can
be modeled to include the power stage if necessary.
However in order to investigate the switching nature of
the AIM amplifier can feedback from the comparator
easily be assumed.
 !"#
!$
&
!%
 &()*
Fig. 3: Proposed AC-model.
An AC-model of the AIM amplifier is obtained by re-
placing the comparator with a voltage source generating
pulses according to the PWM methodology. The model
can be seen in Figure 3 on page 3. Notice that RH1
and RH2 can be omitted for now as these just determines
the hight of the hysteresis window. The AIM amplifier
will switch each time the voltage across the capacitor be-
comes equal to the hight of the hysteresis window 2. This
thus yields the equation
VHyst(s) =
1
R1Cs+1
vIn(s)+
1
R2Cs+1
vComp(s) (3)
[5]
Converting (3) to the time domain requires two well-
known operations. These are the responses of a sine
wave and a step function to a first order filter. The re-
sponse of a step is an exponential function, while the re-
sponse of a sine wave will be a sine wave. The later as-
sumes that the frequency of the sine wave is well below
the cut off frequency of the first order filter. Grouping
constants one thus obtain an expression of the form
One thus obtain
k = sin(at)+ ebt (4)
2For this derivation will the loop propagation delay be omitted.
In (4) is k a constant with unit voltage, while a and b are
real numbers.
(4) might look like a fairly simple equation. It is however
the authors believe, that no general solution exists to this
equation. This stresses the complex nature of obtaining
an AC-model of a slide mode controlled class D audio
amplifier. Because of this will the attention now be turn
to results obtained through simulations.
4. SIMULINK SIMULATIONS
Simulations have been preformed using the Simulink
model of Figure 4 on page 4. Further more has an FFT-
function been written in Matlab allowing for instigation
of switching frequency variations. Figure 4 on page 4
contains the comparator in which the propagation time
delay is included, an output filter, a P regulator using
feedback taking before the output filter and an integrator
in the forward path securing slide mode control.
4.1. Spectrum simulations
The switching node output spectrum obtained by simula-
tion are shown in Figure 5.1 on page 7. Starting out with
an relatively small modulation index of 0.1 as shown in
Figure 5(a) on page 4, can the switching frequency and
its harmonics clear be identified. At modulation index
292 is the switching frequency identified to be 293 kHz,
which is an reduction of 7 kHz comparing with the idle
switching frequency of 300 kHz. Increasing the modula-
tion index to 0.3 causes an drop in switching frequency
of 18 kHz. One could argue, that these observed fall in
switching frequency are relatively small (6 % drop at M
= 0.3 ). However increasing the modulation index to 0.6
as seen on Figure 5(c) on page 4 clear one of the main
problems by using sliding mode control.
4.2. Switching frequency
Using Figure 4 on page 4 has a surface plot been pro-
duced, which maps variations in switching frequency as
function of modulation index and reference frequency.
The plot can be seen in Figure 4.2 on page 5. Note that
the plot only considers reference frequencies between 14
kHz and 20 kHz, while the modulation index is limited
to the interval 0.1-0.5. In the script determining the
switching frequency is the tracking done by identifying
the highest peak in the spectrum above the reference
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Fig. 4: Simulink simulation model.
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(c) Modulation index = 0.6
Fig. 5: Simulated spectrums using different modulation indexes. All measurements are performed with an 10 kH
reference signal.
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frequency.
Fig. 6: Surface plot of normalized switching fre-
quency.
An clear and important conclusion of Figure 4.2 on page
5 is that the switching frequency is independent of the
reference frequency. This comply very well with the
prior arts at presented in Section 2.
5. VERIFICATION BY PROTOTYPING
Experimental measurements are performed on a 50 W
self-oscillating class D audio amplifier with an rated
Total Harmonic Distortion of 0.1 %. The prototype can
be seen in Figure 5 on page 5, while Table 1 on page 6
collects the key parameters of the prototype. Note that
all measurements are performed with an load of 4 Ω.
THD over power are presented in Figure 5 on page 5,
and it is the authors believe that reasonable performance
are obtained.
5.1. Spectrum measurements
Spectrum measurements have been divided into 2
two main parts. The first part considers the switching
frequency dependency on modulation index, while
the second part treats the influence of the reference
frequency. All spectrum measurements are performed
with a Rohde & Schwarz EMI Test Receiver.
Fig. 7: Developed prototype.
Fig. 8: THD vs power (blue 1 kHz and red
6.65kHz).
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Switching frequency (idle) Supply THD Gain
300 kHz ±30 V 0.1% 8
Table 1: Key parameters of prototype.
Figure 5.1 on page 7 shows the switching node output
spectrum of modulation index 0.1, 0,3 and 0.6. Remem-
bering that the idle switching frequency is 300 kHz one
observe a drop in switching frequency of 2.6 kHz at
modulation index 0.1. As expected does the reduction
in switching frequency continue yielding a drop of 18.4
kHz at modulation index 0.3. Finally is the carrier such
degraded at modulation index 0.6 that the switching
frequency drowns in its sidebands.
5.2. Switching frequency measurements
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Fig. 11: Comparison of switching frequency ob-
tained by (2) and measuring. The measurement are
performed with 10 kHz reference signal.
6. CONCLUSION
It has been shown that the switching frequency of self
oscillating class D audio amplifiers is independent of the
reference frequency. Further more is it concluded, that
the spectrum of self oscillating class D audio amplifier
deviates significantly from the one of fixed frequency
amplifier. This is seen by the sidebands, which is not
of the same magnitudes. At high modulation indexes
is the switching frequency no longer clearly defined
and only spectral distribution of peaks are observed. In
order to improve EMI design would it be desirable to
have a model of self oscillating class D audio amplifiers
spectrum. However as shown in this paper are such
models not easily obtained.
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(a) Modulation index = 0.1 (b) Modulation index = 0.3 (c) Modulation index = 0.6
Fig. 9: Spectrum using different modulation indexes. All measurements are performed with an 10 kH reference signal.
(a) Reference signal of 10 kH. (b) Reference signal of 13 kH.
(c) Reference signal of 17 kH. (d) Reference signal of 20 kH.
Fig. 10: Spectrum using reference frequencies. All measurements are performed with M = 0.2.
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ABSTRACT
Distortion is generally accepted as a quantifier to judge the quality of audio power amplifiers. In switch-
mode power amplifiers various mechanisms influence this performance measure. After giving an overview of
those, this paper focuses on the particular effect of the nonlinearity of the output filter components on the
audio performance. While the physical reasons for both, the capacitor and the inductor induced distortion
are given, the practical in depth demonstration is done for the inductor only. This includes measuring the
inductors performance, modeling through fitting and resulting into simulation models. The fitted models
achieve distortion values between 0.03 % and 0.2 % as a basis to enable the design of a 200 W amplifier.
1. INTRODUCTION
Even other measures, like intermodulation distor-
tion are more in depth measures, a distortion figure
is the fundamental starting point to distinguish am-
plifiers. It reveals the noise level of the amplifier
and provides the basics for more advanced tests as
described in [1]. As the desired figures necessitate
the precision of signal levels to be in the µV range,
it makes sense to break the origin of the distortion
mechanisms down into the various parts of an am-
plifier. For linear audio power amplifiers this was
done in [2]. For the more efficient switch-mode au-
dio power amplifiers a number of publications cov-
ered these mechanisms. The different stages of these
amplifiers can be broken down according to the block
diagram in figure 1.
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The blocks and their distortion sources are:
Fig. 1 Block diagram of a switch-mode audio power
amplifier
A B C D E F
A. Input and Control The distortion is dom-
inated in the input stage and regulator
by either the used operational amplifier for
time-continuous inputs and specified in their
datasheets or, for time-discrete inputs, by the
sampling process [3, 4, 5] or clock induced noise
level [6].
B. Modulator The modulator induced distortion
is mainly based on linearity of the carrier [7].
C. Level Shifter The impact of the level shifter on
the audio performance has not been researched
up to now and leaves room for further research.
D. Power Stage The power stages influence on
the audio performance has been described in [8].
E. Output Filter This paper is dealing with the
influence of the output filters properties on lin-
earity of the amplifier.
F. Loudspeaker The transducers influence on au-
dio performance has been described in [9] and
broken down into single mechanisms in [10]
2. OUTPUT FILTER
The output filter is required to suppress the energy,
which is used to operate the output stage in an effi-
cient mode. The frequency of this energy is beyond
the audible frequency range [11] and generally caus-
ing trouble in electromagnetic compatibility. The
insertion of the filter is solving those, however gen-
erating audible effects and losses, which leads to the
tradeoffs visualized in figure 2.
A simplified circuit diagram of the output filter is
shown in figure 3 and its transfer function is given
in 2.1 where Vps denotes the output voltage of the
Fig. 2 Tradeoffs in output filter design.
audio
performance
electromagnetic
compatibility
energy
losses
Fig. 3 Circuit of an output filter for an audio power
amplifier.
Vps
L
C R
power stage and Vout the output voltage of the am-
plifier, which is applied across the speaker terminals.
Equation 2.1 Transfer function of filter in figure 3.
H (s) =
V out
V ps
=
1
1 + sL
R
+ s2LC
This paper is specifically investigating the nature
and impact of the output filter on the audio per-
formance. Therefore both filter components, the ca-
pacitors and the inductors physical properties are
investigated in this section.
2.1. Capacitor
Capacitance C is defined as stored charge q per
voltage V 2.2.
Equation 2.2 Definition of capacitance.
C =
q
V
Applying Gauss Law to the charge allows itemiza-
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tion into electrical field ~E with vacuum permittivity
ε0 and displacement vector ~P via charge density ̺
and electric displacement ~D 2.3.
Equation 2.3 Gauss Law.
q =
∫∫∫
̺ δV ol =
∮
A
~D δ~s =
∮
A
(
ε0 ~E + ~P
)
δ~s
The denominator of 2.2 can be expressed by Far-
radys law 2.4.
Equation 2.4 Farradays Law.
V =
∮
s
~E δ~s
Through both of those physical principles, the defi-
nition of capacitance can be rewritten as in 2.5
Equation 2.5 Definition of capacitance taking
Gauss and Farradays Law into account.
C =
∮
A
ε0 ~E δ~s
∮
s
~E δ~s
︸ ︷︷ ︸
linear part
+
∮
A
~P δ~s
∮
s
~E δ~s
︸ ︷︷ ︸
polarization
dependent
The nonlinearity of the capacitor is therefore origi-
nated in the polarization defined through the electric
susceptibility χ 2.6 for anisotropic dielectric materi-
als [12].
Equation 2.6 Linear and nonlinear parts of dis-
placement vector.
~P
ǫ0
=
∑
j
χ
(1)
ij
~Ej
︸ ︷︷ ︸
linear
suscepti-
bility
+
∑
jk
χ
(2)
ijk
~Ej ~Ek
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pockels
Effect
+
∑
jkl
χ
(3)
ijkl
~Ej ~Ek ~El
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Kerr Effect
This reveals the Pockels effect to be responsible for
second order nonlinearities and the Kerr Effect to be
the reason for third order effects.
For ferroelectric materials, the description of non-
linearity is getting somewhat more complicated, as
the displacement vector has a hysteretic dependency
on the electrical field. Theses hysteretic curves have
been shown quantitativelty in [13].
2.2. Inductor
The equivalent physical derivation of the reasons for
the nonlinearity of the inductor start with the defi-
nition of inductance 2.7 in dependency on magnetic
flux Φ and electrical current I.
Equation 2.7 Definition of inductance.
L =
φ
I
Through Gauss Law of Magnetism Φ is expressed
in 2.8 as a function of magnetic field ~H and the
magnetization ~M with the aid of the permeability
in vacuum via the magnetic flux density ~B.
Equation 2.8 Gauss Law of Magnetism.
Φ =
∮
S
~B δ ~A =
∮
S
µ0
(
~H + ~M
)
δ ~A
Through Amperes Circuit Law the current is ex-
pressed as a function of the magnetic field ~H as in
2.9.
Equation 2.9 Amperes Circuit Law.
I =
∮
C
~H δ~l
Taking both of those two laws into account, the def-
inition of the inductance is rewritten in 2.10.
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Equation 2.10 Definition of inductance taking
Gauss and Amperes Law into account.
L =
∮
S
µ0 ~H δ ~A
∮
C
~H δ~l
︸ ︷︷ ︸
linear part
+
∮
S
µ0 ~M δ ~A
∮
C
~H δ~l
︸ ︷︷ ︸
polarization
dependent
The polarization dependent part ~M is not following
the BH-curve, which has been numerically fitted
in [14], but rather the Rayleigh Loop [15] which
has been extended to symmetry of the loop as
only limitation, by [16] as described in [17]. While
the current I is linear dependent on the magnetic
field ~H, its relation to the magnetic polarization
~M contains higher order terms. This nonlinear
dependency of magnetization on the magnetic field
is covered by the high order terms in 2.11 by the
named references.
Equation 2.11 Peterson relation.
~M = χ ~H + µ0a11 ~H
2 + µ0 (a12 + a30) ~H
The coefficients a11, a12 and a30 are the first Peter-
son Coefficients, describing both, the nonlinearity of
the magnetization curve and ensure the fulfillment
of the energy conservation law. As shown in [17] the
lost energy in the magnetic field corresponds with
the hysteresis losses in the material. Also in [17] the
Peterson Coefficients got used to quantitatively de-
scribe the nonlinearity of the magnetic flux density
for single sinusoidal tones as well as double sinu-
soidal tones and their intermodulation products.
For the choice of output filter inductors for switch-
mode power amplifiers those coefficients are of quan-
titative interest. However the Peterson Coeffi-
cients where derived for small field excitations only,
whereas the linearity of an amplifier is affected by
the large signal behaviour of the magnetization loop.
Therefore the next logical step is to measure the
large signal behaviour of inductors and use the quan-
tized data for estimation of the impact on the audio
performance. This is done in the next section.
3. MODELING
Section 2 showed the duality between capacitor and
inductor in theory. Consequently the rest of the pa-
per is dealing with one of them only, without loosing
generality for the other one. It is the inductor, which
is generally dominating size constraints, electromag-
netic compatibility challenges and showing the most
interesting saturation effects. Therefore the induc-
tors linearity is pursued furtheron in this paper.
Through the desired power rating of an amplifier
and neglect of the ripple current, the current rat-
ing of the filter inductor is given. For the following
analysis of inductors, a power rating of 200 W into
a 4 Ω transducer is arbitrarily chosen. This leads
to a peak current of 10 A through the filter induc-
tor. Only few technical documentations of suitable
components give the dependency of inductance on
the current flowing through the windings like in [18].
Therefore a measurement setup is described follow-
ing, allowing to derive this curve.
3.1. Measurement Setup
To measure the linearity of the inductor, it needs
to be biased with the desirable current and simul-
taneously measured with an impedance analyzer. If
an analyzer with current bias option is not available
the bias can be done externally as shown in figure 4.
Through the inductor Linject the device under test
Fig. 4 Measurement Setup.
Idc
Linject
LDUT
HP4194A
Impedance
Analyzer
LDUT is biased to the desired current level. To pre-
vent damage on the gain phase analyzer, which is
both superimposing the test signal as well as tak-
ing the measurement data, the voltage limitation of
the current source shall be set below the maximum
input rating of the analyzer. Otherwise a voltage
leading to destruction in the input of the analyzer
might occur in case the DUT fails. The purpose of
the injection inductance is, to provide a high ohmic
path for the measurement signal. Therefore the in-
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jection inductance needs to be significantly bigger
than the inductance of the DUT. Also the injection
inductance needs to be more linear than the device
under test. This results into a high volume consum-
ing inductor compared to the DUT. The parameters
of the injection inductor are given in table 1.
Three possible output filter inductors have been
Table 1 Design of injection inductor.
core air gap turns Linject
ETD59-N97 1.6 mm 32 306 µH
chosen based on their rating. Their main parame-
ters are compared in table 2. The inductance curves
Table 2 Parameters of the three devices under test.
DUT-A DUT-B DUT-C
nominal
inductance
22 µH 10 µH 10 µH
current rating 11 A 10 A 10 A
DC resistance 11 mΩ 8.8 mΩ 17.2 mΩ
resonant
frequency
9.3 MHz 41 MHz 20 MHz
boxed volume 9.2 cm3 1.6 cm3 2.3 cm3
footprint area 2.3 cm2 1.9 cm2 3.3 cm2
datasheet [19] [20] [21]
have been captured with the above described mea-
surement method and the results are visualized in
figure 5. The inductance droop varies from less than
1 %, around 3 % up to nearly 10 % with respect to
the unbiased inductance measurement.
These relative variations shall not be confused with
the distortion of an amplifier. The fitting of the in-
ductance droop to a distortion number is done in the
following section.
3.2. Fitting
Through the above shown nonlinear behaviour of
the inductor, equation 2.1 is getting another depen-
dency on the inductor current as shown in 3.1.
Fig. 5 Inductance curves.
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Equation 3.1 Transfer function taking nonlinearity
of inductor into account.
H (s, IL) =
V out
V ps
=
1
1 + s
L(IL)
R
+ s2L (IL)C
Applying ohms law to the load impedance, removes
one degree of freedom and gives 3.2
Equation 3.2 Transfer function only dependent on
voltages.
H (s, V out) =
V out
V ps
=
1
1 + s
L(V out)
R
+ s2L (V out)C
with
Equation 3.3 Inductors dependence on signal level.
L =
∮
S
µ0 ~H (V out) δ
~A
∮
C
~H (V out) δ
~l
+
∮
S
µ0 ~M (V out) δ
~A
∮
C
~H (V out) δ
~l
Taking into account, that Petersons Coefficients,
which are describing the nonlinearity of the inductor,
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are a series of polynoms, also the transfer function
can be modeled by a series of polynoms, which is
done in 3.4 up to second order for one signal fre-
quency with the fitting coefficients α, β and γ.
Equation 3.4 Second order fitting of transfer func-
tion.
H (V load) = αH
2 + βH + γ
A quantitative representation of the distortion for
a 6.665 kHz sinusoidal test signal is the difference
between an undistorted and a distorted signal. The
undistorted signal as reference is taken from the out-
put voltage of the signal after passing a linear filter
as reference. The difference of those two voltages are
known as distortion residual and for the modeled in-
ductors shown in figures 6 and 7 for first and second
order fitting respectively.
From those signals the root means square (RMS)
Fig. 6 Distortion residual for first order fitting.
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values can be numerically calculated and set in re-
lation to the RMS of the desired signal according to
the definition of total harmonic distortion (THD).
This leads to the distortion figures, which are the
ratio between the distortion residual and the signal
before the filter, as shown in table 3.
4. SIMULATION
As has been described above, the inductors influ-
ence on distortion is only one of several influences.
Fig. 7 Distortion residual for second order fitting.
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Table 3 Estimated total harmonic distortion (THD)
for the modeled inductors.
DUT-A DUT-B DUT-C
1st order fitting 0.034 % 0.053 % 0.165 %
2nd order fitting 0.036 % 0.053 % 0.171 %
Therefore the above model needs to enabled to con-
nect with the other distortion mechanisms to reveal
their interaction. This can be done with circuit an-
alyzers like "GeckoCircuits". Therefore the nonlin-
ear model of the above DUTs was simulated against
their linear representations as shown in figure 8.
"GeckoCircuits" was chosen as simulation tool, be-
cause of its ability to directly deal with nonlinear
passive components and its ability to process large
simulation data very fast. The later property is rel-
evant, because the distortion signal of an audio am-
plifier is generally very low compared to the signal.
Therefore, both very precise simulation and large
dynamical range of the simulator are required. In
many software tools, this either leads to excess simu-
lation time or large memory usage. "GeckoCircuits"
requires neither one of them.
The simulation parameters and the duration of the
simulation are given in table 4. The solver of this
simulator takes all six modeled datapoints and inter-
polates the circuit behaviour linearly between those.
The distortion residuals are shown in figures 9, 10
and 11. The simulated distortion numbers are given
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Fig. 8 Simulated circuit with the three nonlinear models and their equivalent linear models.
Table 4 Simulation parameters and duration.
start time 150 µs
time step 10 ps
stop time 300 µs
simulation time ≈ 12 min
in table 5.
The distortion is slightly higher here, however
Table 5 Estimated total harmonic distortion (THD)
for the modeled inductors.
DUT-A DUT-B DUT-C
0.060 % 0.094 % 0.215 %
showing the same tendency as in the model above.
5. CONCLUSION
With distortion being a quantitative qualifier for an
amplifier as starting point, the influences on this fig-
ure where revisited here. The focus within this study
Fig. 9 Simulated distortion residual based on the
above model for DUT A. (x-axis: 150 µs . . . 300 µs;
y-axis: −0.150 V . . . 0.15 V)
is on the output filters distortion and in particular
the audio degradation induced by the inductor. Af-
ter reviewing the physical reasons for the nonlinear-
ity of both, the capacitor and the inductor, a pro-
cedure for modeling the nonlinearity of the inductor
was shown. By fitting the transfer function of the
output filter to this nonlinearity, an estimation on
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Fig. 10 Simulated distortion residual based on the
above model for DUT B. (x-axis: 150 µs . . . 300 µs;
y-axis: −0.150 V . . . 0.15 V)
Fig. 11 Simulated distortion residual based on the
above model for DUT C. (x-axis: 150 µs . . . 300 µs;
y-axis: −0.150 V . . . 0.15 V)
the amount of influence on the THD from the in-
ductors linearity was derived. Finally the modeled
component nonlinearity got applied to the filter in
a circuit simulator to further enable the inclusion of
the modeled details on system level.
As a rule of thumb the following mapping table 6
shall enable the design engineer of Class-D ampli-
fiers to allow an estimation of THD, when the in-
Table 6 Mapping inductance droop to the caused
THD as an approximated rule of thumb.
∆L
L0
1 % 3 % 10 %
approximately
expected THD
0.05 % 0.10 % 0.20 %
ductance drop at the rated current is the only known
parameter — which is in some cases given in induc-
tor datasheets.
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Abstract—This documentation describes two current driven power
stages to convert power from one or more current sources into a regulated
load current or voltage. One special application is to amplify an audio
signal to drive a loudspeaker, where the power is taken from one or
more current sources. The function of the topologies is described. The
component stresses are derived and an efficiency estimation is given. The
concept is proofed by waveforms through experimental result.
I. INTRODUCTION
Traditional power stages of converters are driven by voltage sources
(VDP) as shown in section II. All of those topologies (like buck,
boost, flyback, push-pull, half bridge, full bridge, SEPIC at al.)
carefully avoid shorting their energy source. On the output side,
they conventionally provide a voltage to a load. In very special
cases it is less desired to have a controlled output voltage rather
than a controlled output current. One of those are audio power
amplifiers. Their loads are transducers which use the current to create
a force moving air masses and therefore generate sound pressure.
The transfer function from the electrical into mechanical parameters
is given by equation I.1.
Equation I.1 Force of a transducer
F = Bl · I
In this equation Bl is given by the transducers parameters as
magnetic field B and displacement l to generate the force F by
means of electrical current I through the voice coil.
To best serve this characteristic of transducers it is desirable to build
amplifiers which are supplying a controlled current to the speaker
and to further ease the current processing by the power stage of the
amplifier it is desirable to supply this stage with current instead of
voltage.
Section III shows examples of realizing such current driven power
stages and explains there operations. Section IV elaborates on the
differences between voltage and current driven power stages (VDPs
and CDPs) including the requirements on the components followed
by a description of possible fault handling and the ease to handle them
in CDPs. It includes a quantitative comparison on the filter design
criteria revealing further advantages of CDPs and finally naming the
differentiators of the novel family of circuit configurations to existing
state-of-the art. Section V presents experimental results from one of
the explained stages. Rounding up, section VI sums the characteristics
of the novel derived topologies current driven power stages (CDP)
up and concludes the description with a brief summary.
II. VOLTAGE DRIVEN POWER STAGE (VDP) TOPOLOGIES
The state of the art converter topologies are operated from voltage
sources. This section will give a short overview of a half bridge and
a full bridge buck-type converter and boost-type converters.
A. Buck Voltage Driven Power Stages (VDP)
A commonly known circuit configuration for various applications -
like efficient power regulators and audio power amplifiers - is shown
in figure 1. It consists of two voltage sources, two switches and
an output filter, comprising an inductor and a capacitor. The load
is shown as a loudspeaker as one particular implementation of this
circuit topology. The switches S1 and S2 are alternating closed in
a manner that they are never both closed at the same time. This
way, it is either the voltage of the upper voltage source or the lower
voltage source, which is applied across the output filter and load
network. By controlling the time intervals, for applying either one of
the source voltages through the switches to the filter and load, the
desired averaged output signal can be adjusted.
Fig. 1 Principal schematic of a voltage driven power stage (VDP) in
half bridge buck configuration.
S2
S1
An extension is shown in figure 2. It saves one voltage source and
applies the only remaining voltage source alternatively to the left and
right side of the load utilizing two of the above named output filters.
Through this operation, the differential voltage across the load can be
controlled in the same manner as stated above. The basic operation
of the circuit closes switches S1 and S4 simultaneously to apply one
polarity across the load and closes switches S2 and S3 accordingly to
apply the other polarity across the load. An extension of the principal
of operation is, to close either switches S1 and S3 or S2 and S4
simultaneously, to apply neither one of the polarities and still keep a
freewheeling path for the inductors.
Fig. 2 Principal schematic of a voltage driven power stage (VDP) in
full bridge buck configuration.
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Both of those circuit configurations are capable of applying volt-
ages up to the supply voltage across the load. The average voltage
across the load is proportional to the turn-on times of the switches.
B. Boost Voltage Driven Power Stages (VDP)
Another way of combining voltage sources, filter elements and
loads is, to put the switch configuration between the energy storing
components, comprised through the inductor and the capacitor as
shown in figure 3. The switches are operated alternating again, where
at no instance of time both of them are turned on simultaneously. As
long as switch S1 is turned on, the inductor is getting magnetized
and the load is discharging the capacitor. When switch S2 is turned
on, the inductor is freewheeling (demagnetizing) and charging the
capacitor. The inductor current might or might not reach zero during
that operation condition. This configuration only allows for voltages
across the load, which are bigger than the voltage of the only source.
Fig. 3 Principal schematic of a voltage driven power stage (VDP) in
half bridge boost configuration.
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S2
The same extension as in the buck derived topologies in section
II-A can be applied to boost derived topologies. The resulting circuit
is shown in figure 4. The number of inductors, capacitors and
switches doubles also here. The basic operation of one set of circuits
is the same as in the half bridge configuration, while the voltage
across the load is again the differential voltage across the resistor.
This way also voltages lower than the input voltage can be achieved.
Again here the two sets of switches can be operated synchronized
or uncorrelated allowing for a total number of 4 different conduction
paths under the premise that S1 and S2 as well as S3 and S4 are
never turned on simultaneously.
Fig. 4 Principal schematic of a voltage driven power stage (VDP) in
full bridge boost configuration.
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The averaged output voltage of the two boost-derived circuit
topologies are hyperbolically dependent on the turn-on times of the
switches.
To adopt for current sources as the energy input of the converter
changes can be made to the traditional converters. The following list
is documenting them:
• [1] is showing the operation of a voltage driven power stage as
a current source representation.
• [2] is demonstrating how to rework a voltage driven isolated
power stage to be used for current sources.
• [3] turns the current source into voltage sources by adding a
capacitor at the input. By these means a voltage driven power
stage can be used after the capacitor.
No topology was found by the authors, which can directly convert
energy from a current source. This challenge will be solved in section
III.
III. CURRENT DRIVEN POWER STAGE (CDP) TOPOLOGIES
Basically two different topologies of voltage driven buck converters
have been used so far in the art for driving a transducer: half bridges
and full bridges. Both of those topologies can be converted into
current driven power stages (CDP). The first part of this section
accomplishes the schematics and functions of those two converter
types as well as there basic functionality. The second section ex-
plores the same interest for a rarely in audio amplifiers used boost
converters. This forms a new set of circuit topologies enabling the
use of current sources to be directly applied to a given load under
regulated conditions.
A. Buck derived Current Driven Power Stages (CDP)
Figure 5 shows the half bridge current driven power stage. It
comprises a set of switches applying the current of two current
sources to the output filter and the load. The output filter is formed
by an inductor and a capacitor. The load is shown as a loudspeaker
again, as one of its possible applications is an audio amplifier without
loose of generality. When either one of the switches is open, the
current from the source, parallel to this switch, is flowing through
the output filter and the load. By turning the other switch off, the
opposite polarity of current can be applied to the same circuit. Both
switches must not be turned off simultaneously.
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Fig. 5 Principal schematic of a current driven power stage (CDP) in
half bridge buck configuration.
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Another implementation allowing for both signal polarities through
the load is, using twice as many output filter elements, twice as many
switches but only one current source. This corresponds to a current
driven power stage (CDP) in full bridge configuration as shown in
figure 6. The conduction path for the first polarity of load current is
through the closed switches S1 and S4. Accordingly the other polarity
is applied through closing switches S2 and S3. All four switches may
be closed simultaneously, however opening all of them at the same
time is not desired. Additionally the power stage can be operated in
a manner, that no signal is delivered to the load by either closing S1
and S3 or S2 and S4 simultaneously.
Fig. 6 Principal schematic of a current driven power stage (CDP) in
full bridge buck configuration.
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Both of those configurations allow load currents up the current
provided by the sources. When controlled in an on off manner, the
average current through the load is proportional to the off-times of
the switches.
B. Boost derived Current Driven Power Stages (CDP)
Splitting the output filter components, utilizing their energy storage
ability and controlling them by switches placed in between of them
allows the realization of boost-derived current driven power stages
(CDP). The half bridge version is shown in figure 7. Opening switch
S1 charges the capacitor from the current source. During this time
switch S2 must be closed to provide a freewheeling path for the
inductor. Closing switch S1 provides now both, the current from the
current source as well as the charges form the capacitor to the series
configuration of load and inductor as soon as switch S2 is opened.
Through this operation the current flowing through the load is equal
or higher than the current of the source. Both switches must not be
turned off simultaneously.
Fig. 7 Principal schematic of a current driven power stage (CDP) in
half bridge boost configuration.
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As the load current can only be equal or greater than the source
current in the half bridge configuration, a circuit is desirable, which
can provide also lower currents than the source current through the
load. The full bridge current driven power stage (CDP), providing
this ability, is shown in figure 8. It consists of twice as many filter
components and switches as the half bridge. The two switch pairs
S1 and S2 as well as S3 and S4 must not be opened simultaneously.
Both of those pairs can however be operated independent or corre-
lated. Opening S1 (or S3 respectively) allows charging the capacitor
connected to the respective switch from the current source. During
this time the according inductor load path can freewheel through
S2 (or S4 respectively). Closing S1 (or S3) and opening S2 (or S4)
allows both, the current from the source as well as the stored charges
in the capacitor to flow through the load. As the stored energy in the
capacitors are of opposite polarity the output current polarity can be
controlled in either direction.
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Fig. 8 Principal schematic of a current driven power stage (CDP) in
full bridge boost configuration.
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The average current through the load is hyperbolically dependent
on the turn-off times of the switches.
IV. PERSPECTIVE
The different approaches to provide energy to a given - either
through voltage driven power stages (VDPs) or current driven power
stages (CDPs) gives different criteria for the design of the circuit.
This section will put them into perspective with respect to component
requirements and protection circuitries. For some applications one or
the other is preferable for implementation. The qualitative advantages
for the current driven power stages (CDPs) will be shown and
their novelty factor will be given. The characteristics in this section
focus on the comparison of the respective buck-derived half bridge
configurations without loose of generality.
A. Component Requirements
The voltage driven power stage (VDP) in half bridge buck-derived
configuration requires switches, which can withstand the voltage of
both voltage sources simultaneously, as it is applied to either one of
them, when the other one is turned on. Either one of the switches
has to carry the desired maximum load current.
In the current driven power stage (CDP) in half bridge buck-derived
configuration, either of the switches has to carry the sum of the
current sources current as both of them will flow simultaneously
through one switch if the other one is turned off. The voltage stress
on either of the switches is equal to the maximum desired voltage
across the load.
New advances in semiconductor technology, for example silicon-
carbide, fit well with the current driven power stage. Another perspec-
tive in semiconductors is the fact that small-signal stages in integrated
analogue electronics are preferably controlled by current sources. The
here described circuits allow the same principles to be used in large-
signal integrated circuits as well.
B. Current Sources
A current source can either be a natural source, like a solar panel,
or any type of power supply regulating its output current instead of
its output voltage. In many supply topologies, this can remove bulky
output capacitors and shrink the size of the supply.
C. Protection
The protection circuitry is a major difference between the type
of power stage in use: while voltage driven power stages (VDPs)
require bidirectional current sensing in the power path, the current
driven power stages (CDPs) need to measure a voltage. While the
first approach required power components, the second one can deal
with common and cheap small-signal circuitry. A fast reacting and
cheap comparator can be used to sense the voltage level across each
switch and differentially across the output filter and take action to
prevent destruction in case of overload.
D. Quantitative Improvement
Another significant difference between the voltage and current
driven half bridge power stage is the physical size of its output filter
components. Comparing capacitors and inductors, it turns out, that
a 1 µH inductor is always bigger than a 1 µF capacitor. As the
filter for most applications needs to be a low pass and the quality of
the filter is comprised by stability requirements on the converter in
case of a regulated output, the choice of inductor L and capacitor C
value is set for a given load resistance R.
This section is deriving the values for the output filter components
for a given quality factor and resonance frequency in both, voltage
driven and current driven power stage configurations. The two filter
configurations are given in figure 9 and 10 respectively.
Fig. 9 Output filter for half bridge voltage driven power stage (VDP).
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Cv R Vout
The corresponding transfer function for the voltage driven power
stages (VDPs) output filter from figure 9 is given in equation IV.1.
Equation IV.1 Transfer function of the voltage driven power stages
(VDPs) output filter
Hv(s) =
Vout
Vps
=
1
1 + sLv
R
+ s2LvCv
This leads to the damping dv and time constant Tv as in equation
IV.2.
Equation IV.2 Damping factor dv and time constant Tv for voltage
driven power stage (VDP) output filters
dv =
1
2R
√
Lv
Cv
Tv =
√
LvCv
The respective transfer function for the current driven power stages
(CDPs) output filter as shown in figure 10 is given in equation IV.3.
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Fig. 10 Output filter for half bridge current driven power stage (CDP).
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Equation IV.3 Transfer function of the current driven power stages
(CDPs) output filter
Hi(s) =
Iout
Ips
=
1
1 + sRCi + s2LiCi
This corresponding damping factor di and time constant Ti as
presented in equation IV.4.
Equation IV.4 Damping factor di and time constant Ti for current
driven power stage (VDP) output filters
di =
R
2
√
Ci
Li
Ti =
√
LiCi
To make a fair comparison between both output filter configura-
tions, the load R is set equally. Additionally the equations IV.5 set the
same damping and time constant parameters for both configurations.
Equation IV.5 Setting the defining filter parameters equal.
dv ≡ d ≡ di
Tv ≡ T ≡ Ti
This in turn leads to design criteria for the values of the current
driven power stages (CDPs) filter component values based on the
equivalent filter for voltage driven power stage configuration (VDP)
as given in equation IV.6.
Equation IV.6 Equivalent filter components in current driven power
stage (CDP) mode.
Li = R
2
Cv
Ci =
Lv
R2
Taking a very typical configuration of an audio power amplifier into
account, the components can be compared numerically as shown in
table I
TABLE I Exemplary component values for a typical Class-D audio
amplifier
component VDP CDP
resistor 4Ω 4Ω
inductor 20 µH 7.5 µH
capacitor 470 nH 1.25 µF
This comparison shows that the inductor shrinks in value and
size, while the capacitors value increases. When taking into account
that the inductors are in general bigger in size and weight than
capacitors, this is very advantageous for compact and light weight
designs, which is a common desire in electronics. Table II shows an
exemplary size comparison from commercially available components
for a 100 W amplifier (delivering 10 A peak current at 40 peak
output voltage, which is giving the component stress).
TABLE II Exemplary filter size comparison
component VDP CDP
inductor 8134 mm3 851 mm3
capacitor 190 mm3 475 mm3
total 8324 mm3 1326 mm3
This yields an improvement in size by 84 %.
Comparing the voltage driven and the current driven half bridge
converters with respect to the energy storage in the output filter
components, the following equations apply:
Equation IV.7 The energy storage E in the output filter of both,
voltage and current driven half bridge power stage. V and I is the
output signal, which is supposed to be equal in both topologies for
fair comparison. The ripple voltage across the capacitor and the ripple
current through the inductor are neglected.
Ev = EvL + EvC =
1
2
LvI
2 + 1
2
CvV
2
Ei = EiL + EiC =
1
2
LiI
2 + 1
2
CiV
2
Setting equations IV.6 into IV.7 and using ohms law across the
load proofs the total amount of energy storage in current driven
configuration Ei to be equal to the voltage driven configuration Ev:
Equation IV.8 Equal amount of energy is stored in the voltage driven
and the current driven power stage.
Ei =
1
2
CvV
2 + 1
2
LvI
2 ≡ Ev
E. Novelty
The direct conversion from energy provided by a current source
by means of specific switch and filter configurations is believed to
be new. An especial focus is set on the fact that this conversion can
be done in one stage only and the energy at the output can easily be
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regulated. On top of that it is simple to provide protection features
to this kind of circuit configurations and additionally it helps toward
striving for low size and light weight electronics.
This document demonstrated, how to apply this novel principle
to buck and boost power stages in half bridge and full bridge
configuration. It can also be applied to further topologies, like buck-
boost, super-buck and super-boost.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM A CURRENT DRIVEN BUCK
CONVERTER
A prototype of the current driven power stage (CDP) in half bridge
buck configuration as previously described in section III-A was built.
Figure 11 shows the rectangular waveform of the switched current
of one of the converter legs.
Fig. 11 Single switch node of one leg of a half bridge CDP
Figure 12 provides insight in both legs of the same converter
(green and blue). Additionally both voltage ripple signals across the
current sources are shown in red and yellow. The differential ripple
voltage across the filter and load configuration is simply the difference
between them.
Fig. 12 Both legs of the CDP and the resulting ripple voltage on the
filter nodes
VI. CONCLUSION
After revisiting a number of voltage driven power stages, a new
family of current driven power stages was introduced. Their operation
was described and the advantages of the later ones in various
applications was described. Finally the general idea - providing
controlled energy directly from current sources - was verified by one
of its specific implementation possibilities through experiment.
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Abstract
Most switched mode power supplies provide a regulated voltage at their output. However there are
applications requiring a controlled current. Among others those are battery chargers, test equipment for
converters driven by solar cells and light emitting diode (LED) drivers. This paper is describing a DC-DC
power converter realizing such a current source.
The converter is based on a boost converter, supplied by a voltage source and acting as a current source.
Through the boost converter the input voltage can be exceeded. The converter is providing a high control
bandwidth based on a self-oscillating current loop. As additional practical features, soft start and output over
voltage limitation are included and described in this paper.
The modulator, the control and the power stage are described in detail and verified by experiment.
Index Terms
Pulse width modulated power converters, Current supplies, Battery chargers, Solar energy, Current control, DC-DC
power conversion, Switched mode power supplies
I. INTRODUCTION
Electrical energy sources are categorized into two major groups: voltage sources and current sources. When
considering practical applications, mainly the first group is getting utilized: the AC mains are providing for example
230 V/50 Hz (Europe), 110 V/60 Hz (USA) or similar voltages in other parts of the world. Railway applications
are supplied by voltages ranging from 650 V o 25 kV at frequencies 0 Hz, 162/3 Hz and 50 Hz [1]. Automotive
applications are driven by nominal voltages of either 12 V or 24 V direct current mainly. Telecommunication
equipment is getting designed for 48 V operation and computer equipment as well as most integrated circuits are
operated from DC voltages between 1.8 V and 12 V. There is a tendency going to lower supply voltages for these
kinds of applications to improve performance and efficiency of the devices. This tendency led in the past to high
uncontrolled supply currents. However most applications stick to a controlled supply voltage and deal with the
highly varying currents drawn by highly variable loads. Switched mode power supplies are therefore conventionally
designed for providing a tightly regulated voltage and are enhanced by features protecting both, the supply and the
load against excessive currents.
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Fig. 1. Application for current boost converters: charging a laptop computer from a car battery
There are though some applications requiring a current source. Charging big capacitive components, like batteries,
super capacitors and accumulators rely on a constant current. Some of those capacitive loads are getting charged
by big inductive sources. An example application is a car generator and the battery in a car. The grid providing the
AC mains voltage are mainly inductive as well.
If the source is not inductive, but rather capacitive it is difficult to charge another capacitive load from this source
due to high currents flowing when connecting source and load. These can lead to excessive power dissipation in
the equivalent series resistance in one or both of the capacitors and lead to thermal destruction. An example is the
charge of a laptop computers battery or a cell phone battery. Additionally there are many times incompatibilities
in voltages which require further power processing. Figure 1 shows such an application. A generator in a car is a
source with high output impedance, due to the stator windings. This way it is providing a slowly varying current
to charge the car battery up to 14.4 V. When this voltage is reached, the magnetic field in the generators core is
reduced by a controlled stator voltage. As laptop computers are typically operated from batteries around 18 V to
20 V, the cars voltage is not enough to charge a notebook. A boost operation is therefore necessary. A voltage
regulated boost converter however would not allow for controlled charging of the notebooks battery. In this paper,
this is solved by regulating the output current of the converter as presented.
Another application for current sources are laboratory supplies for emulating a solar cell. The loads in this case
are converters driven by the solar cells. As in the laboratory testing the full energy chain is not always available,
the solar cells need to be replaced with another kind of current source. Usual laboratory supplies provide only
regulated voltages. When running them in current limitation mode, this is only a very vague regulated mode, as its
intention is to provide only a protection rather than a precise regulation. A current source as the presented boost
current source in this paper can solve this problem as well.
Linear regulators like in [2] do not generate electromagnetic compatibility problems, however they have bad
efficiency and do not have the capability of increasing the voltage. Switched mode circuits overcome the efficiency
problem but not all of them are capable of increasing the input voltage to the desired battery voltage either as [3],
[4] in DC-DC applications and [5], [6] in AC-DC applications. Some power converters usable as current source [7],
[8], can increase the input voltage, however they require a current source on their input as well. Even using a boost
technology does not guarantee to allow charging the battery to a higher voltage than the voltage source at the input
of the converter as described in [9]. The maximum efficiency number in these publications for a comparable boost
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2converter to the one presented in this paper is 92 %. Another capacitive load on a smaller power level is the gate
capacitance of a MOSFET. This load has been dealt with in [10] to increase the efficiency of a boost converter.
Some boost converters require special compensation schemes for stabilizing the loop like current mode control and
slope compensation as shown in [11]–[15], when regulating the boost inductors current to achieve a constant output
voltage. Very fast transient responses can be achieved even at high power level, when regulating the current through
an inductor as shown for a buck converter in [16]. Boost converters are therefore preferred used for power factor
correction (PFC) applications [17]–[19], which require a controlled input current. In case of a boost converter this
is its inductor current.
This paper will outline the specification of a boost converter, describe an unsymmetrical self-oscillating modulator,
the loop transfer functions and utilize this design to meet the specifications. The output current of the boost converter
is controlled tightly through a self-oscillating modulator to provide a constant current source. Experimental results
and an outlook of possible further features proof the validity of theory.
Vsupply
auxiliary
supply
power
circuit
Iout
Vaux
hysteretic
modulator
Vref
overvoltage
protection
soft
start
current
control
adjust
Fig. 2. Block diagram of the converter
II. OVERVIEW
A. Specification
A specific battery to be charged by the converter has a nominal voltage of 24 V. The maximum charge current
is specified to 4 A. To avoid further charging, the converter shall provide an output over voltage protection. In case
the battery voltage drops below the input voltage of the converter, the battery can be charged without control direct
from the input of the converter which is regulated to a voltage between 9 V and 16 V. These specifications are
limiting the load range of an equivalent resistive load to a range of 2.2 Ω to 6 Ω.
B. Features
Figure 2 is giving an overview of the converter on a block diagram level.
The power circuit is supplied by a voltage source vsupply and controlled by a hysteretic modulator. The advantage
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3of a hysteretic modulator is, that it does not need an external clock generator. The supply voltage vsupply is also
supplying an auxiliary supply, which is providing both, the supply voltage Vaux = 5 V as well as the reference
voltage Vref = 3.3 V for all the other blocks. The hysteretic modulator is deriving the duty cycle based on an error
voltage, which is generated from the error amplifier in the current control block. This signal is derived from the PI
regulator in this block after subtraction of the sensed output current of the power circuit from the external adjusted
reference value. The control circuits start-up as well as its recovery after an over voltage event is provided by a
soft start circuitry. The over voltage protection is clamping the soft start circuit in case of an over voltage event at
the load by comparing the output voltage with the internal reference voltage of the converter.
III. UNSYMMETRICAL SELF OSCILLATING MODULATOR
For buck-derived switched power converters it is most desirable to provide an equal modulation range around
a centered reference voltage. The switching characteristics of modulators built for those type of converters is
extensively derived in [20]. Boost derived converters however have a nonlinear transfer function [21], whose gain is
raising hyperbolic. For the above specified input and output voltage constellation, high duty cycles are not required.
This fact can be taken into account, when choosing the reference voltage of a local self oscillating modulator as
shown in figure 3.
A similar technique was applied by [22] for limiting the frequency variation of hysteretic self oscillating modulators.
Verr
Rin
Rfb
Vpwm
Cint
Vref
Vaux
Vpwm
Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of a local hysteretic self oscillating modulator
Self oscillating on other variables than the local PWM-signal leads to other dependencies. This is exemplary shown
for oscillation on the converters energy in [23] and on the boost inductors current in [24].
The Barkhausen oscillation criterion was profen to be not applicable for square wave oscillators such as self-
oscillating modulators in [25]. As the switching frequency in self-oscillating modulators is changing [26], only
an instantaneous switching frequency can be defined, i.e. for a given constant constellation of all relevant signals.
Therefore the instantaneous switching parameters are derived under the assumption of DC input voltages.
For deriving the on- and off-times, the duty cycle range and the switching frequency of the modulator (switching
parameters), the operation of the hysteretic modulator must be investigated. It is dependent on two signals: the
hysteretic window and the carrier. The hysteretic window is generated by a voltage divider from the Pulse Width
Modulation (PWM) signal vpwm to the reference voltage Vref . The carrier Vcar is derived the same way, with
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4the difference that the signal is getting integrated by a capacitor and that the error amplifier output verr is also
influencing its charge.
A. Hysteretic window
First the hysteretic window is derived analytically. For the high state of the modulator vpwm, it is equal to the
comparators positive supply voltage Vaux and staying at the negative supply, which is ground, for a low output as
described by 1.
vpwm(t) =


Vaux ∀ vCint(t) < vh(t)
0 ∀ vCint(t) > vh(t)
(1)
The hysteretic window Vh is following this signal instantaneously into its high state Vhhigh and Vhlow respectively.
vh(t) =


Vhhigh ∀ vpwm(t) = Vaux
Vhlow ∀ vpwm(t) = 0
(2)
Defining the voltage divider for the hysteretic window as kh, those two states consist of a dynamical part and a
DC-offset resulting into 3.
Vhhigh = kh · (Vaux − Vref )︸ ︷︷ ︸
dynamic response
+ Vref︸︷︷︸
offset
Vhlow = −kh ·Vref︸ ︷︷ ︸
dynamic
response
+ Vref︸︷︷︸
offset
(3)
B. Carrier derivation
The carrier vcar is following the same stimulations, however with an individual delayed response from each of
the sources and its starting condition. The starting condition is one of the static states of the hysteretic window. In
case the time delay of the comparator is relevant for the expected timing of the modulator, the starting condition is
going beyond those limits as described in [27]. This is not relevant for fast comparators as used in this case. The
equivalent charging circuit consists of the passive part in figure 3 and includes the capacitor Cint, resistors Rin,
Rfb as well as the voltages verr, vpwm and Vref .
Ohms law and the node current equation at the common node of the three passive elements is leading to the
differential equation of the capacitor voltage 4:
vCint(t) +
1
Cint
(
1
Rin
+ 1
Rfb
) ∫
vCint(t)∂t =
1
Cint
∫ (
verr
Rin
+
vpwm
Rfb
−
(
1
Rin
+ 1
Rfb
)
·Vref
)
∂t
(4)
There are some expressions in this equation, which can be combined for deriving the switching parameters: Rp ≡
Rin ‖ Rfb, τp ≡ Rp ·Cint, τin ≡ Rin ·Cint, τfb ≡ Rfb ·Cint. This way the differential equation 4 can be written
as 5:
∂ vCint(t)
∂t
+
vCint(t)
τp
=
verr
τin
+
vpwm
τfb
−
Vref
τp
(5)
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51) Dynamical Response: The dynamical part of a step response from a first order integrating system is well
known to be an exponential function and the principle of superposition allows to combine the response from each
of the three sources. The general solution of equation 5 must so be fulfilled by equation 6 and the remaining task
is to find the parameters, which fit the actual application.
vCint(t) = A ·
(
1− e−
t
α
)
(6)
Inserting the general solution 6 into the differential equation 5 and comparing the general parameters A and α with
the above defined problem specific parameters results into the solution for the dynamical response in 7.
A = kin · verr + kfb · vpwm − Vref
α = τp
(7)
The gain coefficients are hereby defined to kin ≡ τpτin and kfb ≡
τp
τfb
.
2) Response of starting condition: Neglecting the time delay of the comparator, the step response of the system
is starting at the instance in time, when the modulator acted, i.e. when a decision happened. This is always the
case, when its inputs are crossing each other. As one of the inputs is the hysteretic window and the other one is the
carrier signal, the decision point happens, when the carrier is reaching the hysteretic window and this constellation
is also the starting point of the next transition and therefore step response. Assuming the last decision happened at
a time td before the step responses initialization, the starting voltage vstart is defined as 8.
Verr kin +
+
−
+
−
e
−
t
τd −
+
+
Vcar
−
+
Vpwm
kfb
khk − 1
Vref
Fig. 4. Flow diagram for the derivation of the carrier and the resulting PWM signal in time domain.
vstart = Vh(t− td) =


Vhlow ∀ vpwm(t) = Vaux
Vhhigh ∀ vpwm(t) = 0
(8)
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This fact is followed analytically by 9.
vCint(t) = B · e
t
τp = e
t
τp · (vstart − Vref ) (9)
3) DC-Offset: The final superimposed part of the capacitors voltage as the carrier voltage for the modulator is
the DC-offset provided by the static voltage source Vref .
4) Superposition: Superimposing the dynamical response, the response of the starting condition and the offset
voltage, while taking all simplifying parameters into account the final solution of the carrier signal is given by 10.
vCint(t) = A · (1− e
−
t
τp )︸ ︷︷ ︸
response to
dynamic
stimulation
+ B · e
−
t
τp︸ ︷︷ ︸
response to
starting
condition
+ Vref︸︷︷︸
offset
(10)
The parameter B is defined through equation 9. Breaking the complete equation down to the circuit parameters
results into the analytical solution for the carrier signal and is visualized in figure 4.
C. Derivation of switching parameters
Knowing both, the carrier signal, a.k.a. the capacitor voltage vCint , and the hysteretic window analytically, the
time duration of the PWM pulses can be derived. From this, the duty cycle d and the switching frequency fsw is
obvious. These parameters are called switching parameters here.
The first two switching parameters are the on time and the off time of the pulse train. Both can be derived from the
crossing point of the carrier signal and the respective hysteretic window voltage, i.e. 10 needs to equal 3, leading
to 11.
A · (1− e
−
t
τp ) +B · e
−
t
τp + Vref
!
= Vh (11)
Solving this equation for the time t, the general solution for a decision point calculation – which is valid for both
on and off transition – is 12.
t = −τp ln
(
1
A−B
(A+ vref − vh)
)
(12)
At this point of the timing parameter derivation the calculation needs to be split up into the two states of the PWM
signal, because A, B and vh (see equation 3) is different for the two conditions.
For the high condition the parameters Ahigh and Bhigh are valid as shown in 13.
Ahigh = kin · verr + kfb ·Vaux − Vref
Bhigh = Vhlow − Vref
(13)
The second state is described by the parameters Alow and Blow for the low condition in 14.
Ahigh = kin · verr − Vref
Bhigh = Vhhigh − Vref
(14)
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7This is resulting into the final on and off time calculation as described by 15.
thigh = −τp ln
(
1
Ahigh−Bhigh
(Ahigh + Vref − vh)
)
tlow = −τp ln
(
1
Alow−Blow
(Alow + Vref − vh)
) (15)
The other two switching parameters, switching frequency fsw and duty cycle d are a trivial combination of the first
two ones as given in 16.
Vin +
−
Hctrl
Verr d
td
Htd Hgd Hboostps
Vsupply
Hrhpz Hesr−cap
Vout
Yload
Iout
Zsense
passive ⇒ interaction
switching ⇒ averaging
Ypwr−stge
Fig. 5. Signal path diagram of the transfer function
fsw =
1
thigh+tlow
d = thigh · fsw
(16)
These equations can be used to determine the design parameters like the reference voltage Vref , which can be used
to limit the duty cycle in one or the other direction – here for the boost converter setting an upper limit – and
adjusting the switching frequency to the most desirable with respect to losses and electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) requirements.
In the actual case the duty cycle limitation is chosen to allow the converter to reach the required output voltage
of Vout = 24 V even with the minimum input voltage of Vsupply ≥ 9 V. According to a simplified DC-transfer
function of a boost converter the required duty cycle can be derived via 17.
dmax = 1−
Vsupplymin
Vout
≈ 62.5% (17)
The minimum duty cycle is reached when the error amplifier is leaving its linear operation region at around 1.5 V.
This occurs, when the load impedance is getting so low, so that the required output voltage falls below the input
voltage. In this case the switching operation stops and the boost inductor and the diode are taking all the current
until either the output voltage is rising – which is the case when a capacitive load is connected – or a protection
circuitry like a fuse or positive temperature coefficient (PTC) resistor is disconnecting the current flow.
IV. CONTROL LOOP DESIGN
Another important consideration of boost converters is the control loop. Boost converters consist intrinsically out
of tricky transfer functions, i.e. dynamically varying time constants. This section will therefore analyze each of the
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8parts of the actual designed boost converter and explain them before setting up the open and closed loop transfer
functions. To provide a visual guide for this, figure 5 is meant to give an overview of the unique blocks and the
order they are connected in the circuit.
It splits the converter into different functional blocks and distinguishes between two different types of blocks. Active
blocks, which do not interact with each other and passive or partly passive blocks which influence each other. The
later group is also the one, which has dynamically changing parameters. Those are derived in the following sections
and plotted for different bias points – varying duty cycle d and supply voltage vsupply – as well as a the worst case
dynamical response with both maximum duty cycle (equation 17) and maximum supply voltage Vsupplymax = 16 V
at the same time.
A. Time delay
The time delay td of all components in the circuit have been collected and modeled in one block. The main
contributions are coming from the current sense circuit, the error amplifier, the gate drive circuit and the comparator,
which adds up to around 2 µs. The transfer function of time delay is modeled according to [28] as 18.
Htd(s) = e
s · td (18)
Neither the supply voltage, nor the duty cycle has an influence on this transfer function, so it is considered static
and quantitatively shown together with the other static parts of the loop in figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Transfer functions of the static transfer functions, i.e. Htd to represent all time delays in the loop (consisting of current sense, error
amplifier, gate driver and comparator), Zsense, representing active current sense including its anti-aliasing filter and Hctrl as a visualization
of the PI-regulator.
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9B. Gate Driver
The chosen gate driver is inverting. This was also taken into account when setting the reference voltage for
the unsymmetrical self-oscillating modulator in the previous section. So equation 17 was actually realized for the
off-time of the pulsed signal at the modulator output. The transfer function of the gate driver results into a trivial
inversion as in 19.
Hgd(s) = −1 (19)
C. Current Sensing
To control the current, it needs to be sensed and transfered to the voltage controlled error amplifier. Therefore a
transfer impedance is required. As it is the current of the output capacitor and the contribution of the boost power
stage, which is supposed to be regulated, there is no limitation in the change rate of the signal. This would be the
case, if an inductor would have been added there. To avoid very fast transitions getting into the control loop through
feedback, which can disturb the sampling of the signal at the comparator [29], a simple first order low pass with
time constant τalias was employed to both, limit the change rate of the signal and suppress the switching artifacts.
As the sensing is conducted by a small resistance Rsense for minimization of dissipation, the current sense circuitry
is active and therefore providing gain G, which leads to the impedance in 20.
Zsense(s) = G ·Rsense
1
1 + sτalias
(20)
As the DC gain of the feedback network will dominate the closed loop gain of the converter, it is set so that a
convenient inut voltage Vin = 2.4 V yields to the desired output current 4.0A. The reference setting of 2.4 V can be
derived from a either a static voltage divider from the auxiliary voltage Vaux or adjustable through a potentiometer
from the same voltage. Figure 6 shows the DC gain therefore as 4.4 dBΩ.
D. Controller
The low frequency gain in the control loop is introduced after subtraction of the feedback signal from a control
input voltage Vin by a state of the art proportional-integral (PI) controller as further described in [30]. The transfer
function of the controller is given by 21 and plotted as one of the static transfer functions in figure 6.
Hctrl(s) =
1 + sτPI
sτin
(21)
E. Boost Power Stage
In [21], power converter transfer functions are split up in control-to-output and line-to-output. This is graphically
represented in figure 5 with the dashed power stage box having two inputs. Control-to-output means the response
of the output state space variable to the duty cycle command d and line-to-output describes the reaction of the
system to the supply of the power stage vsupply . Several publications cope with the derivation of converters transfer
functions via state space [23], [31], where for most applications the power components can be modeled ideally.
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Therefore those models are also only valid up to the frequency, where the first parasitic component impacts the
circuit. The following derivation of the actual boost converters power stage transfer functions was inspired by [32],
[33], which are deriving those characteristics for a buck and a superbuck converter in peak current control mode
including their first order parasitic components. In the actual case the output variable is the output current of the
converter. So the state space equation for the switch being turned on take the form of 22 and for the switch being
turned off 23 describes the behaviour of the circuit during the time, when the MOSFET is turned off. Note that
the equation set can only be used for averaging to describe the low frequency reaction of the system, when the
converter is operated in continuous conduction mode (CCM).
In the following derivation of the boost converters transfer functions, L is the boost inductor, C the output filter
capacitor and RC as well as RL their equivalent series resistances. The state variables are the inductor current iL
and the capacitor voltage vC . The converters output current iR through the load resistor R is the output variable.
∂ iL
∂t
=
vsupply−RL · iL
L
· iL
∂ vC
∂t
= − vC(R+RC)C
iR =
vC+
∂vC
∂t
RCC
R
(22)
∂ iL
∂t
=
vsupply−RL · iL−vC−RCC
∂ vC
∂t
L
∂ vC
∂t
=
R · vC−vC+RCC
∂ vC
∂t
RC
iR =
vC+RCC
∂vC
∂t
R
(23)
Transferring the equations via LaPlace transformation into the frequency domain yields the linear time-variant circuit
representation in 24 for both conditions, where subscript 1 denotes the switch being turned on, while subscript 2
describes the state, where the switch is turned off.
s

 iL
vC

 =
A1︷ ︸︸ ︷
 −RLL 0
0 −1(R+RC)C



 iL
vC

+
B1︷ ︸︸ ︷
 1L
0

 vsply
s

 iL
vC

 =
A2︷ ︸︸ ︷
 −RLL − 1+sRCCL
1
C
−
1+sRCC
RC



 iL
vC

+
B2︷ ︸︸ ︷
 1L
0

 vsply
(24)
The matrix representation for description of the output current of the converter is equal in both states and shown
in 25.
y︷︸︸︷
iR =
C︷ ︸︸ ︷(
0
1+sRCC
R
)
x︷ ︸︸ ︷
 iL
vC

+
D︷︸︸︷
0
u︷︸︸︷
vsply (25)
The averaged state matrix A and input matrix B are derived by multiplying the according matrices with the time
interval they are valid according to 26, where this time interval is simply described via duty cycle d.
A = d ·A1 + (1− d) ·A2; B = d ·B1 + (1− d) ·B2 (26)
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The output matrix C was already declared in 25 independent on the state, the converter is in and the feedback
matrix D is zero. Through 27 the final transfer function from supply voltage vsupply to output current iR can be
derived to 30.
Y linepwr−stge = C · (sE−A)
−1
·B (27)
As the parasitics of filter and energy storage components are only punctually documented in their technical
description, the equivalent series resistance of the electrolytic capacitor at the output (RC) and the parasitic resistance
of the inductor RL was measured at room temperature across frequency. The results of the sweeps are shown in
figure 7 and 8 respectively.
From equation 30 and both of the above measurements a quantitative representation of this transfer function can
be plotted (figure 9).
Note that the DC-gain is lower than one as the transfer function describes an admittance Y . Its interpretation is
output current iR divided by supply voltage vsupply , which leads correctly to −7.0 dBS, −11.1 dB and −12.0 dB
for a desired output current of iR = 4.0A at the three bias points vsupply = 9.0 V, 14.4 V and 16.0 V.
The high frequency roll-off following closely a first order low-pass transfer function is a composition of a second
order low-pass and a first order high-pass. The second order low-pass is mainly dominated by the two energy
storage components L and C and the load resistor R as damping, while the high-pass is formed by the equivalent
series resistance of the capacitor RC and the capacitor C itself.
Despite its supply voltage the other input parameter which is influencing the behaviour of the power stage is the
duty cycle. Neglecting second order effects, the variation of the supply voltage is orthogonal to the variation of the
duty cycle and superposition allows to derive the duty cycle perturbations influence on the output current. Therefore
u (s) is set to zero and an adequate model for duty cycle variation is found, when allocating the state matrices
dynamically and in dependency on the perturbation as in 28 around the DC bias point defined by X and U.
sx (s) = Ax (s) + {(A1 −A2)X+ (B1 −B2)U} d (s)
y (s) = Cx (s) + {(C1 −C2)X+ (D1 −D2)U} d (s)
(28)
Considering that B1 = B2, C1 = C2 and D1 = D2 the state equations can be solved for the control to output
transfer function Y ctrlpwr−stge in 29.
Y ctrlpwr−stge = C · (sE−A)
−1
· {(A1 −A2)X} (29)
Y linepwr−stge =
1
1−d
R+ RL1−d +
RLR
RC+R
d
(1−d)2
1 + sRCC
1 + s
RCC+
L+RLRCC
R(1−d)
+ dL
(R+RC)(1−d)2
+
RLC
(1−d)2
1+
RL
R(1−d)
+
dRL
(R+RC)(1−d)2
+ s2 LC
(1−d)2
R+(1−d)RC
R+
RL
1−d+
RLR
RC+R
d
(1−d)2
(30)
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Fig. 7. Measured equivalent series resistance of output capacitor
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Fig. 8. Measured equivalent series resistance of boost inductor
The DC bias point X is obtained when setting s = 0 in the first equation of 24 yielding 31.
X =

 1R(1−d) + d(RC+R)(1−d)2
1
1−d

 Vsupply
1+ 1
R(1−d)
+
dRL
(RC+R)(1−d)2
(31)
While [23], [34] consider the inductor and capacitor resistance statically, the control transfer function involves RC
and RL into the dynamic response through the operating point. Setting these vectors into 29 solves the duty cycle
to output current transfer function Y linepwr−stge to 33.
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Fig. 9. Transfer function Y linepwr−stge of the output current from the boost power stage as a response to supply voltage variation including
the parasitic resistances of the boost inductor and the output capacitor.
Figure 10 shows the corresponding reaction of the power stage to a duty cycle variation in form of a bode plot.
These two system characteristics can be linearly superimposed, when second order effects are neglected, according
to 32.
Y pwr−stge (s) = Y linepwr−stge (s) · vsupply (s)+
Y ctrlpwr−stge (s) · d (s)
(32)
The linear combination is visualized for several operating points in figure 11.
Note that this results have been derived under several neglects:
• Averaging: The dynamic transfer functions derived above are only valid for frequencies lower than the switching
frequency. As the switching frequency is changing dynamically according to 16, the error made by averaging
is getting bigger with decreasing switching frequency.
• CCM: The dynamic characteristics of the power stage are only valid in continuous conduction mode. If the
Y ctrlpwr−stge =
1−
RL
(RC+R)(1−d)2
R(1−d)2
(
1+
RL
1−d+
RRL
RC+R
d
(1−d)2
)2 ·
1+s
2(1−d)2RCRC−
RCRLRC+RL
RC+R
+(1−d)RCRLC
R(1−d)2−
RRL
RC+R
+s2
(1−d)2RR2
C
C2−
RCRLC
RC+R
+(1−d)RCC(RCRLC+L)
R(1−d)2−
RRL
RC+R
+s3
(1−d)R2
C
LC2
R(1−d)2−
RRL
RC+R
1+s
RCC+
L+RLRCC
R(1−d)
+ dL
(R+RC)(1−d)2
+
RLC
(1−d)2
1+
RL
R(1−d)
+
dRL
(R+RC)(1−d)2
+s2 LC
(1−d)2
R+(1−d)RC
R+
RL
1−d
+
RLR
RC+R
d
(1−d)2
(33)
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Fig. 10. Transfer function Y ctrlpwr−stge of the output current from the boost power stage as a response to duty cycle variation including
the parasitic resistances of the boost inductor and the output capacitor.
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Fig. 11. The resulting transfer function for a current driving boost converter Y pwr−stge as a linear superposition of its two input reactions.
converter is leaving the continuous conduction mode, due to decreasing switching frequency, a third state
would need to be introduced. The state variables are then dependent on the natural oscillations of parasitic
components of semiconductors and filter. Therefore second order parasitics (parasitic capacitance of boost
inductor, equivalent series inductance of the electrolytic capacitor and nonlinear Coss of the switches) would
need to be taken into account.
• Load: The load was assumed to be resistive. If the parasitic components of the load start to interact in the
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frequency range of interest, they would need be taken into the model. This could be the inductance of the
wiring harness or – in case the battery to be charged has a small capacitance – the capacitance value of the
battery itself.
• Orthogonality of supply voltage and duty cycle: In case the numerical value of the product of vsupply (s) and
d (s) as the perturbations of supply voltage and duty cycle are not negligible within the allowed averaging
period, their interaction is also contributing to the transfer function of the power stage as a secondary effect.
F. Resulting Transfer Functions and Stability Considerations
The product of all above shown transfer functions yields the open loop transfer function Ho according to 34.
Ho (s) = Htd (s)Hgd (s)Zsense (s)Hctrl (s)Y pwr−stge (s) (34)
As the modulator is not included in the model, the model is only relevant at low frequencies. When approaching
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Fig. 12. The resulting open loop transfer function Ho (s).
the switching frequency small signal models have been described in [35]–[38].
The important result out of this bode diagram are the criteria for stability. For all conditions the phase margins are
quantitatively given in table I and the gain margins are given in II.
Note that the minimum phase margin is not achieved at the frequency, where the open loop is running out of
gain, but at a lower frequency. The minimum phase margin, located at a lower frequency than the zero crossing, is
therefore the criterion to judge the stability of the converter.
As the gain margins are found above the switching frequency, their validity is doubtful according to the above
described neglects.
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condition 0 dB crossing phase margin at min. phase
d; Vsupply frequency 0 dB crossing margin
63 %; 9.0 V 63 kHz 101◦ 38◦
40 %; 14.4 V 60 kHz 89◦ 66◦
33 %; 16.0 V 51 kHz 91◦ 70◦
63 %; 16.0 V 57 kHz 90◦ 38◦
TABLE I
PHASE MARGIN OVERVIEW OF THE OPEN LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTION.
condition −180◦ crossing gain margin at
d; Vsupply frequency −180◦ crossing
63 %; 9.0 V 224 kHz 2.4 dB
40 %; 14.4 V 204 kHz 4.9 dB
33 %; 16.0 V 198 kHz 6.1 dB
63 %; 16.0 V 201 kHz 5.6 dB
TABLE II
GAIN MARGIN OVERVIEW OF THE OPEN LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTION.
Based on the open loop results, the closed loop transfer function can be derived according to block diagram 5 via
equation 35.
Hclosed(s) =
Ho(s)
1 + Zsense (s)Ho(s)
(35)
This finally leads to the closed loop bode plot in figure 13.
V. EXCEEDING THE CONTROL LIMITS
Section IV is valid for certain load ranges. Whenever the battery is fully charged or completely discharged the
control loop exits the linear range of the PI-controller and two other state descriptions are valid. Those are described
in this section.
A. Undervoltage Limitation
For a low ohmic load, e.g. when a discharged battery is attached, the control loop is saturated and even the
resulting duty cycle is zero, the power stage of the boost converter still conducts. This is a consequence of the
inductor and the conducting diode in case the voltage at the output of the boost converter is lower than its input
voltage. As this converter is designed for charging batteries, the output voltage does not stay constant but rises, as
the battery is getting charged to the input voltage. At this instance the control loop is taking over, the output current
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Fig. 13. The modeled closed loop transfer function Hclosed (s).
is regulated and the output voltage further rises so that the charging of the battery can continue under defined
conditions.
In case of misuse, e.g. applying a low ohmic load, the voltage would not rise. The converter can be protected against
damage in this case by designing a fuse or a positive temperature coefficient resistor (PTC) into the power path.
Either one of those protection elements must be designed, to open the circuit as soon as the maximum stress of the
rectifier diode and the boost inductor is reached. On the other hand, the protection devices shall not trigger with
the high inrush current, when an empty battery is attached to the converter. For this event, the power path needs to
be designed to withstand the worst case regular load, which is the largest capacitance, that shall get charged.
Another way of limiting the short circuit current is the usage of a synchronous rectifier and turn this transistor into
a linear regulator for lower output voltages than input voltages. In this case a thermal protection circuit can be
applied to it and the initial charging can be controlled.
B. Overvoltage Limitation
On the other end of the regulation range, the output voltage is exceeding the maximum battery voltage, i.e. the
battery is completely charged. In this case the switching action can simply be stopped. It restarts as soon as the
battery voltage drops below a certain value. The trigger limits for those two non-linear interactions with the current
control loops have a hysteresis for debouncing the control abnormalities, which especially occur with very small
load capacitances. This way a wide load range can be tolerated.
Whenever this over voltage protection (OVP) is getting activated, the current source nature of the converter is turned
into a voltage source temporarily.
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
The calculated and described boost converter has been built and the schematic of the power stage is given in
figure 14.
The relevant comparisons to the above theoretical derivation are shown in this section.
Vsupply
FAN3121
IHLP5050FD
3.3 µH
IRF3205
10TQ045
220 µF
50 V
Fig. 14. Schematic of power stage.
A. Switching Parameters
In section III the switching parameters fsw and d have been derived from the passive circuitry around the hysteretic
comparator. For the given application, the values have been entered in the equation and the error amplifier output
voltage verr was chosen as parameter to plot the results in figure 15. There is a slight derivation with the offset
of the two measured graphs compared to the predicted line from calculations. It is assumed that it is originated
from the component tolerances. At quite low error voltage amplitudes the measurements are falling off faster than
predicted. It was found that the output impedance of the reference voltage source Vref was quite high. Therefore
it had a non neglect able variation over the control range which also led to even more limited dynamical range on
the low end.
The duty cycle limitation on the high end as adjusted through the analytical results in equation 17 was fulfilled
tightly as can be seen in figure 16. On the low end of the modulation range, the switching action stopped slightly
before the predicted point, however the tolerance is acceptable especially with respect to the low cost reference
voltage generation.
B. Control
The duty cycle range is the limit for the linear control range, i.e. the range where the controller is regulating
the output current to a set reference value. Figure 17 shows a load step from the undervoltage range, where the
error amplifier is in negative saturation to the adjusted current value of 4 A. Load step responses within the linear
regulation range are shown in figures 18 and 19. These diagrams, show the converter operating and the regulator
response during a positive and a negative load step respectively. In both cases the controller is driven into saturation.
When leaving either positive or negative saturation, the settling of the converter operation can be seen in both cases.
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Fig. 15. The calculated switching frequency from equation 16 compared to the measured switching frequencies at two different supply voltages
of the converter.
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Fig. 16. The variation of the invertered duty cycle, i.e. the off-time in relation to the period, with changing error amplifier voltage for calculation
results and measurement results at two different supply voltages.
C. Overvoltage Protection
The overvoltage protections (OVP) task is to avoid overcharging the battery. It is turning the converter off,
whenever the upper hysteretic value of the OVP is reached and whenever the battery voltage is falling below the
lower limit of the hysteresis, it is resposible for the converters restart. Through this voltage feedback the converter
is operating in a bang bang regulated and slow voltage mode. However during the on-times of this voltage loop,
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Fig. 17. A load step from output undervoltage lockout to full output power: yellow and green are output voltage and current.
Fig. 18. The response of output current and output voltage to a load transition from light load (R = 4 Ω) to maximum load within regulation
range (R = 6 Ω). Also shown is the response of the error amplifier and the inverted PWM signal in background.
the converter is operating as a current source. The action can be simulated by applying a high ohmic load, which
will take the error amplifier out of the linear operation region as described in section V-B and therefore ensure that
the output voltage would exceed the overvoltage protection limit, while the current loop is trying to keep the 4 A
current at the output. A single overvoltage trigger and its soft recovery in to normal current source operation of the
converter is shown in figure 20.
Figure 21 shows the voltage loop response and the current loop operation in the enabled period in dependency of
the applied load impedance. This is leading to output currents from 3.9 A down to 0.5 A, while keeping the output
voltage at the desired maximum.
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Fig. 19. The inverse transition to figure 18 from R = 6 Ω to 4 Ω.
Fig. 20. Timing of the overvoltage protection and its hysteresis. Shown is the output voltage and the control signal from the overvoltage
protection signal on oscilloscope channel 1 and the inverted PWM signal on channel 3 in the background.
D. Efficiency
The energy efficiency of the converter is dependent on the supply voltage. It is falling with decreasing supply
voltage as the input current is rising, which is the main responsible parameter for the losses. Within the defined
operation range as described in section II-A, the efficiency is beyond 91 %. At the nominal input voltage of
14.4 V an efficiency higher than 93 % was achieved, which is 1 % more than described in previous publications
as described in section I. The graphs in figure 22 are visualizing these numbers. All three graphs are cut off at
the lower power range, when the converter left the switching operation range and the output voltage fell to the
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(a) Output current drop to 3.9A (b) Output current drop to 2.7A
(c) Output current drop to 1.6A (d) Output current drop to 0.5A
Fig. 21. Overvoltage protection at different overload levels, where the upper signal on channel 4 is the output voltage and the lower one is
the overvoltage protection trigger signal on channel 1.
input voltage. The efficiency in those areas is even higher, because no switching losses are contributing to the total
dissipation. However that mode is not representative for a switched power converter.
The resulting thermal representation of the converter is shown in the figure 23. The hottest components in the
picture are the sense resistors for the current feedback and the rectifier diode, followed by the output electrolytic
capacitor and the power switch. A more quantitative but less precise representation of the loss distribution is shown
in table III. These numbers where taken from an infrared thermometer.
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Fig. 22. Efficiency at normal operating conditions (within regulation limitations) for various supply voltages
Fig. 23. Thermal photography of converter, while operating from a supply voltage Vsupply = 14.4 V at an ouput power of Pout = 100 W
(efficiency η = 93 %)
E. Reliability
As shown in the efficiency diagram 22, the converter was designed to barely fulfill the output power specification
at the lowest supply voltage of Vsupply = 9 V, which is the most economical design criteria. This however enables
the converter to provide more power at higher input voltages. With disabled overvoltage protection, the converter
was stress tested with accelerated voltage stress at the output. The converter passed this stress test and could operate
also in steady state and thermal saturation up to the maximum input voltage by relying on the duty cycle limitation
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spot ϑ
rectifier diode 96 ◦C
power switch 68 ◦C
boost inductor 84 ◦C
output capacitor 82 ◦C
linear regulator for auxiliary voltage 78 ◦C
ambient 60 ◦C
TABLE III
TEMPERATURE θ ON THE SURFACE OF THE COMPONENTS MEASURED WITH AN INFRARED THERMOMETER.
from the unsymmetrical hysteretic controller. The efficiency in this area is further falling with increasing losses,
however it stays under any condition beyond 91 % as visualized in figure 24.
Even there is no possibility to cut back on the cost of the power stage, because it is barely reaching the output
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Fig. 24. Efficiency at extended output voltage conditions for normal and high input voltage conditions.
requirement at the lowest supply voltage, it might be possible to reduce cost on the mechanical design, as the
converter could reach the thermal steady state also under those stress conditions.
F. Voltage-Current Characteristic
Finally a number of operating points where captured to record the voltage-current characteristic of the output of
the boost converter. Figure 25 is showing those characteristics for various input voltages.
The left side of the diagram (constant output voltage, current following the load) is representing the undervoltage
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Fig. 25. Output characteristics under normal operating conditions and output stress test measured at different input voltages.
mode described in section V-A. The output voltage is following the input voltage at this point and the converter is
not switching. With decreasing load resistance the current is rising and so are the conduction losses in the diode
and the inductor. Therefore the voltage curve is slightly tilted to the left in the diagram with increasing stress.
During constant current operation the output current is under control of the current loop. In both, normal operation
and stress test conditions all graphs overlap, which proofs the operation of the control loop. Only the graph for
the low supply voltage Vsupply = 9 V is bending toward the voltage-axis for high output voltages due to the duty
cycle limitation.
With OVP enabled, i.e. under normal operating conditions, the graphs for Vsupply = 14.4 V and Vsupply = 16 V
are cutting off precisely at the reached maximum output voltage and the converter is operating in OVP mode as a
constant voltage source as described in section V-B.
Under stress conditions, i.e. with disabled OVP, the converter continues behaving like a constant current source at
its output up to 35 V. At this point for the nominal supply voltage Vsupply = 14.4 V the maximum duty cycle is
reached and the current starts to drop as the graph for Vsupply = 9 V does at the boundary of the specification.
VII. OUTLOOK
The battery voltage of cars can drop to low voltages, when the engine is started. Dependent on the ambient
temperature this condition can last for a longer time, than the energy storage components in this application can
cover. It could therefore be of interest to operate the converter at low input voltages. Figure 26 shows the operation
of the converter at Vsupply = 4.5 V. Due to the duty cycle limitation the desired output current of 4 A can not be
reached. A dynamical duty cycle limitation dependent on the input voltage could be added as another feature in
the converter to ensure operation down to those supply voltage values.
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Figure 27 is confirming that the power stage would be capable to operate with adequate efficiency beyond 85 %
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Fig. 26. Output characteristic at low input voltage.
down to low input voltages.
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Fig. 27. Efficiency at low input voltage.
VIII. CONCLUSION
A switched power converter to charge a laptop computer battery from the energy net of a car was developed. After
describing the specification and the demands for the supply, the solution was broken down into various features,
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consisting of a boost power stage, controlled by a current loop through an unsymmetrical hysteretic modulator.
Additionally an overvoltage protection feature and a soft start functionality was added.
Other applications targeted by the design are emulation of solar cells and general constant current sources.
The operation of the unsymmetrical modulator was described analytically in detail by analyzing the hysteretic
window and the carrier generation. This led to the equations for the switching parameters on-time ton, off-time
toff , switching frequency fsw and the duty cycle d. This derivation was used to define the linear operating range
of the control.
Next the control loop was broken down into the various blocks within the loop, consisting of a gate driver, the
current sensing with its anti-aliasing filter, the traditional PI-controller and the power stage including its first order
parasitic components. The results of this analysis where used to predict the stability of the system in terms of phase
and gain margins.
The converter was designed in a matter that it could also operate beyond its regulation boundaries in output
undervoltage and output overvoltage mode.
Through a prototype the described derivations where verified. Measurement of switching parameters gave good
agreement with simulation, the control loops functionality was proven through load steps. Beyond the control the
functionality in the under and overvoltage mode was shown through measurements. The efficiency of the converter
within the specified operating range was found to exceed 90 %. Under nominal operating conditions it exceeded
93 % at any point of load up to 100 W. Beyond the specified operating range a reliability test proofed the capability
of operation up to 150 W with efficiency beyond 91 % at any point. The output characteristic of the converter in
all possible operation modes was captured and described.
Despite the relatively low switching frequency (50 kHz to 160 kHz) a fast step response (steady state is achieved
after 400 µs) was achieved, enabled by the high control bandwidth of the self oscillating control scheme.
Finally an outlook to a low operating voltage feature was given, which could further be included as another nonlinear
interaction with the tightly controlled current loop.
The converter is working up to the specification and is useable to charge a laptop battery from the energy system
of a car.
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